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A Summary of the Models Used for the

Mechanical Response of Disposal Rooms
in the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant

with Regard to Compliance with

,_ 40 CFR 191, Subpart B

B.M. Butcher and F.T. Mendenhall

Sandia National Laboratories

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185

ABSTRACT

A summary is presented of the results of a number of studies conducted prior to March 1992 that
have led to a conceptual model describing how the porosity (and therefore the permeability) of
waste and backfill in a Waste Isolation Pilot Plant disposal room changes with time and also
describes how results from calculations involving mathematical models of these processes are used
to provide input into performance assessment of the repository. Included in the report are
descriptions of essential material response or constitutive models that include the influence of gas
generation and the response of simple gas-pressurized cracks and fractures in salt, marker beds,
and clay seams. Two-dimensional versus three-dimensional disposal room configurations and
descriptions of the differences between numerical codes are also discussed.

Calculational results using the mathematical models for disposal room response are described,
beginning with closure of empty rooms and becoming progressively more complex. More recent
results address some of the effects of gas generation in a room containing waste and backfill and
intersected by a gas permeable marker bed. Developments currently in progress to improve the
evaluation of the disposal room performance are addressing the coupling between brine flow and
closure and the two-dimensional capability for analyzing a complete panel of rooms. Next, a
method is described for including disposal room closure results into performance assessment
analyses that determine if the repository is in compliance with regulatory standards. The coupling
is accomplished using closure surfaces that describe the relationship among porosity, total amount
of gas in the repository, and time. A number of conclusions about room response and
recommendations for further work are included throughout the report.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Waste isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) is a research and developtnent facility to demon,_trate

the safe management, storage, and eventual disposal of transuranic (TRU) waste generated by

Department of Energy (DOE) defense programs. The WIPP is located in southeastern New Mexico

at a depth of approximately 655 m (2150 ft) in bedded halites within the Salado Formation

(Bechtel, 1986). The repository is a series of underground drifts, panels, and disposal rooms as

shown in Figure I-1. Each disposal room is about 4 by l0 by 91 m (13 x 33 x 300 ft) and will be

filled with 55-gallon drums or other containers of TRU waste. After the containers are placed in

the room, crushed salt or some other type of backfill will be placed over, around, and between the

containers to fill much of the remaining room void space. After backfilling, the room will be
closed to further access and its contents allowed to consolidate with time.

The objectives of this report are (1) to summarize the results of studies that have led to

development of a conceptual model for describing how the porosity and permeability of waste and

backfill change with time and (2) to show how results from calculations involving mathematical

models of these processes are used _o provide input into performance-assessment predictions that

determine if the repository is in compliance with regulatory standards. Specifically, the majority

of work reported in this document refers to post closure 40 CFR 191B performance assessment.

Exceptions are those areas regarding RCRA, which are clearly identified. The contents represent

progress in development over a period of approximately four years, ending March 1992. Before

discussing these objectives further, a brief discussion of the waste environment after a room is

filled is necessary.

1.1 The Disposal Room Closure Process

The disposal room closure process is a complex and interdependent series of events starting
after a disposal room is filled with waste. Three processes are important: (l) the volume of the

excavation decreases as the salt surrounding the room creeps in response to overburden loads; (2)

brine migrates towards the room because fluid pressure in and adjacent to the room is lower than

the equilibrium fluid pressure that existed in the salt prior to excavation (the far-field fluid

pressure far away from the excavation)', and (3) decomposition, corrosion, and radiolysis processes

within the waste may generate gas. The presence of gas within the disposal room is important not

only because gas pressurization may retard both the closure process and fluid flow, but also

because it may include entrained hazardous volatile organic compounds (VOCs), whose migration

must be limited. All three processes continue with time until the forces causing closure become

equal to opposite forces caused by brine and gas pore pressurization and backstress exerted by the

waste and backfill. Closure in this report is defined as the decrease in volume of a mine e._,cavation

in salt with time. as the surrounding salt deforms into it. The ability of salt to deform with time,
to eliminate voids, and to create an impermeable salt barrier around the waste was one of the

principal reasons for locating the WIPP repository in a bedded salt formation.

In the absence of any disruption of the natural barrier surrounding the repository (e.g., the

absence of an inadvertent human intrusion), continued gas generation may eventually reduce the

closure process to the point where it stops. After a minimum void or pore volume is reached, the

void volume within the room may then begin to increase, if leakage of the gas away from the

waste is not sufficient to relieve pressurization. Void volume increase will continue until gas

generation ceases and pressure equilibrium is eventually established with the sur-
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Figure I-I. Proposed WIPP Repository showing both TRU-waste disposal areas and experimental

areas (after Waste Management Technology Dept., 1987). The disposal areas are

composed of haulage ways, access drifts, and eight panels, each containing seven

disposal rooms.
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rounding formation, t:or the purpose_ of post.-._closure R('RA, gas leakage mechanisnls must be

defined Io demonslrnle lh;il VOC gase_ do not escape to Ihe accessible en_ir_)nllleni in ex_'ess of

the regulated amounts.

Eventually, changes in the room ,,olume will begin to equiiibratt, as the st_¢'ss w.ithin the

room approaches lithostatic stresses (14,8 MPa) al'ter hmg periods t)l" time, While subsequent

decreases in room porosity, the void space in the room, may _)¢cur because of slow consolidation

of the waste, _ery long-.tern1 chemical phase alteration of the waste, or reduction of pore pressure

by fluid transport away from the room, these changes are expected to have little et't'ect on the 40

CI,'R I_IB post-closure performance of the repository,, For ttle t'_urpo_e,Jo/ ltll,_ report, lhv .[Ilial

_l(ll(' of the' roortl i._ dt'jttwd a._ tt_ cotldillotl tt,lt¢,tt hlho_lali(' t'qltilli_rlttlqt L_ ree_lOhlt_tted.

While the steps in normal closure of the repository are hundreds to thousands of years in

duration, the,,' can be interrupted at any time by events that disrupt the state of the repository.

For example, inadvertent human intrusion into the repository, such as drilling into it, could have a

major effect, bypassing natural barriers and releasing pressurized gas and brine, which in turn

may alter or restart various parts of the closure process (WIPP Performance Assessment Division,

19qla, Vol. I, Section 2.1 2).

1.2 Disposal Room Modeling Objectives

The various stages of closure described in Section 1,1 indicate that the mechanical and

physical states of the repository are continually changing with time. Models are required lo

predict these changes to evaluate the performance of the repository and demonstrate compliance

with waste storage regulations. Two types of models will be described. The conceptual models

for the disposal room are qualitative and identify all of the various processes that contribute to

mechanical and, to some extent, fluid flow changes within the room. 7'he word._ "di,_ro_al room

nlodel" in ttli._ report refer to tile conlhitled ('onceplual model._. Each conceptual model must then

be described by the second type of model, a mathematical model, for quantitative prediction of

the response of a room. These mathematical models, in turn, must be integrated inio the very

broad computational process that eventually is used to demonstrate quantitative compliance of the

repository with federal and state regulations.

The principal objective in construction of the disposal room model for investigation ot"

repository conditions is to predict the porosity of the waste and backfill at any time, The need for

porosities of the waste is twofold, First, transport of soluble radionuclides in brine is one of" the

principal ways that radionuclides can escape t'rom the repository, t The void volume remaining in

the room at any given time, as computed from porosity, determines how much radioactive brine

could be present it" all the voids filled with brine.

Second, the porosity ot" the waste or backt'ill is one ot" the most important factors

determining permeability, in reverse, while the permeabilities of the waste and backfill actually

determine the rate of transport of soluble radionuclides in brine out of the repository, their direct

coupling with porosity permits the use ot" the porosities as indirect indicators of flow' magnitudes.

Furthermore, if porosities are used, a translation from porosity to permeability is possible: given

1 Cuttings removal from drilling penetration of the repository during an inadvertent human
intrusion is the other principal mechanism by which radioactive materials can reach the surface
of the earth.
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the poro_it,,of a _te maletiaiat a gi_elltime, it_pet-m_abi!iI__:-_inhe e_!im_ledIFtom

relation_hip_deri_,edfrom laboratt_t_,data IeR, Butchrt el _II,I_(II_i,luker eI M, iqqii
l'hereI'ore,the disposalro_)mttmdeic;lube ca._Iin ierm__I'thei'_r_it__I"the _tp an_ih_'k!lill
a_ a functionof lime. ('ompul_llion_lre_ii!I_de_clihediah'__n lhi_rep_)rl_._ii_h_ Ih_I
consolidationof crushed _alil_¢kI'ill,or a nti_tute_.)fcrushed _iI _i1dbenloI1ileb_-kfillI_

relati*,ely impermeable _tate_, i_ much more rapid iltilll the c,m*.)iMalion _)i"the v._te

Another obje_.'li,,-e of the rot)m modelin_ eiTort i_ to pr¢)_ide ctmtpulati__.mMrttelM_ rot

stfl_inl_ room re_pon_e problem_ l)e_,etopment of the computationM meth_d_ f_r _ddre_i.#

clo_ure has been a parallel approach in_,ol_ing t_o different numericai ¢t_de_ ihi, p_oce_ _,_

considered nece_sar._because ca!culation,_ in many ca_e_pro_ed t. be much m_e diffi_;ull than

anticipated, and problems v..ith the numerical technique_ frequent!} meant thai te_uii_ could nol _e

obtained in time to _alisfy proltrammatic mile_t,)ne_, Fo_ a It(ten problem, the I_t-o _ode_ u_uai!_

did not encounter the _ame ditTicultie_, and therefore, ir one failed to _ol_e the problem, t_ulH

could almost alway_ be obtained front the other, The tv.,t) numerical ¢ode_ u_ed are the finite.-
element, finite..strain code SANCtlO (Stone el al,, 191i_) and the finite.element, _mali_ir_in code

SPIi:C'I'ROM-._2 (Callahan el al,. IqgO) Although the ¢ode_ _ppear at fit_! e_amination t. be

almost identical in the manner that prt)blem_ are _ol_ed, they are actually quite ditTerent in _etetal

respe_t_(Butcher et al,, Iggla), as v.,ill become e_iden! in Section _0 ,)t' Ihi_ report

1.3 Report Organization

Becausethe disposal room model described in Ihi_ rept)rt mu_I ll_;tn_i.le into a _:ompulatitmM

method for acquiring quanlitali_e closure inl'ornmtion, the rep_ll i_ ))t_afli/ed a¢¢ordinilt it) the

way that a calculation v.'ould be performed In ('hapter _, _t)nle of the information ft_r

establishing the initial ¢,mditmns anti c()nt'igulalion ,_1"the prt)biem i_ de,trilled lhi_ info_m_li_m

includes a description oi" the repo_itor) and the initial c,mt'i_uration of;l disposal r_om. the r!!,_m

dimensions, the stratigraphy ,_t' the _urroundin_ _alt, and ht_v. the v.=lste i_ emplaced

Chapter .t describes the material response or constitutive nlod¢,l_needed f=_r the catculalion

These include mathematical descriptions l'_r:

• creep el" intact salt.

• creep consolidation _t' salt_based backfill,

• consolidation oi' th_ waste,

• deformation of the disturbed _one o1' rock _ur_ountlinl_tthe r(_t)m,

• gas pressurization, and

• the response of large scale cracks and fra,:lutes in salt arid discontinut)us features in the
stratigraphy such as marker beds anti cla_ seams,

Some additiunal factors that must be conside!ed for t:losure _:ak'ulation_ ate exatnined tit

Chapter 4. These include the use ot' tv._oodimensional (_.l)) _er_us three..dimen_ionM (1,1))

disposal room configurations, descriptit_n_ of the dil'l'erence_ betu,--een the Iv,t) numeri_:al ¢.de_, anti

discussion ot" the special assumptions used in some ot' the cal,:ulatiou_

Example results are described in ('hapter 5 I_hese begin v.ith ro_utts t,_t the _imple_t !_,:pe

ot" calculation, closure of an empty ititiill, and I;e¢Oll!e prt)glessi_el) lilt)to tt_mple_ Mr)re le_'enI

results address the efi'ects of ga_ generati_)n in a rot)ill conlail!ing _,asle anti hnt;kfttl ilnd
intersected by a gas-.permeable lllal-kel bed,
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('h_lplet _ is a briet" desctiplit)n of some ()t" the development w¢)rk in progress to improve the

n!_)dei I_)r ex_lmple, the consequences ot' an inadvertent human intrusion have yet to be

_ddre_ed. allhough the methods for compleling this step are already in place. Incorporation of`

lhe el_fe¢i _)!_ brine t'1o_ on gas generation and closure by coupled-flow analysis is also being

_lddte_ed. :is well a_ the t'easibilily of various panel-scale modeling schemes,

,_ major (,bjective ot" this report, a proposal of the way the disposal room model can be

¢_upled inlo assessment of repository performance, is in Chapter 7. The mechanism of`

lnt'_rm_ltion transfer is currently specification ot" (closure) surfaces des_._ibing the relationship of"

lhree _ariables, pc,rosily, total amount ot" gas in the repository, and time, For various assumed

sequellcesoi_e_,enls,

i:inall_, Chapter 8 is a summary of the contents of the report and recommendations for

further de,, elopment.
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2.0 FACILITY DESCRIPTION

2.1 Room and Panel Dimensions

The WIPP ,:epository is located in southeastern New Mexico at a depth of approximately 655

m (2150 ft) in bedded halites within the Salado Formation (Bechtel, 1986). Present plans call for

mining eight panels of seven rooms as shown in P'igure 2-1. Backfill will be placed around the

waste as each panel is filled. Waste will also be placed in the drifts between the panels, which

then may be backfilled, to utilize space corresponding to approximately two additional panel

volumes. An experimental region exists at the north end of the repository that will be

decommissioned and backfilled as the underground experiments are completed. No waste will be

stored in the experimental area.

All underground openings in the waste panels have rectangular cross sections. Rooms are

nominally 4 m (13 ft) high by l0 m (33 ft) wide by 91.4 m (300 ft) long, 1 and drifts are generally

3.96 m (13 ft) high by 4.3 m (14 ft) wide (WlPP Performance Assessment Division, 1991a, Section

3.l.l). The width of the pillars between the rooms is 30.5 m (100 ft); the distance between the

centerline of a room and the centerline of a pillar, the basic unit of symmetry, in the interior of a

panel, is 20.27 m (66.5 ft).

The configuration for closure analysis is generally a single disposal room. Because of

computational limitations, most past numerical closure calculations have been limited to 2-D plane

strain analyses that examine closure of the 4-m-by-10-m cross section of an infinitely long room.

These rooms, in turn, either are assumed symmetric, with vertical symmetry planes at the center

of each pillar and each room, as would be valid for an infinite series of rooms, or modeled as a

single, isolated room. Extensive calculations of 3-D effects at intersections of the rooms with the

panel access drifts have not been completed largely because of restraints imposed by the numerical

methods and computation time. However, some results are available from calculations by Argtiello

et al. (1989) and Argtiello (1990). Additional discussion of 3-D effects is in Section 4.1.

2.2 Stratigraphy

Closure analyses of disposal rooms are limited to the stratigraphy of the Salado Formation

because this geological unit is of sufficient extent to contain far-field computational boundaries.

The detail of the stratigraphy is usually limited to that within approximately + 55 m vertical

distance from the horizon of the repository because stratigraphical features farther away have little

influence on closure (Munson et al., 1989a). The Salado in the vicinity of the repository is

composed mainly of five geological materials: halite, argillaceous halite, anhydrite, polyhalite, and

clay in clay seams, as shown in Figure 2-2. Marker Bed 139 is the principal interbed in the

vicinity of the repository horizon and is an anhydrite layer approximately I m thick located

several meters below the repository floor.

1 Exact dimensions are 3.96 m high by 10.06 m wide by 91.44 m long.
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Figure 2-1. Plan view of the WlPP underground storage area showing the panels, disposal

rooms, and haulage ways (after Bechtel, 1986).
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Figure 2-2. Stratigraphy at the WIPP repository horizon (after Bechtel, 1986, Figures 6-2 and

6-3; Lappin et al., 1989, Figure 4-12). Units in the disposal area dip slightly to the

south, but disposal excavations are always centered about the orange marked band

(reddish-orange halite) (taken from WlPP Performance Assessment Division, 1991a,

Figure 2.2-3). The stratigraphy above and below the limits or this figure is mostly
halite.
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Two principal abstractions of the repository stratigraphy have been used for closure

analyses. In one, much of the rock surrounding the disposal room is classified as halite (Krieg,

1984); in the other, it is described as argillaceous halite (Munson et al., 1989a). The first, shown

in Figure 2-3, is the reference stratigraphy defined by Krieg (1984). This stratigraphy has been

used for calculations performed with the finite-element computer code SANCHO (described in

Section 4.2.2), although most SANCHO analyses have assumed that the stratigraphy surrounding a

disposal room is composed entirely of halite. The reasons leading to this representative

stratigraphy are described in Section 5.1.1. This assumption was based on comparison calculations
that showed little difference between results obtained using the reference stratigraphy and results

using pure halite (Morgan, December 9, 1987 memo in Appendix A).

The second abstraction of the WIPP stratigraphy for closure calculations is shown in Figure

2-4 (Munson et al., 1989a). Although this stratigraphy was originally developeJ for analyses of

the closure of the in situ Room D experiment at the WIPP, its use has been extended to closure

analyses for other drifts and rooms performed with the numerical code SPECTROM-32. It has
also been used for empty disposal room estimates with SPECTROM-32. To make comparisons

with SANCHO results easier, the most recent SPECTROM-32 disposal room closure calculations

have also been for a stratigraphy surrounding a disposal room composed entirely of halite.

2.3 Waste Emplacement

The WIPP's current design capacity is approximately 175,000 m3 and will contain a current

inventory estimate of about 532,500 55-gallon drums and 33,500 boxes of contact-handled,

transuranic (CH TRU) waste (WIPP Performance Assessment Division, 1991a, Section 3.4).

Approximately 60% of this waste may be co-contaminated with waste considered hazardous under

the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) (US EPA, 1987). A small portion of the

waste must be remotely handled (RH) and will be contained in canisters emplaced horizontally in
the walls of the rooms.

..

Ideal packing of a total of 6804 55-gallon containers, the most that can physically be placed

in a disposal room, has been assumed as the amount of waste in a single room (WIPP Performance

Assessment Division, 1991a, Sec. 3.16) for most closure analyses. This configuration is based on

placement of the drums in groups of seven hexagonal-packed units, or 7-packs, 54 units long by 6

units wide. Seven-packs would be stacked three high, with the top units covered by up to 2 ft of

backfill.

The remaining space above the backfill is a ventilation space, approximately 2 ft high

(Bechtel, 1986). The ventilation space dimension is included in the storage room reference design

dime_lsions recommended by Bechtel (1986), which state that the level of salt should be maintained

at 9.75 m (10 ft, 8 in) above the floor of the room, and a ventilation space of 0.4 m (i ft, 4 in)

minimum should be maintained until the room is filled and plugged.

2.4 Backfill Emplacement

l.ayers of backfill will surround the waste (on top of it and between it and the walls of the

room) to minimize void volume (e.g., Butcher et al., 1991a). Backfill eliminates as much void

space as possible. Principal backfill materials under consideration are pure crushed salt, crushed
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Figure 2-3. September 1983 reference stratigraphy (after Krieg, 1984). Anhydrite b should not

be used in a structural model. It is only included for reference purposes.
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salt mixed with bentonite or other additives, or grout. Backfill emplacement is anticipated to be

straightforward because a wide range of mechanical and pneumatic methods has been developed

by the mining industry for backfilling various types of excavations. To promote higher density

and uniformity and to facilitate emplacement of salt-based backfill, all salt particles larger than

about 12.5 mm (I in) will probably be removed from mine-run crushed salt and recrushed

(Butcher et al,, 1991a),
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3.0 DISPOSAL ROOM MATHEMATICAL MODELS

3.1 Salt Creep

Halite (salt) has the interesting characteristic of being able to deform with time under low

shear stresses. This mechanical property causes mined cavities or voids in bedded or domai salt

formations to decrease in volume with time until (I) either they are reduced to very small

openings or (2) brine and gas pressure within the pores increases sufficiently to counteract stresses

causing closure. After the waste is emplaced in the repository, the salt will deform around it,

reduce any void volume that could eventually fill with brine, and surround the waste with a tight,

impermeable barrier.

Because published results of experiments and modeling of the creep consolidation of salt are

so extensive, a summary of such information is beyond the scope of this report. Instead, attention

is focused on two milestones in constitutive modeling of the salt surrounding the repository. The

first, by Krieg (1984), was construction of a reference steady-state creep law based on a

comprehensive examination of all data relevant to WIPP salt prior to 1984. An elastic/secondary

creep relationship was defined. The rationale for limiting the description to secondary, steady-

state creep, rather than including a primary or transient creep function, was that long enough

periods of time were under consideration to render transient effects of lesser importance. This

conclusion was based on the expectation that any transition to steady state would occur quickly,

and transient strain would be limited in magnitude in relation to the large strains accompanying

long-term closure. The assumption was made, therefore, that because the preponderance of the

deformation was expected to be from steady-state creep, total strains predicted from steady-state

creep rates would be only slightly in error.

A reference stratigraphy for the region surrounding the disposal rooms was also

recommended by Krieg (1984), as were reference mechanical properties for dominant nonhalite

features such as anhydrtte and polyhalite marker beds and clay seams. This information was

assumed for calculations addressing comparisons with early closure data from the first

underground experimental tests initiated at the WIPP.

Comparison of closure estimates with early closure data almost immediately indicated that

mined openings in the WIPP were closing approximately three times faster than was predicted with

the reference creep law. As a consequence, simple fixes to the reference creep law were

instituted. Major changes involved dividing the elastic moduli values of the reference creep law

by a factor of 12.5, and greatly simplifying the stratigraphy of the disposal room model by

changing it to a uniform formation of 100% halite. A mechanistic justification for reduction of

the moduli was not apparent at that time; the stratigraphy was simplified because ot' major

uncertainty in modeling features. With the modulus and stratigraphy changes, closure estimates

using the modified reference creep law and stratigraphy were found to be in agreement with

closure data, and they have been incorporated in all subsequent SANCHO calculations.

Specification of the parameter values used in the SANCHO model will be deferred until the next

section on backfill consolidation because they are also part of the backfill model.
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The second milestone in constitutive modeling of salt was provided by Munson et al. (198%;

1989b) after examination of a number of possible explanations for the inadequacy of the original

reference creep law. This model also changed the original reference creep law and stratigraphy

recommendations in several ways. First, Munson proposed that a Tresca flow criterion be used

instead of the yon Mises flow criterion implicit in Krieg's reference creep law. Second, based on

examination of core from boreho|es drilled 15.2 m (50 ft) above and below the rooms, Munson

constructed a different stratigraphy composed almost entirely of argillaceous halite for the rock

surrounding the repository (Figure 2-4) and proposed a different value for the coefficient of

friction controlling slippage along clay seams. The steady-state creep rate for argillaceous halite

was adjusted to be slightly greater than the rate for clean salt. The final change was to include a

description of primary (transient) creep in the constitutive model to represent initial deformations

during and after underground mining activities. Closure estimates using the new creep model

were shown to be in agreement with a much larger portfolio of subsequent closure data, avoiding

the need for adjustment of elastic constant values. Munson's model ha_ been the basis of much of

the more recent SPECTROM-32 analyses. Specification of the parameter values used in the

SPECTROM-32 model will be deferred until the next section on backfill consolidation because

they are also part of the backfill model.

Since Munson's model appears to overcome the limitations of Krieg's reference creep law,

its inclusion in SANCHO calculations would be useful, particulally with regard to benchmarking

comparisons of results from the two different codes. Incorporation into SANCHO has been

difficult, however, and central processing unit (CPU) times for calculations using this model have

increased to the point where routine calculations with it are prohibitive. This situation is

complicated by the fact that even with the simpler E/12.5 approximation, the computer time

required for complex SANCHO calculations involving waste, backfill, and gas has increased to the

point where the feasibility of any more than several calculations for each type of problem has

become questionable. Typical CPU times for detailed disposal room closure problems are several

hours or more of CRAY computer time (Stone and Argt_ello, December 17, 1991, memo in

Appendix A). Thus, while the E/12.5 approximation is an oversimplification of salt creep

response, it has been widely used. Justification for its use is that it appears to provide predictions

that are conservative in the sense that they produce less rapid closure than the closure histories

obtained from SPECTROM-32 with Munson's constitutive relation. Less rapid closure means

higher permeability, and if demonstration of compliance is possible under these circumstances,

then refinement of the model will imply even lower permeabilities, assuring even better

compliance.

The procedure of reducing the value of an elastic modulus or increasing the initial elastic

strain of a constitutive model to acquire better agreement with creep closure data from

underground openings in salt has been reported several times in the literature (Munson, September

19, 1990, memo in Appendix A). Because of its critical influence on WlPP closure results, the

implications of the E/12.5 reduction have been examined by both Morgan and Krieg (1990) and

Munson. For example, Morgan and Krieg (1990) concluded from a series of calculations of

closure of a vertical shaft the success of the E/12.5 reduction could not be explained by the

t_ypothesis that it was more representative of the elastic response of the damaged or microcracked

rock adjacent to the surfaces of WlPP excavations. Nor was a second hypothesis that the degraded

modulus increased the elastic strains in the salt mass remote from the room surfaces to the extent
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that the integrated effect produced increased closures valid. Morgan and Krieg's study did reveal,

however, quite different unloading behavior around openings in rock salt than was observed in

calculations without the reduction.

Munson observes that the E/12.5 assumption in closure analyses has the effect of

representing the complex transient-strain portion of the salt creep response with a large,

instantaneous step function elastic strain at time zero; i.e., all of the transient strain appears

instantly upon application of the stress, rather than gradually with time. The reader is referred to

Munson's memo (Appendix A) for a detailed analysis of other impacts of this assumption on creep

closure predictions, from which the information in this section is derived. According to Munson:

The difference between using an artificially large elastic strain to represent the
transient creep strain and using the true transient strain function for a problem with
changing stress fields is that the deformations are forced to earlier times with the
artificially large elastic strain representation. For the same increment01 change in stress
the true transient creep strain model will develop strain more s)owly than for the
assumed instantaneous elastic strain model. Consequently closures calculated using the
instantaneous elastic step function to represent the transient strain will have a greate"
amount of early curvature than those using the true transient response representation.

In contrast, for later times, the overprediction would decrease with time until the step

function response and the correct transient strain function become equal as steady-state creep is

achieved. For very late times, assuming that the choice of the modulus reduction factor (E/12,5)

is correct, the calculated total strains should be about the same for either the step function or the

correct transient creep strain representations. An exception to this equivalency would be if, after

initial stress loading, the stress is reduced, in which case all of the step function elastic strain will

"come back out" of the calculation. For the present, however, the expediency of using the E/12,5

approximation is considered to outweigh the computer time constraints that the more scientifically

based model entails, and thus it remains the basis of disposal room analyses with SANCHO.

3,2 Backfill Creep-Consolidation Model

3,2.1 Model Description

A mathematical model that defines consolidation of two backfill materials, (I) pure crushed

salt and (2) 70% by weight salt and 30% by weight bentonite, is described in this section. These
two materials were the principal backfills proposed for the WIPP prior to 1990. Based on a

comparative study of the performance of both backfills, salt/bentonite has been proposed as the
most desirable material for use in WIPP disposal rooms (Butcher et al., )991a). information

relative to the usefulness of other, alternate backfills considered by the Engineered Alternatives

Task Force (EATF) (US DOE, 1991) is not included because the exact nature of these candidates

has yet to be established. The model for only one backfill model is described, because with
suitable redefinition of material constants it can be applied to both salt-based backfill materials.

Like pure solid salt, crushed salt continues to deform under stress with time. Unlike the

deformation of solid salt, which usually is a shearing process that does not alter its density, the

deformation of crushed salt is principally volumetric in nature: the density of granular salt usually

increases during consolidation as salt grains deform to reduce void volume. The essential

requirement for a relationship for backfill consolidation is that the rate of consolidation is

dependent on both the stress in the backfill and its porosity, both of which change with time.
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The model currently used for predicting consolidation of backfill surrounding waste in a

disposal area was based on data from creep consolidation tests by Holconlb and Shields (1987) on

WIPP salt with water added._ For a constant applied stress, volume histories from these tests were

represented by an empirical equation of the form:

ev ,,, aologto(t) + c. (3.2. I)

The parameter ev is the volume strain, t is time, and a and c are constants. The volume strain is

defined in terms of density as:

ev = 1 - Po/O, (3.2.2)

where Oo is the initial density of the material to be consolidated, o is its density at time t, and e v

is considered positive for decreasing volume. 2 While Equation 3.2.1 is an accurate representation

of salt creep consolidation, a consolidation relationship that (1) does not explicitly refer to time;

and (2) is based on the absolute quantity of density rather than volume strain, which refers to an

arbitrary zero state, was considered more desirable for generalized finite-element analysis.

Accordingly, Sjaardema and Krieg (1987) replaced Equation (3.2.1) with the differential equation:

d,o/dt = Boo[exp(BtP) - l]exp(Ap), (3.2.3)

where dp/dt is the derivative of density with respect to time, P is defined as - --I/3 eklt, where

akk is the trace of the crushed salt stress sensor, and A, Be, and Bl are constants. When gas is
present P represents the stress in the skeleton. The value of one is subtracted from the

exponential term in this equation to assure a correct limit of zero consolidation rate when the

pressure becomes zero. Sjaardema and Krieg applied linear regression procedures to the available

data on WIPP salt, calculated constants for Equation (3.2.3), and found that the coefficients of

correlation for each of the regression analyses were greater than 0.999. This observation suggested

that the new equation _'as an accurate approximation of Equation (3.2.1). if the density in

Equation (3.2.3) becomes equal to the theoretical solid density for salt, all voids are eliminated,

and the backfill is assunted to continue to deform according to the salt-creep model described in
Section 3. i.

Equation (3.2.3) is the volumetric creep consolidation model used in both SANCHO and

SPECTROM-32. Values for Bo, BI, and A for pure crushed salt and salt/bentonite are listed in

Table 3-1 (Pfeifle, 1991; Pfeifle and Brodsky, 1991) and apply to any backfill with a grain size

distribution approximately the same as mine-run WIPP salt (Pfeifle, 1987a; Pfeit'le, 1987b). MX-

80 Granular Volclay bentonite produced by the American Colloid Company was the bentonite used

in the salt/bentonite consolidation tests (Pfeifle, 1987a; Pfeifle, 1987b).

3.2.2 Discussion of the Model

Because Equation 3.2.3 is based entirely on hydrostatic consolidation data, it does not

include the combined effects of hydrostatic and irreversible shear deformation. Consolidation by

1 Water added is defined as salt with at least 0.5 weight percent water.

2 In SPECTROM-32 the volume strain is defined as ev = po,/p - I,
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Table 3-1. Backfill Consolidation Model Parameter Values

Volumetric Creep Consolidation Parameters,

SANCIlO l SP ECI'ROM- 322

Pure Crushed Salt/ Pure Crushed Salt/

Salt Benton ite Salt Benton ite

A 3 l) -0.0173 -0.0345 -.0.0173 -0.0345

Bo (kgom s s-l) 1.3"I0s lolO_l 1.3"I0s lolOIt
Bi (MPa l) 0,82 0.6 0.82 0.6
Po (kg/mS)b 1400 1480 1400 1478

I 'E asttc Constants c

SANCHO SPECTROM-32

-- ,i,f_,, _, ,, _ --::: -- .. _ ........._ ...... _ .....

Pure Crushed Salt/ Pure Crushed Salt/

Salt 1 Bentonite Salt Bentonite _

Ko (Pa) 1408d 1408d 17600 17600

K l (mS*kg t) 0.00653 0.00653 0.00653 0.00945

O o (Pa) 864 e 848e 10600 10600

G l (mS*kg t ) 0,00653 0.00653 0.00653 0,00945

Deviatoric Creep Consolidation Parameters for Solid Halite

SAN('IIO l SPECTROM-32 _

Pure Crushed Pure Crushed

Salt Salt

:_ __ ,,, _ ,, _ ---- ...... ,,,,,,,, _- ...... ___ -....

A c (pa4,O/s) 5.79.10 sB t
n 4,9 Munson-Dawson creep parameters s

Q/RT 20.13

a. do/dr = Bo [exp(BIP) - I lexp(AO).

b. the solid density ot"halite was 2141 kg/ma; the solid density of bentonite was 2700 (kg/ma).

c. K ==Ko exp(Kl*p), G = Go exp(Gl,,o),

d. These values are Sjaardema and K rieg's values divided by 12.5.

e. Sjaardema and Krieg's shear value divided by 12,5 is 848. The source of the 864 value is
unknown.

I. References: Sjaardema and Krieg, 1987; Weatherby, May 17, 1989, memo in Appendix A;

Weatherby et al., 1991a.

2. Reference: Callahan and l)eVries, 1991.

3. Reference: !bid, Table 2-i, and assuming a Tresca flow condition.
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at higher porosities. This limitation is not of concern because at porosities less than 5% the

permeability of the salt backfill is near the permeability of intact salt and therefore is low enough

to prevent substantial brine flow through the backfill.

3.2.3 An Alternate Form of the Consolidation Relation

Although the relationship between density and pressure in Equation (3.2.3) is the primary

relationship used to describe the creep consolidation of backfill materials in SANCHO and

SPECTROM-32, Zeuch et al. (1985) have shown that the physical interpretation of volumetric

creep is clearer by rewriting the equation in terms of fractional densities and volumetric strain

rates. This representation will be used to show how well the model represents experimental

results. The current fractional density of the consolidating salt is defined as its current dry density

divided by the density it would have if all voids were eliminated (i.e., the crystalline density of

the dry mixture), s

f = P/O,olid. (3.2.4)

The definition of f is on a dry mixture basis, even though water or gas may exist within the

voids. This convention is adopted because fluids within the voids can eventually be reduced as

additional consolidation causes fluid flow out of the WIPP disposal rooms. In contrast, any

definition that includes the presence of the fluids would also require the implicit assumption that

no fluid motion would occur in order for a unique mathematical solution to exist under prevailing

constitutive model assumptions. Another useful simplification in computing values for f is the

assumption that the crystalline density is independent of mean stress and therefore can be

represented by the density of the unstressed backfill material. This assumption is reasonable

because the solid phases in the backfill are so incompressible relative to the large changes in

volume that occur during consolidation.

Using this transformation, Equation (3.2.3) becomes an approximately linear relationship

between Loglo(e,,) and f that can be used to examine the consistency of the empirical model with

the data: the data are plotted in a semi-logarithmic plot to see how closely they define a straight

line as predicted by the model (Figure 3-1) (Brodsky and Pfeifle, 1992).

To show this relationship, Sjaardema and Krieg's model (1987),

dev/dt = Oo/O2,{dp/dt} = po/o_oBoo[exp(B1P) - l lexp(Aop), (3.2.5)

is used to obtain

dev/dt = (Boop0)/(fOpsolid)_ [exp(BI°P) - l lexp(AofoPsolid). (3.2.6)

Taking the logarithm to the base 10 of both sides (base 10 is used for plotting convenience),

the expression for the volumetric strain rate is then

Loglo(dev/dt ) = C l + C2°f , (3.2.7)

3 The dry crystalline density of pure crushed salt is assumed to be 2140 kg/m s (Holcomb and
Shields, 1987); the dry crystalline density of a mixture of 30% by weight bentonite and 70% by
weight pure crushed salt is 2280 kg/m s, using a value of 2700 kg/m s for the theoretical solid
densi',y of bentonite (Pusch, 1980).
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Figure 3-1. The relationship between plots of the Log]o volumetric strain rate versus

fractional density for WIPP test sample CS-8 containing 70 wt% salt/30 wt%

bentonite and predictions using the Sjaardema and Krieg (1987) model with

parameters determined by Brodsky and Pfeifle (after Brodsky and Pfeifle, 1992).

The fact that the constitutive model predictions lie below the experimental data

in this figure is fortuitous and should not be interpreted as evidence of

conservatism of the model. Other examples exist where the model predictions lie
above the data.
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with

C1 = Loglo((Bo*Po)/(f*Psolid) 2 * [exp (Bl • P) - I1) (3.2.8)

and

C 2 -- A*P,olid/lOge(10). (3.2.9)

While,C z is a constant, the term C1 varies with f because it contains the factor fz. However,

in comparison to the changes in magnitude of the term Cz"f, the variation in value of C 1 over the

usual range of f, (0.6 < f < I), is small enough that for many conditions its change can be ignored,

and the linear relationship is preserved.

The two typical experimental histories for the consolidation data for salt/bentonite backfill

under constant pressure (Brodsky and Pfeifle, 1992) plotted in Figure 3-1 illustrate the linearity

that is expected in salt/bentonite backfill consolidation data according to Equation (3.2.7). The

observation that the experimental curve for an applied pressure of 3.45 MPa does not superimpose

the model prediction is attributed to uncertainty in the stress dependence for consolidation, the

term exp(Bl*P) in Equation (3.2.6), While these comparisons do not include all the data that are

available, they show that, on the average, the model is reasonable, at least in terms of its linearity

with regard to f at constant stress.

Comparisons such as are illustrated in Figure 3-1 are made using the original model

constants, even if their representation of the data is imperfect. The reason for retention of the

original constants is that frequent alteration of the model constants would make comparison of the

results of ongoing calculations exceedingly difficult. Updating the material constants is planned

only if new data differ significantly from the model, which has not been the case so far, or if a

more accurate description is required for performance assessment, which currently does not appear

to be necessary.

3.2.3.1 CRUSHEDSALT BACKFILLMIXTURES

Equation (3.2.5) has also been used to examine the consolidation of dilute mixtures of non-

deforming materials. The objective of this task was to determine how additives to the backfill

might change its time-dependent consolidation response. Additives could be (1) materials to limit

the amount of gas in the disposal room or (2) shredded metal waste mixed with crushed salt to

reduce void volume. Shredding hard-to-deform geometrical shapes of metal waste and embedding

the pieces in a deformable medium such as salt is of interest because consolidation would be much

more complete than for unprocessed metal waste.

/_or two non-interacting components, Equation (3.2.5) becomes (Callahan and DeVries, 1991)

dev/dt = Po m,/PZ,'Bo'lexp(81 P) - I]exp(AoP) (3.2.10)

where Po is now the initial density of the mixture, d%/dt is the volume strain or compaction rate,

and ma i:_ the mass fraction of the crushed salt. Olsson (November 7, 1991, memo in Appendix A)

recently compared estimates using this equation with experimental results for a mixture of steel
disks mixed ,',ith crushed salt. Test results showed that for mass fractions of steel ot" 0.44 (solid

volume fraction of 0.18), the linearity of the variation of the compaction rates with fractional

density was fairly represented. !towever, the observed volume strain rates at any given fractional
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density were two orders of magnitude less than the predicted rates at equivalent pressures. Thus,

mixture theory, as applied here, is inadequate for mixes containing nearly 20% by volume of an

incompressible additive, but this conclusion does not rule out its application to more dilute
mixtures.

3.2.4 Backfill Constitutive Equations

The elastic response of the consolidating medium and how it creeps under deviatoric stresses

must also be specified to complete the mechanical constitutive equation. The full set of

constitutive equations used in SANCHO for backfill consolidation is described in Appendix B, as

is some of the basis for the constitutive equations for SPECTROM-32. Material constants for the

respective constitutive equations are summarized in Table 3-1. Studies have shown that the exact

method of specification of the elastic response of the various types of backfills and the values used

have little influence on compaction predictions (Weatherby and Brown, April 30, 1990, memo in

Appendix A; Weatherby et al., 1991a). Therefore, the reader is referred to the documentation of

the various models (Callahan and DeVries, 1991; Sjaardema and Krieg, 1987; Weatherby et ai.,

1991a) for more detail about how elastic constant values were estimated.

3.3 Waste Compaction

3.3.1 Model Requirements

Mathematical models of the consolidation of unprocessed CH TRU waste are described in

this section. These models were developed by acquiring experimental data from tests in which

simulated TRU waste samples were compacted under axial compressive stress within rigid steel

dies. Test results were then used to define the composite compaction response of each of the three

major types of waste: combustibles, metals, and sludges. Further combination in accordance with

the relative amounts of each type of waste in the repository inventory produced an estimated

composite compaction curve for the repository.

Compaction curves for the waste are required because the waste compacts with time as the

room volume decreases and the waste containers collapse. Most of the unprocessed waste materials

have high initial porosities (or void volumes). As compaction proceeds, the reduced porosity of

the waste is required to determine decreases in permeability of the waste. In turn, these factors

help determine rates of brine transport throughout the disposal room. The porosity of the waste at

a given time also determines the amount of soluble radionuclides contained in brine-filled voids
within the waste.

3.3.2 Approach

The approach used in compaction model development was based on several considerations.

First, simulated waste was used because of the difficulties inherent in working with real

(radioactive) waste. This approach was justified because the mechanical response of the waste

depends entirely on its nonradioactive constituents, such as plastics, cloth, sorbents, etc. The

presence of trace radioactive elements has no effect on compaction.
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Second, assembly of samples that exactly duplicated (are "representative" of) real waste was

considered impossible because of the compositional variability of TRU waste. The alternative was

to adopt the composition of real waste (Butcher, 1989) based on an earlier study by Clements and

Kudera (1985) of CH TRU waste drums from the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL),

determine the compaction characteristics of simulations of eacJi of these individual components,

and then compute their combined response using simple mixture theory (i.e., the assumption is

that, given the composition of a waste form such as combus,ible waste, its compaction as a

mixture can be defined from knowledge of the compactibility of its components). An additional

advantage of the synthesis approach since rnuch of the waste has yet to be generated, is that future

changes in waste composition can be accommodated by simple recalculation. This iterative process

is applicable not only for the individual types of waste, but also for all the waste in the repository,

and can be used to correct for changes caused by updated inventories.

Compaction curves for different waste types were derived from the curves of the individual

waste components (Butcher et al., 1991b). in this process, the initial components for testing were

defined from limited knowledge of the waste. Materials such as polyethylene and polyvinyl

chloride plastics, wood cubes, mixtures of wood cubes and rags, OiI-Dri, vermiculite, portland

cement, and mixtures of steel, copper, lead, and aluminum scrap were included. The information

from these tests was then used to construct compaction relationships for five dominant waste

components:

, plastics,

,, cellulosics: paper, cloth, wood, etc.,

,, sorbents,

* metals and metal components,

* sludge.

Tests conducted on actual mixtures of each type of waste were found to compare favorably with

the estimated consolidation derived from combination of the consolidation properties of individual

components.

An additional step in the testing program was to axially compact full-sized 55-gallon drums

of simulated combustible, metallic, and sludge waste mixtures (Butcher et al., 1991b). These

results served to provide (I) data that could be directly applied to room consolidation and (2) a

check of the composite relationships obtained using the properties of individual waste components

in a given waste category. Upon reconciliation of these results, compaction relations for

combustible, metallic, and sludge waste were constructed, and these in turn combined to estimate

an inventory average waste response, qne, e curves are shown in Figure 3-2 and are tabulated in

Table 3-2 (Butcher et ai., 1991b). An assumption in acquiring data for these calculations was that

waste in the form of hard building materials such as bricks or cinder blocks represented a very

small portion of the inventory. Additional work will be required if the type of waste to be stored

in the repository includes increased amounts of contaminated building materials and scrap metal

produced from decommissioning and facility dismantling programs.

3.3.3 Method of Estimating Composite Compaction Curves

The state of compaction of the waste at a given stress is obtained by computing tile total

volumes and void volumes of the individual waste components and adding them together (Butcher

el al., 1991b). Assuming that w l, w2, wt (i = i to n) are the weight fractions of the n waste

components in a given waste category, and or, P2, Pi (i = I to n) are the respective densities of the
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Table 3-2 TRU Simulated WasteCompaction Curves (Butcher et ai,, 1991b)

--- J iiii ii i --: .... ii ; ii Ulll urjlrrTtllllr,lr1111 ....... 1 ......................... ,=_,, " ...... !llrrn .... :Zi:_ "_....

Stress Average Metallic Combustible Sludge
(MPa) Repository Waste Waste Waste

Porosity Porosity Porosity Porosity

0.4 0.765 0.805 0.830 0,549
0.6 0.722 0.783 0,801 0.410
0.8 0.696 0,768 0,776 0,394
1,0 0.672 0.755 0.752 0,377
1.2 0,649 0,741 0.729 0,363
1.4 0,628 0,729 0.706 0.350
1.6 0.607 0,717 0.683 0.338
1.8 0,588 0.706 0.661 0,328
2,0 O.570 0,696 0,640 O,318
2.2 0,553 0.687 0,620 0,310
2.4 0.538 0,678 0.602 0,302
2,6 0,525 0,670 0,584 0,296
2,8 0.512 0.662 0.567 0.289
3.0 0.499 0,655 0,552 0,284
3.2 0.488 0,649 0.536 0.278
3.4 0.477 0,642 0.:$22 0.273
3,6 0.467 0,636 0,508 0,268
3,8 0.457 0.630 0,494 0,263 i
4.0 0,447 0.624 0,482 0,258
4.2 0,438 0,6!8 0.469 0,253
4.4 0.429 0,612 0,457 0,247
4.6 0.421 0,607 0.446 0,243
4,8 0.412 0,602 0,435 0,237
5.0 0,404 0,596 0,424 0,231
5 _ 0,397 0,591 0,414 O,'_'_
5.4 0.390 0,586 0,404 0,224
5.6 0.383 0,581 0,394 0,22I
5,8 0.376 0,576 0,385 0,217
6.0 0.370 0.572 0,376 0,214
6.2 0,363 0.567 0.367 0,21I
6.4 0,357 0.562 0,358 0,208
6,6 0.351 0.558 0,350 0,204
6.8 0.345 0,553 0.342 0,201
7,0 0,339 0,549 0,334 0,198
7.2 0.334 0.544 0,326 0,195
7,4 0,328 0,540 0.319 O,192
7,6 0,323 0.535 0.312 0,190
7.8 0,318 0,531 0,305 0.187
8.0 0,313 0,527 0,298 0,184
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Table 3-'_ TRU Simulated Waste Compaction Cur es(continued)

:::::_:::::::::_.ii nllll flit ¸ rlrlrll i,,u:_J,!!:.........:L:.: .........1:1111.......... ::: : :::: _:.__::............................... :H .:::_..::.: .......... _--...... _::=:--:"_w

_, i _Stress Average Metallic (onlbust ble Sludge
(M Pa) Repository Waste Waste Waste

Porosity Porosity Porosity Por()sity

8.2 0.308 0.523 0.291 0,181
8,4 0.303 0,518 0,285 0,179
8.6 0,298 0,514 0,278 0,176

..7. 0,1748,8 0,293 O,SlO O._ "_
9,0 0.289 0,506 0,266 0.17i
9,2 0,284 0,502 0.260 0,169
9.4 0.280 0.498 0.254 0,167
9,6 0,276 0,494 0,249 0.164
9,8 0,272 0,490 0.243 0,162

I0,0 0,267 0,486 0.238 0,160
.3.. 0,15710,2 0.263 0,482 O,_ '_
.-..7 O,i.'tS10.4 0.259 0,478 O,'_'t

10,6 0.255 0,475 0,222 0,153
lO.E 0,252 0,471 0,217 0,151
II,0 0,248 0.467 0,212 0.149
11,2 0.244 0,463 0.208 0,147
11,4 0,241 0,459 0.203 0,145
1i.6 0,237 0,4_6 0,198 0.143
11,8 0_233 0452 0,194 0,141
120 0,230 0,448 0.190 0,139
1,._ 0,226 0,445 0,185 0,i37
12,4 0.223 0,441 0,181 0,135
12,6 0.220 0,438 0,177 0,i33
12,8 0,216 0,434 0,173 0.131
13,0 0,213 0,430 O,169 0,129
13.2 0,210 0427 0,165 0,128
13,4 0,207 0,423 OI62 0.126
13,6 0,204 0,420 0,158 0,124
13,8 0,201 0.417 O,184 O,122
14,0 0198 0,413 0_I_I 0,120
14,2 0,19_ 0,410 0,147 0,1i8
t4_4 0 192 0,406 0,!44 0 117
14,6 O,18¢; 0.403 0,140 O.II S
14.8 O_186 0,39¢; 0.I3"I 0.113



waste _t the assumed stress, the volume ot"each component per unit weight oi" the mixture is its

weight fraction divided by its density, Pi:

V i . wi/pl, (3,3,1)

Weight fractions were 0,28 for combustible waste, 0.28 for metallic waste, and 0.44 i'or sludge
(Butcher et al., 1091). The total volume of all the components per unit weight of the mixture is

V - _ V[ - _ wt/pl , (_+.3.2)
[-! [-!

and the averaiie density of the mixture is p - I/V. The porosity of the mixture is (I - p/¢,),

where Pa is the theoretical solid density of the mixture. (This procedure was also used to estimate

pn. the composite solid density of a mixture from the theoretical solid densities of its components.)

3.3.4 Compaotion Models

The compaction behavior of' waste is represented in SANCHO by a volumetric plasticity

model with a piecewise linear function defining the relationship between the mean stress.4 . om,

and the volume strain ev (Weatherby et al.. i99ia). This relationship, described further in

Appendix C. is rel,ted to the repository compaction axial stress o, curve shown in Figure 3-3.

according to Om" ca/_. Although the deviatoric responseof the waste has not been characterized.

the compaction experiments on ._$..pllon drums of simulated combustible, metallic, and sludge

waste showed that the drums do not undergo significant lateral expansion until most of' the void

space inlide the drums h_lsbeen eiimin_ted (Butcher el a!.. 1991b). i.e.. the thin steel walls of' the

drums have sufficient strength to el,stically confine the waste. The constants in the volumetric

plasticity model were defined to capture this anticipated characteristic+ The deviatori¢ yield
f'unction t has the form

where od - (_ Si._S_j)'l/l. with .qS the.... deviatori¢ stress ¢onlponents The de_.'iatori¢responsewas
assumed it) be elasti_-perf'ectty plastic. Values ,ssumed for the elastic shear m(_dulusand elastic

bulk m_dulus were ::2 and _.! MPa. which were much larger (ltit'fer) than would be computed

from the instantaneousslopes of the curve shown in I:illure _.._+

lhe stress+strain behavior of the waste is represented in $PI_('TROM+]2 by a nonlinear

elastic model, also based on the assumption thai om - o. +] (Callahan and DeYries, 199i), The

nonlinear representation o1"w_l_te consolidation is described in Appendix C (RI_:/SPF_CWaste

Model), l'he mean stress assumption in SPL('TROM.++'!2, like the SANCtlO assumption, is also

rel.led to observations of the laleral expansion c+l"5Sogallon droms oi' simulated ¢ombustibie _nd
tOmetallic waste th_t occurred during compaction+ In _;nlrasl, il" we assume that the waste durinll

¢ompacti_m was actually under _ hydrostatic _tate ()t" stress, then Orand o# would equal %, ,nd o.

4 I:or principal _tresse_ ez, eI ,.nd es, .r or, ee, ,nd e_, the me.n _lre_ %_ ,+ (oI , el + %)/+_
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= am. Callahnn and DeVries recogni/ed that neither assumption was correct and chose the o. =

3o.t assumption because it provided the less stilT representation of the TRI.J waste (Callahan and

DeVries, 1991), They felt that the less stiff representation was more conservative because it

provided less resistance to room closure and lower back pressure on the surrounding backfill and

increased the time required to obtain lower porosities in the backfill surrounding the waste,

Itowever, upon additional review, this assumption was not considered valid because the slowest,

not the fastest, closure is of interest for evaluating disposal room performance, More recently, the

influence of the oil = 3o m assumption became evident during efforts to reconcile the SPECTROM-

32 predictions for closure of a disposal room containing waste and crushed-salt backfill

consolidation with SANCHO predictions, Accordingly, closure calculations were repeated using

the o. - ern assumption. These results, described in Section 5.1,3, were found to be much closer

to the expected response,

The functional form actually used for describing compaction was

oa - In(O/Oo)/K, (3.3.4)

where ¢_is the porosity, defined as _ - I - plat, with # the current density and Pr the final or

theoretical solid density, ¢o the initial porosity, and _ a material parameter. Elastic constants were

derived directly from this relationship. The compaction curves used in SPE('TROM-32 (Callahan

and OeVries, 1991) are shown in Figure 3-4, The curve labeled "series," representing elements of

the various waste components in series (the same consolid,tion load acting on each component),

appeared intuitively to be more representative of actual compaction conditions and was selected

for use. The parallel curve represents elements in parallel (with varying loads applied to each

waste component according to its portion at" the inventory).

3.4 Disturbed Rook Zone Effects

The presence of a disturbed rock zone (DRZ) has been reported near and around WIPP

excavations.As mining of the Salad()proceeds,halitenear the excavationcracksand dilates
(increasesin totalvolume)duringdeformationintotheexcavatedcavities,Much of thedilationis

attributed to grain boundary loosening accompanied by the formation of microfractures. As

deformations continue, however, larger fractures can form at stratigraphic interface separations,

The dilation produced by these processes creates n region of enhanced porosity, permeability, and

interconnectivity that decreases with distance from the excavation (Stormont, 1090),

A mechanical fluid-flow model of the DRZ has been reported by Stortnont (1990) but has

not been included as part of disposal room closure analyses, From experimental studies, the

following relationships for describing the permeability and the porosity inside the DRZ of an

approximately circular excavation have been proposed:

K = Kr,exp(-.D(Z-r)), (3,4,1)

where

r - radial distance from center oi" the room,
Z - DR Z outer radius,

K - permeability at r,
Kr ,, far-field permeability (at Z),
D - damage coefficient (a constant).
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At a given time, the damage coefficient D in Equation (3.4.1) is determined from the

permeability at the surface of the circular excavation where r=ro, the extent of the DRZ (Z), and

the permeability of the far field. The porosity distribution in the DRZ is determined from the

variation in permeability:

= _I.=(K/Kf)t/s, (3.4.2)

where

= porosity,
_r = far-field porosity at Z.

The DRZ issues of relevance for the disposal room models are related to brine inflow, gas
storage, fluid permeability, and room consolidation. To date, the geomechanical models used in

room closure analyses do not specifically include any of the DRZ structure because of the

expectation that the cracks existing in the DRZ will rapidly close and heal as consolidation

proceeds, returning the zone to its original state. This assumption is supported by microcrack

healing studies on the WIPP salt (Brodsky, 1990). The rapid healing of the DRZ is also supported

by observation that the DRZ is not likely to be any more porous or permeable than crushed salt

backfill, Crushed salt backfill consolidates rapidly, as discussed in Section 4.1.2, and in fact,

Equation (3.4.2) could be coupled with the salt backfill model (Section 3.2) to provide first

approximations of early healing as a function of time. Whether the salt totally or only partially

heals is important with regard to gas migration, if only partially healed, the DRZ may allow the

pressurization of pre-existing closed fractures in nonhalite interbeds and marker beds within the

DRZ, as discussedin Section 3.7.

Another DRZ issue is whether its extent is independent of time, once formed, or whether it

is dynamic and expanding in thickness. If it is expanding, then both K, Z, and D in Equation

(3.4.1) would indirectly become functions of time. Equation (3.4.2) then becomes a much more

complicated description of how the rate of growth alters healing processes,and how, in turn, both

these processesare related to the presence of either brine or gas as a function of time. These

issues also relate to questions of (I) whether brine inflow into the room is a consequence of

dewatering occurring within the DRZ, (2) how much gas can be stored in the DRZ, (3) the extent

that a component of fluid flow through the repository may eventually occur in the DRZ, and (4)

what effect the DRZ presence has on seals placed to limit such flow.

To summarize, past analyses of closure assumed that the DRZ is static and heals rapidly.

On this basis, the DRZ is expected to have at most a transient impact on the disposal room

behavior, which can be ignored.

3.5 A Model for Gas Generation

Gas produced by decomposition of cellulosic waste, corrosion of metals, or radiolysis of

TRU waste has always been a subject of interest to the WIPP Project (Lappin et al., 1989, Sec.

4.2). The presence of gas is beneficial in the sense that gas occupies void volume that would

otherwise be eventually filled with brine. However, in the opposite sense, gas pressurization could

force flow of radioactive brine out of the repository, it could inhibit closure, it could open pre-

existing fractures and provide paths of easy transport away from the repository, and VOCs could

also become entrained in gas and escape from the repository.
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Not including dissolved gas in the formation brine and gas already,present in the _,,sle. the

three major sources of 8as within the repository are:

') *) ,I. From anoxic metallic ¢orrosl(n of drums, metal boxes, and metallic _(nsliiuenl_ of

the waste. These reactions require w.aler and produce large amounts of hydroRen
gas. Water availability in the form of brine (brine availability) deieimines _.helhet
these reactions can occur and their rates. Laboratory lesl_ show. for e_ample, thai
the rate of corrosion of metal waste immersed in brine i_ orders of malnilude fa_ler

than the rate of corrosion of metals exposed to water vap_)r (WiPP Performance
Assessment Division. 1991a. Sec_ 3,3),

2. From microbial activity, either aerobic or anaerobic, haiophilic or nonhalophilic,
consuming cellulosic and other waste materials. React.m produce carbon dioxide
and perhaps hydrogen sulfide, methane and nitrolcen, Whether these reaction_
produce or consume water is not presently established,

3. From radiolysis, which produces oxygen and hydrogen. (ia_ production from
radiolysis is expected to be negligible, in comparison to the potential amount of iln_
produced from decompositionand corrosion,

Gas generation is important because it can inhibit closure and therefore increase the

permeability of the backfill, waste, and near=field Salad() F()rmaiion,

Estimation of the types and amounts of gasesproduced within the repository is e_lremely

complex. Gas generation depends on (I) the type of waste, (2) the amount of brine in contn¢!

with the waste, including capillarity/wicking effects, (.t) the amount of waste expomedto humid

gas. and (4) the composition of the gas already in the room. Both the SANCIIO and. PE( fROM-

32 codes contain modules used to compute 8as generation for a prescribed distribution of brine,

but they lack the capability to directly couple gas pressurization to brine availability (ie_, the

balance between brine flow into the repository and brine consumption by the chemical rea¢ltonl)_

Further discussionof closure-brine flow-gas pressurization coupling wilt be deferred until _¢tlon
6.2,

Gas pressure in the SANCItO and SPEC l'ROM-.12 modules i_ determined by ¢ouplin!t a lta_

generation description to the ideal gas law. Thus, by defining how much gas has been produced.

the gas pressure at any time can be estimated by

P = nRT/V, () 5,!)

where

P =, pressure (Pa).
n = gram moles of gas,
V = gas storage volume (mS).
T = temperature (degrees kelvin).
R - universal gas constant (8.23 mS=Pa/(gram moles=degrees kelvin).

The gas storage volume is defined as the void volume within the room. I)RZ, and interbeds,

which is easily accessible to the gas. or the void volumes of each of these region_ considered

independently. Gas-generation rates are embedded in n. which represents the ,mcJunt of RaM

contained in the void volume region:

It dt_/ttt (],_2)I_.- f.ct. 0 dt
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where:

f = waste generating fraction (0 to 1),

d = number of drums,

dn/dt = gas generation rate,
t = time.

The scaling fraction f is included in Equation (3.5.2) for convenience in varying gas

generation rates from the maximum values expected for completely inundated (submerged with

brine) conditions. Maximum rates for most of the cases studied were the values suggested in

Lappin et. ai. (1989) of 2.66 g-moles/drum/year for the first 500 years and 0.86 g-

moles/drum/year for 500-'700 years. After 700 years, all gas production is assumed to cease.

These rates are based on the assumption that the supply of brine in intimate contact with the

waste is unlimited, a condition that will be discussed in more detail in Section 6.2. A value of f =

i indicates that the maximum rates apply: lesser rates or leakage over the period of gas

production are simulated by choosing f < I. The duration of gas production is controlled by

varying the value of t and altering the values assumed for dn/dt. The model presented in this

section is simple in comparison to the complexity of the gas generation problem, but it is

considered to capture the essential features of the effects of gas generation on closure. Further

discussion of this topic is deferred to Section 6.2.

3.6 Fractures

!

3.6.1 Gas Pressurization

The rate of closure of a disposal room will decrease when the combined backstress exerted

by waste and pore pressure becomes large enough to oppose stresses causing salt creep. As the gas

pressure in the room rises, the pressure of the gas may actually increase above lithostatic. If

pressures above lithostatic do occur, additional gas storage volume will eventually be created.

Calculaticls of the effect of gas on room closure (e.g., Section 5.1.4), for the assumption of

a perfectly sealed room, show that the onset of generation of additional volume by expansion of

the room actually begins at pressures well below lithostatic. For example, for the case of

maximum gas potential (e.g,, Section 3.5), the curve in Figure 5-9 that represents the void fraction

history of a perfectly sealed room shows that the void fraction decreases to a minimum value

(closure stops and the void volume within the room begins to increase) at about 150 years. The

gas pressure corresponding to this reversal is approximately 10 MPa, well below lithostatic stress of
14.8 MPa.

3.6.1,1 REGULATORYIMPLICATIONSOF GAS GENERATION

"['he conceptual model of void volume creation or equivalently the question of "where does

the gas goT' is of great interest in regard to the performance of the repository (e.g., Lappin et al.,

1991). In terms of the radioactive standard (40 CFR 191, US EPA, 1985), the issue can be

redefined to whether gas escaping from the repository can accelerate or retard flow of radioactive

brine from the disposal rooms. Gas, by opening fractures or rendering marker beds more

permeable, could create short circuits through which radioactive brine flows. Three factors tend
to moderate this concern:
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I. A gaseous environment may prevent contact of the waste with brine and thus
eliminate the principal mechanism for radionuclide migration: transport of soluble
radionuclides in brine. In fact, the initial presence of gas is beneficial because flow
of radioactive brine is delayed, and any process that postpones brine flow is
beneficial to the performance of the repository.

2. Although gas pressurization may open fractures or enhance porosity and
permeability of interbeds and other features of the stratigraphy, these conduits will
eventually close and be greatly reduced in flow effectiveness if gas leaks away,
pressures drop, and brine flow is re-established. Without the presence of gas, the
fractures a_'e expected to close until mechanical equilibrium is re-established. This
process may even impede future brine flow by partially restoring the formation to
its previous state of impermeability. Recovery is expected to be particularly
effective in salt because of its time-dependent deformation. While the argument is
sometimes made that brine trapped within fractures could hold them open and thus
contribute to enhanced flow, this possibility is discounted because the brine cannot
go anywhere if the formation is in mechanical and fluid flow equilibrium and
therefore enhanced migration of radioactive brine is not possible.

3. Any fracture enhancement of brine migration is likely to occur horizontally rather
than vertically because of the orientation of the stratigraphy and is expected to
reduce the impact the gas may have on the migration of radioactive brine upwards
to the Culebra Formation. Furthermore, horizontal motion of radioactive brine is
of lesser concern than vertical motion, which is the most direct path to the surface
of the earth.

While void volume creation to accommodate gas is expected to have little impact on

repository performance with regard to 40 CFR 191B, it is more important with regard to migration

of hazardous waste, as defined by the RCRA (specifically 40 CFR 268, US EPA, 1987).

Compliance with this standard is necessary because many of the CH TRU wastes planned for

disposal in the WIPP repository are expected to contain small amounts of hazardous components

and therefore are classified as mixed waste. The migration of VOCs is of particular concern. The

nature of pressure induced volume change is important because VOCs are expected to become

entrained in corrosion and/or decompositional gas. Therefore, the burden of performance

assessment with regard to the RCRA is to demonstrate that the rates of release of soluble or

gaseous VOCs beyond the WIPP boundaries are acceptable, and this, in turn, depends on how

much gas moves away from the repository. Thus, compliance with the RCRA requires a credible

answer to the question, "where does the gas go?"

The effects of gas mi_,ration must also be considered when addressing compliance with the

National Environmental Policy Act of 1970 (NEPA). NEPA documentation does not focus on

specific regulatory guidelines but involves the use of "best estimate" and "degraded property" sets

of input parameters to investigate repository safety. Safety is defined in terms of health risks.

Gas migration is important to the NEPA to the extent that gas is a vehicle for transporting VOCs

and the small amounts of radon produced by nuclide decay processes.

3.6.2 Fracture Concepts

The discussion in the previous section suggests that investigation of gas-driven fracture

enhancement of the transport of radioactive nuclides and hazardous gases out of the WIPP

repository is necessary to assess compliance with regulatory requirements, especially with regard to

the RCRA. Several mechanics issues apply: (l) is pressurization sufficient to cause fractures to

initiate in the host halite? (2) is pressurization sufficient to cause fractures to initiate in the
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nonhalite interbed material in the Salado? (3) Will pre-existing fractures, assuming they exist,

dilate and propagate in either halite or nonhalite materials to relieve pressurization?

A simple fracture model has been developed to explore the behavior of fractures in the

Salado and has been applied to two types of response, Case i represents an existing (impermeable)

fracture in halite or an interbed extending beyond the DRZ ",at can open, given sufficient tensile

stress, but is not penetrated by gas in its closed state. Because the portion of the crack beyond the

DRZ is not penetrated by gas, the pore pressure in this region is zero. Thus, the term

"irnpermeable" is used in the sense that the fracture beyond the DRZ does not transmit gas and

create a gas pore pressure unless stress conditions cause the crack to open. This case is, in fact, a
test of whether new fractures will initiate in the salt, as discussed further in Section 5.1.4.1.

Case 2 represents a (permeable) fracture in a nonhalite interbed or clay seam, or a

discontinuous interface between an interbed or clay seam and halite, where gas can penetrate even

when closed. Diffusion of the gas is defined by relationships derived from two-phase flow

simulation results (e,g., Section 5,2), The term "permeable" is used in the sense that gas can

diffuse along the closed fracture beyond the DRZ.

For the impermeable fracture, gas pressurization does not occur beyond the first one meter

of the fracture layer from the room boundary (the assumed thickness typical of the DRZ) unless

the fracture opens. Fracture opening occurs when stress normal to the fracture layer becomes f

tensile. Gas can then enter. For the permeable fracture model, gas can diffuse into the fracture

prior to its opening and, like the impermeable fracture, it too opens if tensile stress is present.

However, the increased pore pressure makes opening of the permeable fracture much easier. Once

the fracture opens, the open part of the fracture is assumed to be at the same pressure as the gas

pressure in the room. This assumption is justified from results of two-phase flow calculations that

show that the pore pressure gradients behind the gas penetration front are small near the room

(Davies, June 26, and October 4, !990, memos in Appendix A; e.g., Section 5.1.4.2).

Both horizontally oriented and vertically oriented fractures have been considered for the

impermeable fracture analyses; whereas only the horizontal fracture orientation has been

considered in the permeable fracture problem. In addition, the impermeable fracture model has

been applied using the initial conditions and boundary conditions for a single room in an infinite

array of rooms; whereas the permeable fracture model has been appli,,d to both a single room in

an infinite array and an isolated room boundary.

3.6.3 Fracture Constltut!ve Models

3.6.3.1 IMPERMEABLEFRACTURES

A simple fracture layer model was developed to simulate the loading introduced by gas

pressure acting on the face of a pre-existing fracture or boundaries of a narrow strip of fracture

material along the centerlines of a cross section of a disposal room (Argi_ello et al., 1992). The

fractured material was assumed to be unable to support tensile stresses normal to the plane of the

fracture. The model is uniaxial in nature and, therefore, only suited for analyzing problems

involving layers that run along symmetry planes. Its use is restricted to fractures that run either
in the horizontal direction or in the vertical direction.
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In this simulation, the fracture layer is divided into two segments: one segment, within the

DRZ, is hypothetically connected to the disposal room and permeable to gas flow; the other

segment is initially impermeable to the gas, Within the region that is connected to the disposal

room and permeable to the gas flow, the stress normal to the fracture plane is computed from the

following constitutive relations:

an = o' - p= for (r* < O, (3.5.3a)

an' = " Pa for /r* _ 0, (3.5.3b)

where

o" Op0 + Eecn,
"= element average of o" at last time step,

an ,= stress normal to fracture layer,
ano = initial normal stress,
E ,, Young's modulus,

t n = normal strain across crack plane,

p= = disposal room pressure.

The sign convention for this analysis was that tensile stresses were positive and the disposal

room pressure was negative. For the fracture segment that is impermeable to the gas, the stress

normal to the fracture plane is computed front

an = a" for _'* < 0 (3.6.1a)

on = - p= for 0'4 z 0. (3.6.1b)

Figure 3-5 illustrates schematically how the constitutive model is defined in both segments

of the fracture layer. The fracture layer model is used in conjunction with a quadrilateral element

integrated with four-point Gauss quadrature, and hence the average stresses in the above equations

refer to the average taken at the four integration points. The stress-strain relations for the axial

stress that acts in the plane of the fracture layer and the shear stress that acts across the fracture

layer were constructed so that the fracture layer had no axial stiffness, with the consequence that

shear distortions of the elements in the fracture layer were minimized. 3"he axial stiffness of the

layer was set to zero so that the layer would not limit the flow of salt toward the storage room.

"['he specific relationships used to compute the axial stress and shear stress in the permeable and

impermeable regions were

a= = - p=, (3.6,2a)

r.n = G*%n, (3.6.2b)

where

o, = axial stress,

Can = shear stress across the fracture layer,
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Figure 3-5, Schematic illustration ot" the constitutive model for the gas permeable and gas

impermeable segments of the fracture layer (Arg(iello et al,, 1992).
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G - shear modulus,
.y,. . shear strain across the fracture layer,

This model was incorporated into the SANCItO finite-element code,

3,6,3,2 PERMEABLEFRACTURES

The permeable fracture model is a simple extension of the impermeable fracture model,

The same relations are used within the region that is connected to the disposal room and

permeable to the gas flow, but instead of this region being limited to the extent of the DRZ, its

length varies with time, The gas permeable distance is given by the power law

x(t) = 1.14xl0_°*t s,=2` (3,6,3)

where the distance x is measured in meters from the wall face (Figure 3-5) and t is the time in

years, This equation is a fit to the results from an analysis by Davies (1990 memos in Appendix

A), where a two-phase flow simulation was performed for an interbed overlaying a waste disposal

room, as will be described in Section 5.2. Its applicability is limited to distances less than 600 m

from the disposal room.

3.7 Thermal Effects

CH TRU waste does not generate large amounts of heat, and any heat produced is expected

to be rapidly dissipated because of the high thermal conductivity of salt (i.e., localized hot spots

within the repository are not expected). Heat loads from Ctt TRU waste were not included in the

disposal room models becausethey were considered too small. The thermal loads imposed by Rtt

waste are larger, however. Nevertheless, heat loads from RIt waste were not included in the

disposal room models becausethe complexity introduced by inclusion of heat flow in the analysis

did not justify the small increase in closure rate caused by elevated temperatures in the salt. This

assumption is supported by results from exploratory 3-D thermal stressanalyses,by ArgL_elloeta!.

(1989), which simulated the effects Ri=! TRU canisters emplaced in horizontal unlined boreholes

drilled into the walls of disposal room walls would have on closure. One of Arg0ello's conclusions

was that although the temperature of the salt adjacent to the canisters increased by at least 3.50K

during the 6-year simulation (2.5-year thermal load duration), changes in closure resultscaused by

thermal effects were almost imperceptible. While a much greater impact of thermal load might

have been observed had the calculations been continued in time, the net result is always an

increase rather than a decrease in the rate of closure. Furthermore, more rapid closure is

considered beneficial to the disposal room performance in terms of 40 CFR I_IB because

decreasesin permeabilities of the backfill and waste proceed more rapidly. Rapid closure may or

may not be a benefit to disposal room performance for RCRA, depending on whether or not it

helps to isolate the waste from Grine and therefore minimizes gas production. Omission of RH

heating in the disposal room model is justified at present because(1) if adequate performance of

the repository can be demonstrated without its consideration, then added complication of including

thermal effects in the analysescan be circumvented, and (2) it' thermal effects had been included,

room performance would be even better than current estimatessuggest.
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4.0 MODELING ISSUE8

4.1 Two-Dimensional Versus Three-Dlmenslonll Modeling

The Reometrical ¢()nfiRuration of the WIPP i_ ._-I) in nature, p.licularly with relt,rd h) the

limited number of rooms in a panel and the intersections c_t"dhp, J_al ro.m_ with n¢ce_ drifts

While a .!--D finite-element structural analysi_ of lhe inter_e¢li_)nof a l)pical disposal r_mm and

access drift at the WlPP has been performed by ArRUello (Igg0), and, _._I) lherm,l _tress analysis

of the effects of heat producinj waste on closure is also available (ArliUelh) et al., IClllg), almost all

closure analyses for Ihe WIPP must be abstracted Io 2-1) problem.,8_ _|he _-I) approximation is

necessary because .t-D stress analysis codes are not yet available thai can (i) utilize the ¢omple_

salt creep, backfill consolidation, and waste consolidation deformation modeh needed for closure

calculations and (2) still ilenerate solulions in reasonable times.

The equivalence between a _I-D structure and a 2..I:) model i._exact for tw(__pe¢ial cage.q:

• In plane stress, the confilluration consists of a planar plate of small constant thickness
acted _n by forces in the plane of the plate only, A stale of plane stressparallel Io the
xy plane is said to exist if

oa- 0, r==i =, rsm=,0, ryi . rsl, m0,

where o represents normal _tressand T represent_shear|nit slre_

• In plane _irain, ¢orrespondinB to a constant thickne_ section or the confillUralion in
which zero strain exist_ in the direction of its thicknes_ A _late ot' plane strain parallel
to the xy plane i_ _aid It) e,xi_l if

c=- 0,-r.-'_-s_- 0, 'ryi" 7=),'0

and in-plane stresseso, are independent of z throulth(Jut the thickness_ l_he parameter c
represents normal strain and "vrepresents shear strain+

The disposal rooms considered in the numerical calculations described in this report =Ire

approximately 10 reelers by 4 meters by 91 meters, The assumption of plane strain is therefore

appropriate for sections of the room perpendicular rt: its lenl{lh and located sufficiently close It) tim

midpoint to minimize room end ell'eats (i+e., the rooms .re st) Ionli thai ch_sure of the cross-

sectional area of' the room at its midpoint is not altered by the ]+1) _lrUclUre ot' access ways or

drifts at its end_). 'lhi_ c, nfil.lurati,n ¢,rre_p()nd_ l,) the plane _lrain |.'=mfi#uralion. ('ase

described above. Without fully devel()ped _ol) _tressanalysis codes with fully de_,.eh)pedcreep and

constitutive models, the exact maRnitudeNof the deviation_ caused by il_n.ri.l_ end effects are

difficult to estimate, th)wever, lhe unceri_inly caused by iRn_)rinllend effe¢l_ is considered to be

less than the uncertainty caused by _)lher fact()rs inl+luencinl4oh)sure, such as I_as14enerati.n,

4.2 Code Oesorlptlons

l-:ven with the simplil'ic;_ii()n of tw()_dimen._ionaliiy, stre_ analy_es _)l' WIPI_ di_po_al realm

behavior have consistently required the m_st advanced analysis techniques. A_ a consequence.

development ot' new i()()l_, new capabilities, new constitutive equaiic)ns, and/or new m,dels has

been needed for e=_chnew WIPP problem. An additi()nal complication is that experimen!,l

verification of prediction_ i_ unlikely because the calcuiations extrapt)late di_p,)_al _¢)_)mresponse
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thilu_lid_ f_f _eilt<_ inl_) the future A_ui.ti,:e lhRl c_mpulilli_mtll requite _-efe te_m_hie i_ .f

uimillt ¢tilflt:ef fl

I_) |nefeiile _:qirir|denee itl the nunlericill iti_pi!_iil t_._iit _al_ul_liiitlq _ttldie_, it tee

ommendiltmn mltde h_ the _¢tmd I_'IPP lienehm_ik _tud_, IMm#ltn el ill. i_P!!Ii _.il_ reheated lhe

ltenehmRik _lud_ ¢t)mpilled te_uit_ fitim the q!duiiim _ti _l_lldittd pltihienl_ t_ eillht diffelent

_tie_ _nttl_i_ ¢ode_ h e_tim_te _de tti c_de _it_iithilil_ lhe te_:_mlntendittmlt _ii_ lh_t cfilicili

de_iln ¢_leui_tlii)n_ _htiiild he mitde _.iih mlile thlin itne _._l)de i hefeftiie, l_i diffelent c!_deq with

diffeieril ¢iide de!¢iiplmn_ _eie u_ed h) ithlRil| _lttu!ittfi_ lii miln_ iif Ihe r!liihlem_ de_¢iihed in ihi_

fepofl. Requite f!if equi_ienl ptilhlem_ _ele ihen cfli_ _'heeked _ntt diffefen_e_ li_etl l!i

lilluhle_hoiil in¢iiflSi_lefl_'ie_ iilld e_liihli_h me_nlnlli'ul unce,l_ilil_ !imilq fil, _.hi_lile fesp, in_e lhe

l_i ¢.des _leie SPI('IR()M i_, a fihile_eiemenl ¢llile de,el.peal _t Rl _I'I( _ Inc (('alllhan pl

ill, lg_) lind _AN(_Ii(). ii finile_,elemeni i_titte de_.ehiped itl _illlttiit Nilliimill i _hi_f_l!nie_ iNliine el

ill, I,tNSI

4.11.1ItPECTROM-3II Code O_ortptlon!

lhe r.dh_*in# de_¢liptmn i_ ,b_l_a¢led rmm the _PI('IR()M 12 m_n.,l ((_.il,h,. el ,II.

lq_O) ihe ie_de, i_ ,efefied 1_) the m,nu_l fm miue del_liled inftllm_tmn _PI(_IROM 1_ i_ _l

tl_¢i_li/ed finile elemenl pfi)ltttlm de_ehlped I. detelmine qm_tt q!l_li,, lime depemlehl, nlmline_l

{iefiilfl1181iii._ i)[ eilek ma_eq in _upp|il'l ill ll_ iliii#lam_ flit {li_pi:i_illli_ ill _ii_ile in ileilhqli¢iil

t:tit miit mn_

lhe fintle eiemenl melhi_d u_ed b_ _I*I(_!R()M ;_ in_,ol,,e_ r_ui , eilhi , _lnd nine
raided i_ipillilrnelii¢ quildlii_iev_l eh,menl_ lhe pi_,lllilm i_ filimulilled u_inll ihe dile_l
_lirfrleii in di_plt_¢emenl melh,ld I he h_i¢ fini!e etem_nl eqU_liim_ lille i)blttined by

minimi_inll lhe rii)len!i_l enelli_ f,)! elleh eleni_lll in lh_ di_¢ieli!ed _liu¢luie I¢) llblli|n 8
_lelll llr .l#!,hlili¢ equillilifl_ rlii eiieh elemenl in lelm_ !it the nlidlll di_phieem_nlq fl)l
lhe elemeni _.d lhe ,pplied fi)lee_ _t_linl ill1 il lhe plin_ipttl of _iiiugl wi!ik i_ _ht)
u_ed i. deii_e lhe lliili¢ equillmn_ itnd iilu_lfille lheif liPlili¢ilbiiil_ !ll ilny _lle_ _iiilin

i_i_li(ill _|ipeillilsi!iiln i)f Ihe iequilin!l elemenlill _liffne_s iltlilfiee_i llnd elemefil:ll i._d
_e{hil_ )leld_ _t ttlob,I _lelli itf equ_lii)n_ fitl the enlile _llU_;lufe: I he Ire_ullifi# _el .r
lineal _l#ehfai¢ equttli,itl_ iq the. m.d,f,ed I, a_;¢iIunt rt)l _pe¢ified di_phteeniqnt

h,_und_f _ ¢.ndoli.n_

lili p,,)hlertI_ i._iil_iiill lill1_,depende.! ilefilimliliiin, lhe_e etlUillmfi_ _le lhefl _,d_.ed
u_in# l_n in_;!eme.!_t! p,t_'edu_e _uaton E Ih_ll lhe time peimd ¢!m_ideted in lhe _in_l_i_
_,n he _ubdi_ided tnt,) _m.ll lime inle,_,_H_, _u_'h lhal Ihe _!,e_ i. _n_,elemenl ca. be

._umed m be ¢_)n_ta.t ._¢.i e_¢h time _tep lhi_ _.nlpl.m _l!t_ n,).lmea, cieep

lle_linR ihe in¢_emen!81 ¢ieep _l_il|., !_sed .n !h_. _!_'l_tKe eleim.nl_H _lle_ ._e, _n_ lime
_!ep. _ the inili_ll _li_lin t_.i lhe lime _l_'l! _,ei_li _.luIm. lrehntque_ _ti_. e!ttfihi_.ed,

ii_ed I. illl;iellte lhe it i;i; li i il i*i, _)!: the ieqitllq

_V_,-i_lit! Illt!lt*liltl illiiileh ll_t_!' i_l,i*!i ilit'iillt_iillli_d ifi 1ti¢' _;iiitr, I ill lti_lli!liii liiiiiit ltllitliiel,

Ih_e illi._ludt, ii i,'l_i,l i lli_teliiit iliitih.t fiii hlitiir, li t_lii_;kfitl _,'leP!i t'tiliqill!dlili.ti ililtdel, ii li_inlllielt

ela_ii_.' lilt)tlel fiii iili_lt_ _'iin!liili'ltiili, iind ttlhel ti,_l_l 1_i llliil I_liii'!tiit , dr_i_iitiliiilil I hin i_h.lllell!l

life lih_ _iiliible i_) _illtuhlll _ _lililiiiX e iil_i!l i_tlil _Vi!lii_ lllil iHhet l!tiv_ _il_ itill, ifiil_i_

Ili _PITI_tttI)M 1_, t,;ii!lil!iio_'_t_t _' _lli,_ i_ ¢.ll_idl, il, d iil_,llit!te, illili _,iitiilllr, ,diiii. t,_ i,_

di.firtril I1_
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_htle _ islhe culrtm den_iI_,of a ri18ieti_Iand _i i_iI_ii_iiialden_iI_ lh_ cur!ehldcnsiI_,i_
¢ompuled from the _-u/tefll _olumelti_' _Ii_li.. _hich i_ defin_l _ lhe itii_,e l)f lh¢ _Itaifl len_ot

(ie.,¢ ,, till)

4.2.! IANCHO MoclIi D_lorlpttonI

fhe foll,*ini des_riplion is liken from lhe SAN('IIO manuil (Slohe el al. lqa_) "|he
reader is tH'e.ed Io |he manual fm mine derailed ihfmma||.n_

SAN¢ilO Is a sl_i|l pUtl_W, limle eleme,l program lhal has l_en develt)p_d 10 solve
lhe quislslili¢, lille defolmiilofl (i.e_. lille sltalli), iheiisll¢ Iespofl_e of lwo
dimensional solids. The elemeni libiar_ is based on a hl!ineal lsopacamelH¢ quid,lille,el
_ilh i cnhslanl bulk sltain the equilibrium solu!ioM _l,il_i_. uses lin II_Ii!it.e .scheme
desiafled around a self_idilpli_e d_n_mi¢ relii_ilion aiioriihm lh_ iletillve s_hem,t Is
based on espli¢ii cenlt_tl dlffefence pseudo.ilme inlelltillon with ilrlifi¢lal dimpihlt
fhe code is espli¢il in fliliU/e _I} lhm h, s!iffne_ msilis is framed ,t fa¢Imi_ed, which
tltduces lhe imoUhl of compile! SlOtille heCe_ilf_ foreseCUlion

fhe SANCIIO ¢¢Me has _ Sl_hdild mileflil model inielfice lhil is used wilh I numl_r of

malefiilmodels il_¢O_pOl_iiled_ilhInlhe code _ot disposlilroom a_alyses,lhese|n¢Im_ieI ctl_p
maleHil model for h_ll!e, a backfill creep ¢onsoiidilion model, i volumel_l¢ pl_li¢il_ model Ifot

wasle ¢ompa¢iion). and olhe_ les_, ils and f,i¢iu,e des¢fipllom A slidinll inle_face ¢ipabilily is

iho a_.iiiihlf IO simu!a!# slippale aionl ¢la_ seams and olheI l_pes or ial_ffaces. In _ANCIIO.

¢omp,essi_e Slress is considered nelaii_e and end volume ,Iliin _v is defiaed is

v_hete_ islhecu.enl densi|)or. m_ile_ialand _ isi,_ini!ialdensiI_

4.3 Army RoomI ................Initial tnct Iounctlry Condltloni

I ql.re _l _ho_s lhe e_¢s_aied and enclosed a_t_ in lhe _'IPP _e_)_ilory A _IPP panel

_ofl_i_l_of ? rooms _ilh _ach rm)m IOm (_) fl)_-,deb_ 4 m (i_ fl)hiIlh_nd Qi4 m (_ fll

hml!_nd sepgr_l_db_-i s_llpillar105 m (i_ flIlhi_k Becauselhe p_nel_iru¢lure¢OhSISlsof
_efies ¢)f fo¢)m_, ihe u_ulll ¢omi_uiilional _ppfuach i_ Io f_du¢_ il io _ _.I) ¢onfiiiufilioll by

¢onsidefin# 8 disposal rcx)m in lh_ _enler of lhe pgflel Plane _llain is lhen evoked by ¢onsideflhl

cross se¢lion at lhe midpmnl of t sinll_ f(mm in an ihfinil_ array of id_nlical ,(,>ms. each I0 m

4 m separilled b_• _0_m lhick piila,s of _all_

4,_.1 Hill-Room ConftguraltonI

l'he ll_ay _uom ¢onl'iiuralion cnn be absl_a¢ledeven furtherby evokinlt symme!_y

¢onside,ltions l"iiuIe 4_I shows 8 typical hill'_toom finite elemeni mesh fo, a



Planeol _ilid
Ov__n

Pine ot
II_ry

i0ilm

lillur_,4.1, l_inile_elemen! mesh used Io .nalyze a half.room represent.lion of a,_ emply

dispc)salroom (Weiilherby, Ma_ 17, 19119,memo) in Appendix A)_
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dispoq!alr,)()m. _hirh m_lv ¢ont[lin t)n the _)rder t)i" i000 elelnent_.I In the pi1_t, firlite-elrn!ent

problems of lhi_ type hate required _ts rnurh as _everal hundred ntinute,_m' ('Ptt tinle .n a

CRAY ¢,)mpuler (_h.)ne and ArltUello. I)e_:enther 17. Ig_l, memo in Appendix A)_ ('P[! time_ or

this duratior1 did not permit inclusion ,)f much _ldditi_mal detail in the f,_rm (ff ¢orlfigurati,m and

model refinemenl._ to the probtem_. Ilowever. recent c,_de impr¢)_,ement_have Rre,tly reduced

_olution ("PU lime_ In a more manaReableduratinn_ lhe h,}ritontai iimit_ ,)F the h,ll'-rnnm finite_

element mesh ate the vertical ¢eflterline of the room and the vertical renlerline of the adjacent

pillar. ¢orrespondini to a total horitonlal lenwh of 20.t nt_ Fhe _ertirai planes _ff _ymmetry for
the half_room define boundary ¢ondili,m_ for the n_)de_alon# the left and riRht edRe._ot" the

me_h. v,-hirh art fi_ed aRain_thertz,torsi m¢_lion

The vertical limiH of the mesh were _et far enuul!th from the room to be un;lffeeted by

nonuniform deformations caused b). ¢lo_ure. A verli¢.l mesh length of appr,)_imalel) _0 m Above

and below the huri_,)ntal eenterline of the re)ore was f.und to he adequate, Pre.ure boundary

renditions were applied to the lop and bottom boundarie_ of the half-room, with values defined

by the computed lilhollali¢ stress at the re_pe¢live eie,4llon_. Often. the lilhostali¢ pressure WZlS

=l_sumed ¢or1Hant Ihrouilhout the undeformed confillurali_)n. _etlinll normal _tre_se_ in the

horizemlal, vertieai and out=of-plane direetior1_equal m the lilhostali¢ pressure (I4.fl MPaI.! The

initial _lresse._for elemenls inside the di_pn_l room were set equal to _ero.

4.3.2 Quarter-RoomConfigurations

A quarter-room is sometime_ u_ed in,lead of a half=rt_m m reduce the number ()f element_

even further, rhi_ additional ahstra¢lion requlre_ the assumption thal re_ion_ runtaininl| the waste

=zndbackfill are vertieall_ + s_mmetrt¢ around a hmi,mnt=ll plane pa_sinlI through the renter o!"

room_ A I),pieal quarteroroom mesh i_ ,_hov,_nin Failure 4°2 VVhile it doe_ m}t ex.¢lly reproduce

the a_tual a_ymmetri¢ ¢onfilluralhln _)f the tm,)m (_,_a_tepl,¢ed on the fit)or _)t"the room and

c_)_ered _ith backfill). _)lher _implif_,ini_ appro_tmali¢)n_ with rei_itrd t,) the room ¢ontenl__1ate

¢_msidered t. introduce more ur1¢erlrtinlie_ inl() the re_tull,_ (2uilrlero_,)om b_undary ¢ondili,)n_ for

the m)de_,ah)nlt the left and _lghl edl_e__)I"the mesh are thai the_ underlie rio h.rizont.l molinn.

_zndthe bottom rnv_ .f n(_es repre_entinll the hori_orll_l line of _mmelr_, through the nlid_point

()f the room i_ =1he fi_ed allam.tl metier1 in the _erlleal dire¢li.n Fhe pressure boundary

¢.ndili.n i_ applied t)nl_ to the n.de_ ahmg the lop of the mesh

I)i_;u _i_). ()f h.* well predi¢linn_ from ..:' _ _+1) array r_)om_are repre_enlalive of e;Id room_ in

_e_enoroom panel are deferred to _¢li_)n h_

I In ¢ontra_l. a preliminar) analy_i_ {)1' a _;¢nfilluratmn repre_enlinll an entire panel of empty
room_, described in _¢lt¢)n 6.), nta_ require a_ many a_ _),000 elemenl_ (Stone and Arggetlo,
I_¢ember 17, 1991, memo)in Appendix A)+

,. h( _lalic _tre_, and "tJlh{)_lalJ¢ pre_;ure can be u_ed imerehanlleabty in this
report because _:reep det'_)rmali_n .f the halite ha_ eliminated all _lres_ liradient_ u,ithin the
undisturbed f_)rnt,_ttl_)n,_ _,erified t_ in _itu _lre_ determiltati()r1_ (W_luver_lkand _lon¢, i989)_

] An e_ample i_ the ._umpti(). lh_t .m_)tint ¢)1'eizeh type ¢)I"vv_t_tein the r¢)¢)mis ex,¢tly
pr¢)p¢)rti()nalto =t_ repre_entat._n in the Iolat irlventm_ lhi_ a_unlption i_ prnh¢=bl_,incorrect
because reeeip! _)i' waste at the _'IPP i_ not like!) 1() be r=tndnnl, with _,)nle r()()m_ ¢,)ntaininlt
m(_re ()l'a _:ertaln type (+i+_,_t+_teIhan ()ther_
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Fiaure 4-2, Finite-element meshused to analyzen quarter-room representatilln of an empty
disposal room (Wentherby et al,, IQQIn).



4.3.3 Other Assumptions

An important assumption for simplifying closure calculations was that closure of the disposal

room is not greatly affected by the gravitational forces acting on the material in the immediate

vicinity of the room. This assumption is supported by early studies showing that the near-field

gravitational forces and the local variation in the initial stress field with depth have little effect on

closure rates. Thus, the near-field gravitational forces and the variation in the initial stress field

were neglected entirely in obtaining the numerical results described in this report,

Another major simplifying assumption for almost all of the calculations was that the

stratigraphy surrounding the disposal room could be ignored and the formation considered all salt

on the basis of the sensitivity analysis perrnrmed by Morgan (December 9, 1987, memo in

Appendix A).

4,4 Isolated Room Initial and Boundary Conditions

While the infinite array of rooms is the easiest to model, closure results from such

calculations are limited to approximations of the response of the center room of the seven-room

panel, where adjacent rooms influence closure. The results are approximations because, while the

seven rooms do interact with each other, it is also likely that seven rooms are too few to deform as

an infinite array of rooms. In addition, the array approximation does not represent the end rooms

of the panel because these rooms have no adjacent rooms on one side of them. The array

approximation is even less valid for other drifts and access ways within the panel because they are

shorter and have numerous intersections that amplify three-dimensionality.

The opposite to an array room is an isolated room, which has no adjacent openings to

influence closure and is a bound to the responseof an end room of a panel. In fact, early

calculations to investigate the closure of end panel rooms also addressedisolated rooms becausean

isolated-room configuration and an array-room configuration are considered to bracket all possible

2-D closure responsesof disposal rooms in a panel.

The 2-D representation of a single isolated room is also a cross section of the room half-way

along its length, to avoid end effects (Morgan, December 9, 1987, memo in Appendix A). A

typical finite-element mesh configuration is similar to either a half- or quarter-room array

configuration. Itowever, in contrast to the array room mesh, the isolated room mesh

configurations were larger because there are no vertical symmetry boundaries corresponding to the

pillar centerline. Seeping studies have shown that the appropriate distances for the boundaries are

100 meters horizontally and 50 meters vertically, to assure that they do not influence closure

during the time period of interest.

The boundary conditions for the isolated room mesh configuration were such that the nodes

along the left and right edges of the mesh were fixed against horizontal motion, l, ikewise, the

bottom row at" nodes was fixed against motion in the vertical direction, and a uniform pressure

condition was applied to the top to reflect the effect of overburden stress. The lithostatic pressure

was assumed constant throughout the undeformed configuration, with normal stresses in the

horizontal, vertical, and out-of-plane directions set equal to the lithostatic pressure (14.8 MPa).

The assumptions were also made that (I) closure of the isolated disposal room was not

greatly affected by the gravitational forces acting on the material in the immediate vicinity of the
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r_)c)n), (2) their the qti_|liKrL|ph',_ L'_uld als() be iI,im, t'd. iillil (.!) lh_|t ihe t_ck _tJt_)u!IdinR the' t_),m

_,'z1_all _alt (I_|_rI_In, l)ecembet g. ItlpI41.meti_ in Al_l)t'mlix _)



5.0 EXAMPLE PREDICTIONS

5.1 Computational Results

The major objective of numerical predictions of the structural response of a WIPP disposal

room is to define the degree of consolidation of the contents with time. This description must

include the extent that waste and backfill consolidation inhibits the closure process, as well as the

effects of gas generation and/or brine inflow. The products of the model are porosity estimates

that are required for performance assessment calculations because (1) the pore volumes, when

filled with brine, affect the amount of radionuclides in solution, (2) the porosity defines the

permeability of the waste and backfii_ at any given time and hence strongly influences the rate of

migration of soluble radionuclides to other locations within the repository, and (3) the pore

volumes can act as storage volume for gas.

Development of the numerical methods for addressing the closure part of the disposal room

model has been accomplished in a series of stages (Arglaello et al., 1991) that became increasingly

more detailed as better material response models and mathematical methods were available. As

mentioned in Section 4.2, a parallel approach involving two different numerical codes was used

because calculations in many cases proved to be much more difficult than anticipated, and

eccentricities of the numerical techniques frequently meant that results in some cases could not be

obtained to satisfy programmatic milestones. The two numerical codes used are the finite-element,

finite-strain code SANCHO (Stone et al., 1985) and the finite-element, small-strain code

SPECTROM-32 (Callahan et al., 1990). Although the codes initially appear to be similar because

they both utilize finite-element techniques to solve stress analysis problems, they are significantly

different in several respects (Butcher et al,, 1991a), as will become evident in the following
discussion.

5,1.1 Empty Room Calculations

Ttae simplest closure calculations addressed the creep response of empty rooms in salt over

short periods of simulated closure. These results were used for comparisons with early room

closure measurements that were becoming available from underground tests at the WIPP Site. As

confidence in the numerical predictions increased, calculations were extended to longer times to

investigate the performance of the repository (Ehgartner, 1990; Morgan, June 2, 1987, memo in

Appendix A; e.g., Appendix D, Calculations I to 3). Conditions assumed in these calculations are

summarized in Table 5-1; results digitized from the original references are shown in Figure 5-1.

A firs( estimate for the length of time for room closure was possible from the empty room

closure results by assuming that the backfill and waste within the room would offer no resistance

to closure and would simply collapse to increasingly denser states as the total volume of the room

decreased. Thus, information about the rate that an empty room closed and the amounts and

theoretical solid densities of waste and crushed-salt backfill within the room was sufficient to

compute void fraction (porosity) variation with time (Lappin et al., 1989). Results for void

fractions below about 20% were ignored because the assumption of zero backstress was clearly

questionable at such dense states. Definition of the average void fraction (porosity) of the disposal
room contents as a function of time and the relationship between the porosity and permeability

were sufficient to estimate an average permeability for the room contents and to infer rates of

brine flow.
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Figure 5-1. Closltre of an empty disposal room (Morgan, June 2, 1987, memo in Appendix A',

Mozgan, December 9, 1987, memo in Appendix A; Ehgartner, 1990; Stone and

?,rgtiello, April 1, 1992, memo in Appendix A).
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The void fractions of the room contents rather than their porosities were used to summarize

closure results to emphasize that the values represent averages for entire rooms. Thus, the void

fraction is defined as the void volume within a room at a given time divided by its total volume at

that time. Void fractions computed in this manner are, in fact, numerically equal to average

porosities, but their use serves to emphasize the relatively crude nature of the estimates.

Insufficient information existed to compute differences in porosity between the waste and the

backfill from early room-closure results.

Examination of the computational results for empty room closure in Figure 5-1 shows that

closure, according to the SPECTROM-32 calculations, is more rapid than the SANCHO results.

According to the SPECTROM-32 calculations, closure to 10% of the initial room volume is

virtually complete within 40 years; whereas, according to the SANCHO calculations, closure

requires over 150 years, or a factor of 4 greater. This factor is greater than expected from the

Second WIPP Benchmark Study, which concluded that about a factor of 2 was likely in solutions

of standard problems with 8 different codes (Morgan et al., 1981; Munson and Morgan, 1986).

However, different constitutions models were used in the current study, whereas the Second WlPP

Benchmark Study used identical constitutive models.

The exact source of the discrepancy between empty-room closure predictions is not

apparent, but it must reflect some of the differences between SPECTROM-32 and SANCHO.

Reasons that come immediately to mind are (1) SPECTROM-32 is based on small deformation

theory, which may introduce serious errors as closure progresses to the large strains of interest; (2)

the relationship for the creep of solid halite in SANCHO is scaled (E/12.5 assumption) to force

correspondence of estimates with experimental closure data, whereas the creep description in

SPECTROM-32 is more scientifically based. As mentioned in Section 3.1, the Munson-Dawson

model for creep of solid halite is currently not available in SANCHO, and so a direct comparison

with the SPECTROM-32 results is not possible.

Additional insight into resolution of the discrepancy has recently been obtained from

calculations with a new code called SANTOS by Stone and Argtiello (April I, 1992, memo in

Appendix A), which were undertaken to investigate determining the difference between empty-

room closure results computed using small and large deformation formulations. The SANTOS

finite-element code was modified for this study so that it could generate both types of solutions.

In addition, the effects of incorporating contact surfaces to prevent overlapping of the corner

elements of the room configuration were determined. The contact surface feature is important

because once overlapping occurs, as illustrated in Stone and Argiaello's memo (April I, 1992, memo

in Appendix A), the computational results no longer have any physical meaning.

The best-estimate empty-room closure curve determined by Stone and Argt_ello, using the

old reference elastic-secondary creep model with a reduced elastic constant E/12.5 and assuming

small deformation behavior, is included in Figure 5-1. The corresponding large deformation curve

determined by Stone and Argt_ello was very similar to the best-estimate curve calculated by

Morgan (June 2, 1987, memo in Appendix A) and therefore was not included in the figure.

Ehgartner's (1990) SPECTROM-32 curve shown in Figure 5-1 was also obtained using small

deformation behavior. A comparison shows that the SANTOS small deformation prediction for the

time to closure to about 10% of the initial ro,m vo,'ume is only a factor of about 1,25 to 1.3

greater than the SPECTROM-32 solution, rather than the factor of 4 to 5 difference that is

observed between the SPECTROM-32 solution and the best-estimate SANCHO solution. Using

reverse logic, our conclusion is that had SPECTROM-32 been based on large rather than small

deformation behavior, agreement with SANCHO to within a factor of about 1.30 would have been

observed.
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From the discussion of the preceding paragraph, it would appear that the principal source of

the large discrepancy between the SANCttO and SPECTROM-32 curves for empty-room closure

can be attributed to the inadequacies of small deformation theory and that finite-deformation

analyses must be used in the future for closure predictions. The fact that many past calculations

have been performed with small deformation codes does not make these results without value,

however, because they have assisted in conceptual model development.

The factor of 4 to 5 discrepancy in time to close to 10% of the initial room volume (Figure

5-1) is misleading, however, because the disposal rooms will not be empty but rather will be filled

with waste and backfill, In reality, the room volume that must be eliminated is much smaller than

the entire initial volume of the room, For example, if f, is the initial volume fraction of solids in

the room (fs = Vs/Vo, where Vs is the initial volume of solids at theoretical solid density in the

room and Vo is the initial room volume) and ¢ is the average porosity of the room after some
amount of closure, then the percent of the initial room volume fv corresponding to ,_ is

fv = f,/(I - ¢).100 (5.1.1)

Reasonable values for f, are 0.2 to 0.4, corresponding to initial porosities in the room of

between 0.8 and 0.6. Therefore, if the room collapsed to a completely solid state (no voids),

would be 0, and fv would have to decrease from 100% to only 20 to 40% (Figure 5-1) rather than

to the 0% value required by the empty room calculations to close the room. For 40% closure, the

closure time estimated using SANCHO is more like a factor of 2.8 larger than the time predicted

with SPECTROM-32, rather than a factor of 4 to 5 based on complete closure of an empty room.

Even this estimate is larger than it should be because perfect consolidation is assumed,

If, on the other hand, actual consolidation of the room contents greater than a final

equilibrium state of ¢_= 0.3 never occurs, then fv would have to decrease even less, from 100% to

only 30 to 60%, according to Equation (5.1,1), and the difference between the two code results is a

factor of 2.5 (Figure 5-1) for fv - 60%. In addition, if the estimates had been obtained with a

large deformation version of SPECTROM-32, simple scaling suggests that the differences would

likely have been much less than a factor of 2.5, and would be considered adequate agreement.

Even with the most pessimistic interpretation, empty rooms are predicted to close to less than 10%

of their original volume within 150 years.

5.1.2 Backfilled Room Calculations

Both waste and backfill are expected to exert increased backstress as the rooms close.

Therefore, backfill consolidation was the next essential feature of closure introduced into the

disposal room calculations and was based on the Sjaardema-Krieg constitutive model for backfill

(e.g., Section 3.2). The first calculations addressed the closure of cavities completely filled with

crushed salt backfill (Weatherby et al., 1991a; Weatherby and Brown, April 30, 1990, memo in

Appendix A; Callahan and DeVries, 1991; e.g., Appendix D, Calculations 5 and 7) because

compaction data for the waste were not yet available,

The results of pure salt backfill consolidation are shown in Figure 5-2, Although still

atypical of the actual disposal room because wastes were not included, these calculations provided

scoping information about how regions of the repository, such as access ways to the panels, might
close if backfilled. A comparison of the curves from SANCHO and SPECTROM-32 in Figure 5-2

shows that a discrepancy between the two solutions is still present. However, it is not nearly as
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Figure 5-2. Closure of a disposal room completely filled with crushed salt backfill

(Weatherby et al., 199la; Weatherby and Brown, April 30, 1990, memo in

Appendix A; Callahan and DeVries, 1991).
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pronounced as the discrepancy observed in the empty room results. Another reason for less

difference between the infinitesimal- and finite-strain predictions may be that, with backfill

within the room, less deformation is required to eliminate the void volume within the room.

Backfill calculations were repeated, as data became available, for backfill mixtures of 70

wt% crushed salt and 30 wt% bentonite (Weatherby et al., 1991a; Weatherby and Brown, April 30,

1990, memo in Appendix A; Callahan and DeVries, 1991; e,g., Appendix D, Calculations 5 and 7).

The effect of the bentonite backfill additive (Butcher et al,, 1991a) was of particular interest,

These results in Figure 5-3 show that the difference between the SANCIIO and SPECTROM-32

curves almost disappeared but that time required for consolidation of salt/bentonite backfill has

become much longer than for pure crushed salt. Closure of rooms completely filled with backfill

occurs on the order of under 40 years for pure crushed-salt backfill, and 4 times longer for

crushed salt/bentonite backfill, in addition, late time void fractions for salt/bentonite are

somewhat greater than for pure crushed salt. While the greater Ionll-term void fraction of the

salt/bentonite might be perceived as a problem in regard to repository performance, Butcher et al.

(1991a) have shown that the decrease in consolidation rates caused by addition of bentonite to the

backfill is offset by the fact that less consolidation is required to assure , iliven state of

permeability in salt/bentonite mixtures: although densification proceeds more slowly, a less dense

final state is required, and the time to reach a given permeability remains relatively constant.

5.1.3 Rooms Filled with Waste and Backfill

The next level of closure analysis detail was to include waste consolidation in the

calculations (no air gap was assumed present). Because the expected design waste was known to

have a very high initial porosity, construction of the first consolidation model was based on the

assumptionthat the waste exerted little backstresson the surroundinR salt until it approached solid

density (Weatherby. May 17. 1989, memo in Appendix A; e.g., Appendix D, Calculation 4). This

relationship is labeled as the "old" SANCHO consolidation curve in Figure 3-3. l.ater, as

experimental consolidation data for simulated waste became available (Butcher et ai., 1991b), it

became evident that the original model was "too soft." and it was replaced by the "new"

consolidation curve, alsoshown in Figure 3-3.

All SANCHO calculations after and including the results described by Weatherby et a!.

(1991a; e.g., Appendix D, Calculation 6), Figures 5-4 and 5-7, were obtained using the new

consolidation curve. All SPECTROM-32 results after and including the results described by

Callahan and DeVries (1991; e.g., Appendix D, Calculation 7), Figures 5-5, 5-6, and 5-8, were

also obtained using a similar curve, although the method of incorporating it in SPECTROM-32

differed from the way in which consolidation data were incorporated in SANCtlO (e.g., Section

3.3). Gas generation was assumed to be zero for all calculations,

Several conclusions are evident from the closure estimates for rooms filled with waste and

backfill (Figures 5-4 to 5-8). First, it is apparent that the backfill consolidates much more rapidly

than the waste and eventually reaches a much lower value of void volume than the waste, Figure

5-4 shows, for ex,_tnple, that pure, crushed-salt backfill, according to the SANCHO prediction, has

consolidated to a void fraction of less than 10% in fewer than 40 years, in agreement with the
backfill consolidation results described in Section 5.1.2. Similar SANCHO calculations for

crushed-salt/bentonite backfill predict somewhat longer backfill consolidation times. The

SANCltO backfill consolidation curves are quite similar to SPECTROM-32 results for similar

backfill.
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Other conclusions are evident t'rom the waste consolidation curves in F'iBures ._4 to 5_11_

The most apparent conclusion is that SANCtlO waste ¢¢)nsolidationpredictions differ greatly from

predictions made with SPECTROM=3_. For example, whereas the SANCIIO waste consolidation

curve in Figure 5-4 shows waste consolidation to no less than about 30% p¢)rosity, calculations for

an equivalent configuration with SPECTROM-.32 show consolidation to less than 5%. The

SANCttO estimates of waste consolidation are also seen to be nearly independent of the type of

backfill present, as they should be, because of useof the non-dimensional void fraction parameter

as the measure of closure. In contrast, the waste consolidation curves computed with

SPECTROM..32 appear to differ, depending on the type of backfill.

The difference between the waste consolidation curves computed with SANCIIO and the

initial SPECTROM-32 results is considered to be a direct result of the use of different

mathematical waste consolidation mo_els (Section 3.3)_ The SANCttO predictions are consistent

with results from tests in which various types of waste were compacted axially while restrained in

rigid dies to prevent lateral motion. These tests imply that average waste void volumes less than
18% at lithostatic stress are not likely to be achieved. They also show that the stiffness of the

metal waste was the principal factor preventing consolidation to smaller void fractions (Butcher el

ai., 1991b). It is difficult to accept the initial SPECTROM-32 estimate of eventual compaction to

less than 5% void fraction in view of the experimental observations, On the other hand, the

SANCHO estimate may be pessimistic in the sense that the model used to obtain it underl:.redicts

consolidation and does not account for any salt flow into a waste element. Because of the

perceived inconsistency in the predicted state of compaction of the waste after a hundred years, an

additional calculation was undertaken. This calculation examined the consequencesof the o= ,,

3om assumption used for the SPECTROM-32 compaction relation (e,g., Section 3.3,4) by replacinlt

it with the assumption that oa = om, Although the resultsshown in Figure 5-6 indicate even less

lonE-term compaction than the SANCHO results (Figure 5-4), they are considered to be a better

representation of the actual responseof the waste. In fact, the SPECTROM-32 results assuminlt o=

- 3ore (Figure 5-5) and the results assuming o,L = am (Figure 5-6) are considered to define the

extremes of possible waste compactability, with the SANCHO result lyinl¢ between them and more

toward the upper bound. The consequencesof the o= = 3om assumption in SPECTROM-32 on
closure of a room filled with salt/bentonite backfill, described in the next section, have yet to be

determined.

In view of the results presented in the previous paragraph, the SANCttO predictions are

considered to represent a more conservative analysis of repository response, in terms of the

estimated permeabiiities of the waste, and as such will remain the basis for 40 CFR 191B

performance assessment until model refinement makes a more accurate estimate possible, The

results show that consolidation of the waste is not complete, that it is controlled by the

incompressibility of the metal waste, and in turn is the principal factor controltinli the

permeability of the disposal room contents.

5.1.4 Mechanical Closure of Rooms Containing Waste, Backfill, and Gas

5.i,4.1 EARLYGASPRESSURIZATIONESTIMATESASSUMINGA PERFECTLYSEALEDROOM

The first estimates of the effect of gas generation on the closure history o1"a disposal room,

for the Dra/t S.pplemettta/ Ettv_rcmme_zlcd Impact Slalemetl/ (DSEIS) (US DOE, 1989), assumed

that cavities that c_)ntained gas were perfectly sealed (l.appin et el,, 1989, Sec. 4,10,2), This

assumption was considered an upper bound representation of the effects (if 8as pressurization,
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Selection of baseline gas generation potentials (total amount ot"gas possible) and rates (Lappin et

al,, 198q, Sec, 4,2) constituted an important accomplishment of the DSEIS effort.

The initial DSEIS study included estimates of pressures that would occur in various sealed,

gas-storage volumes correspond ,g to a gas generation potential of 589 moles/drum for anoxic

microbial decay and 894 moles/drum from anoxic corrosion of metals, In the baseline case, the

Kas-production rate w_as assumed at 2.66 g-moles/drum/year for 500 years, after which time

corrosion reactants were used up. Sufficient brine was assumed present to allow corrosion

reactions to go to completion. After 500 years, a rate of 0.86 g-moles/drum/year, corresponding

to microbial decay, was assumed for the next 200 years, after which all gas production ceased.

Gas-pressure estimates were computed with the ideal gas law and were demonstrated to be

sufficiently accurate using more detailed gaseous equations of state, as will be described later in
this section.

Several results from the DSEIS gas-pressurization calculations for a perfectly sealed

repository can be used to provide insight for further gas-pressurization studies. First, a total gas

pressure of 6,7 MPa was found to exist if zero closure of a waste panel was assumed (Lappin et

al. 198q, Sec 4.10.2, Table 4.8), For t_lis estimate, the available storage volume was computed as

the excavated t olume of the waste panel less the volumes occupied by waste and backfill. This

ca;culation provides an intuitive measure of the total amount of gas generated. A second

calculation assumed that (I) the repository was allowed to close without back pressure from

internal gas generation and (2) all of the gas was contained within the unsaturated void volume of

13.000 cubic meters that existed after closure was considered complete. The void volume for this

calculation was the "final state" DSEIS value representing the estimated final consolidated state of

the waste (0.18 final porosity) and backfill (equal or less than 0.05 final porosity), assuming no

effects of gas generation, The gas pressure under this condition, using a non-ideal gas law, was

predicted to increase to about 240 MPa, much greater than a lithostatic pressure of 14,8 MPa at

the horizon of the repository. Clearly, pressurization to 240 MPa is not realistic because halite

surrounding the repository will expand or interbeds will fracture at much lower pressures to

provide pressure relief. Cavity expansion and fracture opening are expected to create more void

volume or ,,rent some of the gas to other regions of the formation long before the gas pressure has

reached 240 MPa, This example does emphasize, however, that the extent of pressurization of a

disposal room will depend on the magnitude of the void volume existing in the room at a given
time

Even when estimates of additional available volume for gas storage, such as the void volume

within Marker Bed 139 and the DRZ, were added to the final volume of the repository to obtain a

total ,,plume of 105,000 cubic meters, the calculated pressure was 18 MPa. This estimate was

interpret,,d as suggesting that even if all usable volume within the repository were available for gas

storage, the resulting pressurization would still be above lithostatic pressure (14.8 MPa). Pressures

above lithostatic pressure a_e generally considered adverse because of the likelihood of fracture

openings in the interbeds that could vent the gas to unacceptable repository regions, act as short
circuits for brine saturation of the waste before final compaction, and/or act as conduits for

migration of radioactive brine out of the repository,

A similar but somewhat more thorough study of the potential for gas pressurization was

undertaken by Davies (June 26 and October 4, 1990, memos in Appendix A), The primary

objective of these gas-storage pressure calculations was to identify gas-storage scenarios that

would produce final gas pressures that were less than lithostatic pressure, An added objective of

the stud), was to estimate lateral gas migration distances in nonhalite interbeds.
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The first part of Davies' study examined differences between pressures estimated using the

ideal gas law and those computed using other laws for nonideal gas behavior. Results using the

various laws differed only when the gas storage volume was under 100,000 cubic meters and the

pressure was well above lithostatic. Above 20 MPa, the nonideal gas behavior of hydrogen was

found to be increasingly important. As expected, storage volumes comparable to the volumes

assumed for the DSEIS calculations yielded approximately the same pressures.

When Davies considered gas storage in interbeds, gas storage pressures for an "intermediate

state" of the repository with a porosity of approximately 0.42 were found to be relatively

insensitive to the presence of interbeds and to assumptions about interbed porosity. This result

assumed creep closure had ceased because of internal gas pressurization. An intermediate state of

closure of the room is typical of the st_te of consolidation of the waste if gas pressurization

partially inhibits compaction, as discussed further in the next section of this report. The

insensitivity arose because the volume within the entire repository for this condition was already

large enough to reduce the final gas pressure to below lithostatic.

The most significant result from Davies' calculations was the observation that when interbed

storage was added to the "final state" volume considered in the DSEIS (full consolidation without

any impediment to closure from gas), the final gas pressure was 19 MPa. lnterbed porosities of

0.01 and an interbed area corresponding to a 400-m buffer zone surrounding the repository were

assumed. The gas pressure of 19 MPa was again greater than lithostatic pressure but much less

than the DSEIS estimate of pressurization to over 200 MPa. Thus, these calculations showed that

gas-storage pressures for a "final state," fully consolidated repository were quite sensitive to

assumptions about interbed porosity and saturations.

Davies' final calculations determined the size of the interbed area that would be required to

make gas-generation pressures less than lithostatic. Various interbed porosities were assumed. For

the condition of a 0.01 interbed porosity mentioned in the previous paragraph, gas would have to

migrate a distance on the order of 1000 m to produce the desired reduction in pressure. This

distance is approximately one third of the distance between the southern edge of the waste-

emplacement panels and the southern boundary of the WIPP Site.

5.1.4.2 RECENTCLOSUREANALYSESOF A PERFECTLYSEALED ROOM

Since completion of the DSEIS support document (Lappin et al., 1989), a series of

calculations has been completed by Weatherby et ai. (November 14, 1989, memo in Appendix A),

Weatherby et al. (1991b), and Brown and Weatherby (September 17, 1990, memo in Appendix A)

(e.g., Appendix D, Calculations 8 and 9) that investigate the behavior of a disposal room when

both the total gas potential and gas-generation rates are reduced.

In addition to the base gas-generation case (gas generation at 2.66 g-moles/drum/year for

500 years and 0.86 g-moles/drum/year for an additional 200 years), three other cases were

examined in these calculations: (l) What happens to the disposal room as the total amount of gas

generated is reduced to 60, 40, and 20% of the total gas used in the DSEIS report (the gas is

assumed to be produced over the same time periods as for the base case)? (2) What happens if the

gas-generation rates are reduced to 20% of the base-case values and the total gas generated is

either the same or much less than the base-case assumptions (the time for gas generation is

extended)? (3) What happens if the disposal room reaches lithostatic pressure and some sort of

safety-valve mechanism bleeds off gas just fast enough to maintain the pressure at a constant
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lithostatic value? In all cases, sufficient brine was assumed present to allow the corrosion

reactions to go to completion.

The single room in an infinite-array configuration was used in these studies, as described in

Section 2.6, with the gas-generation model described in Section 3.6.

5.1.4.2.1 Void Fraction Resultsfor Varying Amounts of Gas

Figures 5-9 and 5-10 show the responses of disposal rooms to variations of total gas

production. In Figure 5-9, the baseline gas-generation rate is represented by the curve for f = 1.0

(e.g., Section 3.5; Weatherby et al., November 14, 1989, memo in Appendix A, summarized in

Calculation 8, Appendix D) and compared with lesser rates of gas production defined by f = 0.2 to

0.6 (Weatherby et al., 1991b; Brown and Weatherby, September 17, 1990, memo in Appendix A,

summarized in Calculation 9, Appendix D). Variation of the gas production by reducing f values

not only decreases the amount of gas produced but can also be thought of as a crude attempt to

correct for leakage during the gas-production period. However, this procedure cannot account for

leakage I after gas production ceases. In addition, it cannot account for the fact that gas created

by corrosion is dependent on the availability of brine for the chemical reactions, as discussed in
Section 6.2.

The void-fraction results (Figure 5-9) indicate that, as the amount of gas produced is

reduced, smaller minimum void fractions are achieved. Specifically, with 100, 60, 40, and 20%

gas producing waste fractions (corresponding to values of f equal to i, 0.6, 0.4, and 0.2 in

Equation (3.5.2) of Section 3.5), the minimum void fractions become 25, 20, 14, and 9%. While

less gas is required to pressurize the smaller void volumes to lithostatic pressure, it was also noted

that the quantity of gas and energy in a disposal room at 25% void fraction and lithostatic pressure

is much greater than the quantity of gas and energy _n a room with a 10% void fraction or less at

lithostatic pressure.

After a minimum void fraction is achieved, the curves in Figure 5-9 show that the void

fractions begin to increase. They will eventually reach the equilibrium void fraction

corresponding to lithostatic pressure, given sufficient time, as calculated from the amount of gas

defined by Equation (3.5.2). This increase in void fraction will be referred to as room expansion

(i.e., the room begins to creep open again). Just as the room creeps closed in response to the

lithostatic stress of the surrounding rock, when the internal pressure exceeds the overburden loads,

the net force causes deformation to reverse and produce room expansion or inflation. Inflation is

possible, of course, only if hydrofacture of the marker beds does not occur to relieve any gas

pressure in excess of lithostatic.

The greatest amount of closure for the case f - 0.2 in Figure 5-9, of about 9% void

fraction, is smaller than anticipated because the results predated a waste compaction relationship in

SANCHO based on experimental data and used instead the "old" SANCHO consolidation

relationship for waste (Figure 3-3). Because the old compaction relationship generated little

backstress until low porosities were reached, estimated minimum void fractions from these

calculations were considered low, especially when gas generation was minimal. Another difference

1 While gas is being generated, the value of f reflects the net amount of gas existing within the
room at a given time, i.e., the amount of gas that has been produced up to that time less the
amount of gas that has leaked out of the room.
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of Brown and Weatherby's results from past calculations (see September 17, 1990, memo in

Appendix A; Weatherby et al., 1991b) was that a different value of the solid volume of the waste

was used to compute void fractions (e.g., Appendix D, Calculations 8 and 9). Adoption of the

new solid volumes required adjustment of the curve for f = 1.0 by scaling the initial porosity to

compare it with the other curves in the figure,

5.1.4.2.2 Gas PressureHistoriesfor VaryingAmounts of Gas

The gas pressure histories corresponding to the void fraction results are shown in Figure

5-10. In all cases, pressures eventually rose above and then gradually decayed to lithostatic

pressure. In the absence of fracturing, overpressurization of the room during gas-generation is

expected because a delay in time exists between the time the gas reaches a given pressure and the

time it takes for salt creep to respond, in fact, a general observation is that some degree of

overpressurization will eventually occur for all gas-generation rates and porosities in a sealed room

whose volume is being reduced by a deforming medium. For example, the void volume in

crushed-salt backfill will continue to decrease until it is (!) reduced to a very low value or (2) the

pore pressure in the voids increases to an equilibrium value, in most cases lithostatic presstlre. We
assume that a small value of the porosity does not exist, below which further consolidation is

impossible, no matter how much pressure is applied.

Correlation between the void-fraction curves and the corresponding pressure histories shows

that, in all cases, the minimum void fraction is reached in about 150 years and corresponds to

room pressures of about 9 to 10 MPa, after which the void fraction begins to increase. The fact

that the minimum void fraction in all the gas-generation cases normally occurred at a room

pressure of about 9 to 10 MPa appears to be in conflict with the expectation that room expansion

should only commence when the gas pressure exceeds lithostatic pressure. The explanation for this

apparent contradiction depends on the existence of the stress gradients in the halite caused by the

presence of the excavation (Brown and Weatherby, September 17, 1990, memo in Appendix A;

Weatherby et al., 1991b). At early times, i.e., times less than 200 years, the near-room stress is

less than lithostatic within the first 4 m from the room boundary and about 10 MPa at the wall

itself. At later times, the external pressure varies from lithostatic in the far field to a maximum

value in excess of lithostatic at about 0.25 m from the room boundary (0.25 m deep into the walls)
and drops to about 10 MPa at the wall face.

The stress gradient results described in the previous paragraph are interpreted as a stress

cage around the room with a peak stress value in excess of lithostatic, similar to the stress cage

that was encountered around a borehole in salt during in situ stress measurements (Wawersik and

Stone, 1989). Because the stress in the halite adjacent to the room walls is less than lithostatic, all

that is necessary is for the gas to exert a back stress greater than this value to reverse the closure

process and initiate room expansion. This process is believed to be the reason for the minimums

in the void volumes at approximately 10 MPa internal room pressure.

5.1.4,2.3 Calculations for an AlteredGas GenerationRate

Time integration intervals were also extended by a factor of 5 for calculations where the

rate of gas production was reduced by a factor of 5 (0.2 times a baseline rate of 2.66 (g-

moles/drum/year, etc.) (cf Equation 3.5.2) or by a factor of 25 (0.04 times a baseline rate of 2.66

(g-moles/drum/year, etc.). Void-fraction history curves are shown in Figure 5-11 and pressure

history curves are shown in Figure 5-12. The void-fraction curves show that the minimum void

fractions are 8% and 2%, respectively. Caution should again be used in interpreting Figures 5-!1
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Figure 5-11. The effects of altered rates of gas-production generation on disposal-room

closure (Bown and Weatherby, September 17, 1990, memo in Appendix A).
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Figure 5-12. The effects of altered rates of gas-production generation on disposai.-room
pressurization(Brown and Weatherby,September 17, 1990, memo in Appendix
A).
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and 5_12. however, because the calculalions are ba_ed on the "old" consolidalion relation for the

waste. Thus. curves that show void fr,ctions ies_ than 0,18 (lhe expected average final porosity of'

unprocessed waste) are considered unrealistic and eventually should be revi_ed to be repre_ent,ti,.e
ot the appropriate waste and backfill conditions.

The pressure history curves in Figure 5..12 show that reduction of total gas production by a

factor of 5 decreases the peak pressure by only 18_(,, from about 21.5 to 18.5 MPa, and is still

above lithostatlc, As stated in the previous paragraph, the reason for such a small chanae in the

reduction of peak room pressure is the fact that room pressure is determined by the relationship

between the amount of Ilas Ilenerated, the void volume available, and the room's natural tendency
to arri_/e at an equilibrium balance between all the forces actinB on it,

6,1,4,2,4 SafetyValveCaioutallona

Figures 5-13 and 5-14 show the result of assuming that the internal pressure approached iithostati¢

and then holding the pressure steady at that value because of some unspecified 8as bleed.off

mechanism. After reaching a minimum void fraction, the room is seen to expand slillhtly, This

behavior is expected as the stresscage decays to a uniform state of iithostati¢ pressure.

6.2.1 Reeuite of Caloulatlone Examining the Role of Fraoturee on Room
Pressurization

As discussedin Section 3.6.2, a fracture model has been developed for the disposal room to

explore the behavior of fractures in the Salado (Argt_ello etal., 1992), Two types of response
were considered. Case I represents an existing impermeable fracture in halite or an interbed

extending beyond the DRZ that can open, given sufficient tensile stress, but is not penetrated by

gas in its closed state. Becausea portion of the crack beyond the DRZ is not penetrated by gas,
the Ilas pore pressure in this region is zero. Case 2 representsa permeable fracture in a nonhalite

interbed or clay seam, or a discontinuous interface between an interbed or clay seam and halite,

that 8as can penetrate even when closed. Diffusion of the gas is defined by relationships derived

from two-phase flow simulation results (Davies, June 26 and October 4, 1990, memos in Appendix
A; Equation (3.6.3)).

The finite-element mesh representation used for both these analysesis shown in Figure 5-!5

(Argt_ello et al., 1992). These calculations predated introduction of a waste compaction
relationship in SANCHO based on experimental data and instead used the "old" SANCHO

consolidation relationship for waste (Figure 3-3). Becausethe old compaction relationship assumed

little backstress until low porosities were reached, these results, like the gas expansion results

described in Section 5.1.4, predict lower minimum void fractions than are currently expected.

However, this discrepancy is considered to have little effect on the objective of" the calculations,

which was to explore two different conceptual models of the role of' fractures during disposal-
room pressurization.

5.2.1.1 IMPERMEABLEFRACTURES(CASE1)

For the Case I fracture, gas pressurization is not permitted beyond the first one meter of

the fracture layer from the room boundary (an assumedthickness typical of the DRZ) unlessthe
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Figure 5-13. The effect on disposal-room closure of allowing unlimited gas leakage at room

gas pressures above 15 MPa (Brown and Weatherby, September 17, 1990, memo
in Appendix A).
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Figure .5-15, Finite-elementmesh usedto nnalyzea quarter room intersectedat its mid height
by a fracture (ArgtJello el al,, 1992),
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fracture opens, This fracture will be labeled the 8as impermeable fracture. It can open if stress

normal to the fracture layer becomes tensile, allowing gas to enter. The disposal-room pressure

history curves derived from these calculations in Figure 5-,10 show that the gas pressure continues

to rise above lithostatic pressure until it reaches a maximum at around 22 MPa,

The vertical stress history (the stressacross the crack) in the first element ahead of' the tip

of the crack one meter in from the disposal-room wall controls crack opening. If this stress

becomes tensile, then, according to the model, the impermeable portion of the crack begins to

open. The vertical stresshistory in Figure 5-i7 showsthat the stressin the first element decreases

(the negative sign indicates compressive stress)as the room is pressurized but remains compressive

throughout the entire simulation time. In fact, the stress never drops below a compressive stress

of about 5 MPa. Thus, the crack cannot open if the stress is not tensile, and this element cannot

become permeable.

Examination of the entire maximum principal stress field along the crack shows, in fact,

that all other elements outside the DRZ remain compressive (Arg0ello et al., 1q92), i.e., the entire

stress field around the crack remains compressive because the salt is able to creep and increase the

volume of the room sufficiently to accommodate the slow gas pressurization. Both horizontally

oriented and vertically oriented (impermeable) fractures have been examined in this study and

found to exhibit the same response, if the stress field always remains compressive, no new

fractures can initiate and propagate to create a conduit for gas flow to other regions of the

repository. We conclude from this calculation, therefore, that initiation of new cracks in the halite

by gas pressurization is not possible at the gas-generation and deformation ratL_ expected in the
WIPP.

5.2.1,2 PERMEABLEFRACTURES(CASE2)

The reason for the fracture-related calculation described as Case 2 is that the geological

formation surrounding the repository is not a monolithic region of salt but rather is a layered

structure o£ salt, horizontal anl'=ydrite interbeds, and clay seams. The stratigraphy of this

formation has already been described in Section 2.2. Because the anhydrite interbeds are
' ndiscontinuities in the salt formation that have limited cohesion with adjace t halite, and because

anhydrite has quite different mechanical properties than salt particularly with regard to stiffness

and brittleness, it is not surprising that these layers contain naturally occurring, partially healed

fractures (Borns, 1985), Thus, they are more permeable than intact salt. Similar observations are

relevant for partings and clay seams,with the exception that these layer materials tend to be more

easily deformable.

Whether the fracture systems of these layers are of the nature of long continuous cracks or

networks of small, interconnected cracks is unimportant in the Case 2 calculations. Such detail is

greater than the structural detail that can be addressed with the codes during a disposal-room

claculation. Instead, the structures of interbeds and clay seams are important because they are

likely pathways for gas migration either by porous media flow or by flow through fractures

(Mendenhall et al., 1991), and as such, they can be approximated as containing simple fractures.

The fracture configuration used for Case 2 represents a permeable fracture in a nonhalite

interbed or clay seam, or a discontinuous interface between an interbed or clay seam and halite

that gas can penetrate, even when closed. The manner that gas migrates along this type of

fracture has been defined by relationships derived from two-phase flow simulation results by

Davies (June 26, and October 4, 1990, memos in Appendix A) that specifically addressed this

problem. For this calculation, Davies assumed a constant room volume corresponding to the final
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Figure 5-16, Gas pressurizationof" a room intersectedat its mid height by an impermeable
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Figure 5-17, The compressivevertical stresshistory in the first element of an impermeable
fracture, the elementadjacent to the DRZ, during closure(compressivestressis

negative). The curve shows that the stressnever drops below a compressive
stress of less than about 5 MPa. Thus, the crack cannot open if the stress is not

tensile, and this elementcannotbecomepermeable,(Argtielio et al., 1992).
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equilibrium closure state determined for the baseline gas-closure calculation described in Section

5.1.4 (f = 1.0). The void volume of this state was 973 ms, and the void fraction was about 40%.

Although this volume was held constant with time, it was believed to be an adequate

approximation of the disposal room for purposes of conceptual model verification. Other key

assumptions were that (1) gas generation rates were approximately the same as the baseline rates in

Section 5.1.4, (2) the stratigraphy could be simplified to two overlying and ur,derlying composite

interbeds with permeability of 10-19 m2, (3) the composite interbeds were always directly

hydraulically connected to the disposal room because of the DRZ, and (4) the initial water
saturation within the room was 0.29.

The principal published results from Davies' two-phase analysis were in the form of

gas-saturation curves showing the gas content of the upper interbed (highest gas content) at
distances 4.5, 10, 20, 130, and 600 m away from the vertical centerline of the room. Curves for

each station showed complete brine saturation until gas arrival, followed by an increase in gas

content until a maximum was reached. Close in to the disposal room, the gas saturation front was

fairly abrupt; whereas, at the 600 m station, the increase in saturation was over a longer period of

time. Interpretation of the results also showed that, for a given depth of penetration of the gas,

the difference in gas pressure between the front and the room was small. These conclusions

suggested two major simplifications in the observed two-phase response: (I) gas migration within

the marker bed could be approximated as a moving boundary, and (2) the gas in back of the

moving boundary could be assumed to be at the same pressure as the gas pressure within the

disposal room. Thus, gas penetration of the fracture for crack-opening analysis could be specified

by a power law that defined the location of the moving boundary as a function of time,

x(t) = 1.14x 10-8.ts.22 (5.2.1)

where the distance x is measured in meters from the wall face, and t is the time in years. 'l'his

relationship was considered an adequate representation of crack pressurization. This relationship is

valid for x < 600 m. The error introduced by simplifying the SANCHO mesh configuration even

more by locating the fracture interface at the midheight of the room rather than 2.1 m above the

room, as in the two-phase flow calculation, was not considered important.

For the permeable fracture model, gas was then assumed to diffuse into the fracture prior to

its opening, and like the impermeable fracture, it too opened if tensile stress was present.

Opening was assisted by the increased pore pressure: once the fracture opened, the open part of
the fracture was assumed to have the same pressure as the gas pressure in the room. Unlike Case

!, tensile stress did develop at the fracture interface in this calculation, as implied by the opening

profiles at different times after the start of gas pressurization (Figure 5-18).

Figure 5-18 shows, for example, that after 240 years the fracture has opened almost 40 mm

at its point of emergence into the disposal room. The opening then decreases with distance into
the interior of the fracture to zero opening about 7 m from the wall. Although the distance of gas

pressurization corresponding to 240 years after initiation of gas pressurization would be 53 m

according to Equation (5.2.1), this value is actually misleading because the problem configuration

was for an interior room in an array of rooms. Thus, gas penetration to a distance of half the

pillar thickness, or 15.3 m, was sufficient to cause communication through the plane of symmetry

to an adjacent room. According to Equation (5.2.1), penetration 15.3 m away from the room

would have taken about 165 years.

The effect of using array symmetry is further emphasized by the opening curve at 260 years

in Figure 5-18, which shows that openinl_ is complete throughout the entire pillar and that gas
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Figure 5-18. Opening of a permeable fracture that intersects a disposal room at its midheight

by gas pressurization. The configuration assumed for this calculation was a

single room within an infinite array of rooms. Opening of the fracture

proceeded from the edge of the disposal room to reach the midpoint of the pillar

between it and an adjacent room after 240 years. The entire pillar was then

lifted upward, forming a gap containing gas at lithostatic pressure (14.8 MPa).

(Argiiello et al., 1992),
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pressurization has now raised the entire pillar upward a distance of about 6 mm at its centerline.

This response suggests that for the gas production assumed, in the absence of other leakage paths,

gas communication between different rooms in a panel is inevitable if easy gas migration through
fractures in the interbeds can occur.

The gas-pressure history of the room during crack opening is also of interest. The

pressure/void-volume relationship in Figure 5-19 shows that the room-closure history is initially

typical of the histories observed for perfectly sealed rooms. Closure slows as gas pressure
increases as a minimum volume is reached, and then gradual expansion begins. Unlike a perfectly

sealed room, however, fracture opening commences when lithostatic pressure is reached, with the

consequence that now additional volume for gas is generated by the opening crack, and the

pressure remains constant. The implication from this calculation that the room void volume

simply increases to maintain a constant lithostatic pressure after lithostatic pressure is reached may

be an artifact of the model, as will be discussed in the next paragraph. Nevertheless, the fracture

is expected to act somewhat like a safety valve by reducing additional pressurization once a set

pressure, in this case lithostatic pressure, is reached.

To provide additional insight about the constraints imposed on fracture opening by the

array-room configuration, calculations were also performed for a permeable crack opening from
an isolated room. The first difference observed was that pressurization of an isolated room was

slower than the pressurization of an array room, This difference will be discussed in Section 6.3.

Retarded pressurization is caused by lower mean and deviatoric stresses in the halite surrounding

the isolated room as compared to the stress field around an array room. The slower closure rate

resulted in higher void volumes within the isolated room, which provided greater gas-storage

volumes than for the array room at a given time.

The fracture in the isolated room analysis remained closed for about 270 years and then

began to respond to the pressure buildup. Unfortunately, the fracture opening displacement for the

isolated room became numerically unstable after about 310 years of simulation time. The cost of

running the analysis was excessive, and the problem was terminated.

In summarizing the results of this section, it is important to emphasize that all conclusions in

the preceding paragraphs must be verified by additional analysis. A relatively crude model of gas

generation was used in the permeable fracture calculation, and a number of very broad simplifying

assumptions, including array room symmetry, was required to obtain a solution. The results

confirm, however, that fairly large changes in room performance are to be expected when the

constraining assumption of a perfectly sealed room is removed. Examination of these changes will

be the thrust of future studies. In addition, supporting evidence may come from planned

experimental work to show that the marker beds in the undisturbed region outside the DRZ

contain pre-existing fractures, will readily accept fluid pressurization, and will dilate as pressures

approach lithostatic.
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Figure 5-19. Gas-pressure/void-volume history in a disposal room intersected by a permeable
fracture. The rapid increase in void volume indicated by the horizontal portion

of the curve at 14.8 MPa pressure occurred when opening reached the midpoint

of the adjacent pillar at around 250 years and began to lift the entire pillar

upward. (Argl_ello et al., 1992).
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6.0 ADDITIONAL MODEL DEVELOPMENTS

6.1 Human Intrusion

The human intrusion scenarios for the WIPP generally assume that drilling in connection

with programs for hydrocarbon exploration will eventually penetrate the repository at some time
after it is decommissioned (40 CFR 191, US EPA, 1985; WIPP Performance Assessment Division,

1991b). The assumption is also made in some scenarios that the drilling crew will be unaware that
they have drilled into a radioactive waste repository and will continue drilling until the borehole
intersects a brine reservoir in the Castile Formation. Drilling will then be suspended, and the site

eventually abandoned after plugging the hole. Variations of this scenario are abandonment of the
hole after it intersects the repository or multiple penetrations in which abandonment of a first hole

will be followed many years later by a second hole penetrating the repository,

The immediate effect of human penetration of the repository will be depressurization of

either gas or brine in the room, followed by resumption of transport of brine into the room, The
sources of brine can be from the surrounding formation, up from Castile brine pockets, or down

the borehole from regions above the repository. Any new brine in contact with the waste will re-
establish gas production and, if it is not used up, become radioactive. Depressurization of the
room contents will also cause resumption of closure processes.

The changing environment of the room after a human intrusion must be examined to predict

the consequences of depressurization on radioactive brine migration. Although consolidation
calculations that investigate drilling penetration have not been completed, the computational
methods described in the previous sections can be used to predict the nonlinear behavior of the

subsequent consolidation process. The procedure appears straightforward, Closure calculations,
such as th," _as calculations described in Section 5.1.4, are stopped at the time of human intrusion

and the amount of gas within the room redefined, This process requires assumptions about how
much gas escapes instantaneously up the borehole and what the subsequent borehole-leakage rate

is, which can be obtained by independent calculations. The code is then restarted and allowed to
continue in a normal fashion. Some approximations of closure after depressurization that can be

used in lieu of the availability of actual closure histories are discussed in Chapter 7,0.

6.2 Coupled Flow-Closure Calculations

An obvious deficiency of the present room disposal calculations is the absence of a method

for relating the dependence of corrosion gas production to the availability of brine, l A more

refined model would address the following circle of events: (I) as gas is produced and as gas
pressure increases, brine inflow into the room would be inhibited and brine may even be expelled

from the room and, in turn, (2) if the waste is not wet, corrosion will be much slower and less gas
will be produced. Thus, the race is on between brine/waste interaction, gas-pressure buildup, and

brine rejection by gas. The outcome of this competition cannot be predicted without including
brine flow in the calculations,

I Any change in the current assumption that microbial decomposition occurs without brine
consumption would also influence brine availability.
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Definition of how much brine is actually available at a given time to interact with the wastc

would ultimately require coupling of a structural code with a two-phase flow code. However,

while two-phased analyses, such as described by Davies (October 4, 1990, memo in Appendix A),

offer insight into gas/brine distributions, these codes also lack the capability to directly include

empty room closure, much less the sophisticated response associated with backfill consolidation and

waste compaction. Similarly, the computer time required for solution of 2-D, flow-independent

closure problems involving relatively simple disposal room configurations with structural codes

(SANCHO and SPECTROM-32) is about as large as can be tolerated and is expected to be

excessive if a complete two-phase flow description were added to them. Given the current state

of development of numerical codes in terms of solution techniques and the amounts of computer

time required for solutions, it is unlikely that any code will be available in the near future to

couple in detail the structural and two-phase flow processes,

Three approaches are in use to compensate for inability to directly relate two-phase

gas/brine flow to gas-controlled closure. In the first approach, illustrated by Davies' calculations

(June 26, and October 4, !990, memos in Appendix A) described in Section 5.2, the disposal room

volume is assumed fixed at appropriate values determined from mechanical closure calculations.

Then the flow analysis is performed assuming that the volume remains constant with time. This

approach is appropriate only as long as the volume change associated with subsequent closure

remains small, which is unlikely if gas is still being generated. A second approach is to reduce the

two-phase flow part of the problem to a simpler description that can be included in either flow or

closure calculations. An example that couples single-phase brine flow with the geomechanical

codes will be described in the next section. Other methods attempt a simplified description of

closure in the flow codes. The third approach evokes the concept of closure surfaces, described in

Chapter 7.0.

6.2.1 Coupled Single Fluid Phase/Geomeottanloal Code

Although implicit coupling between a complete two-phase gas/brine-flow description and

the present stress analyses is unrealistic, coupling brine flow with the geomechanical room

behavior is possible and is a goal for the WIPP disposal room modeling effort. In this study, a

simplified model describing saturated transient fluid flow has been added to SANCHO, according

to the following equation (Mendenhall et al 1991):

SPy 8a

C l - C=V2pv = -Cs- (6,2,1)
at at

where

(I - ¢o) I _fo
Cl = +--Be

K K= 3't

k

C= = --
P
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(l - _o) i
Cs -

K K.

= mean stress (ali/3), with compressive stress negative,

Pv = pore pressure,

and

k = permeability,

_, - fluid viscosity,

= porosity,

_o = reference porosity,

_t = fluid density,

7to = reference fluid density,
K = drained bulk modulus,

K, = solids bulk modulus,

B = compressibility,

The left side of Equation (6.2,1) represents the transient saturated flow equation, and the

right side is the coupling with the time varying stress field. If the stress field does not vary with

time (or Ca is zero), then Equation (6.2.1) simplifies to the standard saturated transient flow

equations. Also note that if the mean normal stress increases with time, the right hand term

becomes a sink term, and if the mean normal stress decreases with time, it becomes a source term

(Mendenhail et al., 1991). This can be thought of as either creating or reducing pore space in the

saturated, deformable medium.

Results from application of the coupled brine-flow model to brine flow into an empty

disposal room are shown in Figure 0-1. The "reference" curve represents brine flow into a

constant room volume, i.e., independent of time. The "geometry" curve represents brine flow into

a room closing with time but not coupled to the surrounding stress field. In this case, decreased

brine inflow is caused by the reduction of the surface area of the room with time. The "coupled"

curve shows the reduction in brine flow caused by both the reduction in surface area of the room

and by the increased pore space caused by the normal stress gradient adjacent to the room (as

discussedin the previous paragraph), which changes with time.

Figure 0-1 shows that brine accumulations using the coupled saturated-flow model are

actually less than estimates assuming that the room volume remains constant at its initial value.

These calculations define the brine flux through the room boundary as a function of time. The

next step in improving the model would be to assume that any brine entering the room is

instantaneously in contact with the waste. The amount of free brine could then be used, along

with assumptionsabout how rapidly it is being consumed by the reaction, to estimate how much

gas is generated._ Although these refinements of the coupled-flow model are not yet available,

they would be a major improvement, in comparison with a full, two-Dhase flow description, they
include the dependence of corrosion on brine availability. In addition, they capture, in part,

reduction o_ brine-flow flux into the room because of gas pressurization. As the gas pressure

within the room increases, the gradients driving brine into the room are reduced by the increasing

gas pressure at the room boundaries. Flow should eventually cease as the room pressure becomes

2 The simplest conceptual model is that brine forms puddles on the floor of the disposal room,
allowing any iron in contact with it to corrode at the corrosion rate measured in the laboratory.
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equal to the far-field pore pressure, The features of flow not described by this model are gas

leakage from the room and situations when the gas pressure is sufficient to actually dewater the

room by forcing brine away from it out through the interbeds, Such response has already been

discussed in Section 5.2. The coupled model is considered bounding because it maximizes gas

pressure within the room. Additional refinements would reduce gas generation because even less

brine would be available for corrosion or reduce gas pressurization because leakage has not been
considered.

6.3 Panel Scale Modeling

Closure results for isolated rooms and rooms in an infinite array are different from each

other, as discussed in Section 5.1.4. Furthermore, although neither configuration is an exact

representation of a panel room, one of these two idealizations had to be assumed for past analyses

because of numerical analysis limitations. The questions, remain, however, as to whether either

representation provides a satisfactory approximation to closure, and what order of magnitude of

uncertainty is introduced by this simplification.

Recently, a new finite-element stress analysis code (SANTOS) has been applied to questions

pertaining to the uncertainty introduced by assumed room configurations (Stone and ArgUello,
December 17, 1991, memo in Appendix A). To put SANTOS capabilities into perspective, early

empty-room closure calculations with SANCHO by Morgan (June 2, 1987, memo in Appendix A)

utilized approximately 700 quadrilateral finite elements for the discretization and required 200
minutes of CPU time on the Cray computer for closure solutions, in contrast, the 2-D panel scale

calculation with SANTOS contained over 23,000 quadrilateral finite elements but needed only 55

minutes of CPU time on the computer. This enhancement of problem scope and running time

permits examination of various aspects of closure that previously were not feasible.

The SANTOS calculation by Stone and Arg_ello (December 17, 1991, memo in Appendix A)

was the first 2-D analysis of the creep closure of a complete WIPP panel. It encompassed a

vertical cross-section of the repository intersecting seven rooms in a single panel, at their

midpoints, and the two haulage ways that run north/south at the facility to provide access to the

panels (Figure 6-2). A plane of symmetry was assumed to exist about a north/south line drawn

through the center of the four haulage ways: mesh discretization for the seven room panels, the

two haulage ways, and the transition zone between the two types of excavations are shown in

Figures 6-3a and 6-3b. The stratigraphy for this calculation was assumed to be all salt, and

Young's modulus was divided by 12.5 (e.g., Section 5.1). The reader is referred to Stone and

Argt_ello's memo in Appendix A for further details of the numerical model.

The results of the panel calculation for totally empty rooms in Figures 6-4a and 6-4b show

vertical closure for rooms and haulage ways over 200 years. Vertical room closure is defined as

the sum of the floor and ceiling displacements at the room centerline. Because the rooms are 4 m

high, a closure of 4 m signifies that the floor and ceiling touch. Room 4, wilich is located at the

center of the panel and has been previously modeled as an array room, closes most rapidly.

Estimated closure of an array room (Morgan, June 2, 1987, memo in Appendix A) almost exactly

duplicates Room 4 closure. Room i, at the end of the panel away from the haulage ways, exhibits
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Figure6-3a. The finite-elementmesh used to analyzeclosureof a complete2-D panel(Stone
and Arg0ello.December 17,1991,memo in Appendix A).
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the slowest closure and is closer in configuration to an isolated roonl, The difference between the

maxin_unl closure (Room 4) and the n'linimun_ closure (Room I) at about 160 years is about 0.8 m,

or roughly 25% of the total closure that has occurred in Room I. The closure of actual disposal

rooms is expected to be much less because the rooms would be filled with waste and backfill.

The 2-D panel calculation suggests that the penalty for use of simpler room configurations is

an uncertainty of less than 25% in estimates of how much the room has closed within a given

period of time. On a relative basis, array-room closure is too fast, and isolated-room closure is

too slow. Errors of this magnitude are considered tolerable for conceptual model studies. The

reader is reminded that these conclusions are obtained from 2-D calculations. The question of

how well the estimated closures replicate closure at the ends of the room, where the 3-D geometric

influence is most pronounced, has yet to be resolved. In terms of other uncertainties associated

with the repository performance, such as gas production, these uncertainties are of the order of

25% and are considered too small to exert much influence on compliance with 40 CFR 19lB.

6.4 Engineered Alternatives Task Force (EATF) Benchmark Problems

The objective of these calculations was to compare the empirical closure model used by

International Technology, Inc. (IT) (US DOE, 1991, Vol. 2, p. B-15) for the EATF analyses with

results for room closure from SANCHO, which are based on more scientifically based deformation

mechanism theory. The benchmark comparison described in this report was limited to the

mechanical aspects of disposal-room closure, although the EATF calculations also included gas and

brine flow. The IT closure can be obtained by direct integration of their first-order differential

equations. The same initial volumes of backfill and waste as used for the SANCHO calculations

were assumed. Integration was performed with an advanced mathematical applications subroutine

for solving systems of differential equations in Version 2.5 of the commercially available software

package MATHCAD for personal computers.

The equations used by IT for early predictions of the mechanical closure of a unit-long slice

of the disposal room are

dw/dt = -1.042.10-19.((aoo - a)/0.0068975) 4.9s w o < aoo (6.4.1a)

dh/dt = -4.117,10-tg°((aoo - o)/0.0068975) 4.9s h _ < aoo, (6.4.1b)

where t is time in years, w is the room width in meters, h is the room height in meters, ooois the

far-f,eld lithostatic pressure (14.8 MPa), and a is the backstress exerted by waste, backfill, and/or

gas within the room. The constants for these equations were obtained by adjustment of their

values until agreement was obtained with test measurements of closure rates in situ at the WIPP.

The instantaneous average volume of the roorn at a given time t was calculated from

V = wh. (6.4.2)

The volume of the room approaches V = Vooat long times, where Voois the asymptotic

volume of the room when a = ooo. Gas pressure within the room can continue to increase after

this time, but the backstress exerted by the waste and backfill was assumed constant and the room

volume also was assumed to remain constant. These conditions apply because the IT model has no

provision for expansion of the room volume once lithostatic stress is achieved. In addition, the IT

model gives no information about stress distributions in the intact salt adjacent to the room

boundary, nor can it be used to predict how porosity is distributed throughout the room.
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Later in the EATF program, the IT equations for mechanical closure were revised to permit

closure estimates for different sized rooms. These equations will be called the "refined" equations

in the discussion that follows:

dw/dt = -4.594,10-2°.((aoo - a)/0,0068975) 4,9s h1,°6s w°.a3 t -°,a2

for a < aoo (6,4.3a)

dh/dt = -1.220,10-2°*((a_ - a)/0.0068975) 4.9s h t.18 w1'°39 tTM

for a < a_, (6.4.3b)

where t is time in years, w is the width (now in feet), h is the height (now in feet), a_ is the

lithostatic pressure (14.8 MPa), and a is the backstress exerted by waste, backfill, or gas within the
room. 3

Two cases were considered for the comparison: (l) an empty room (or = 0) and (2) a room

with backstress from gas, backfill, and waste. Mechanical equilibrium requires that the stress in

the backfill equals the stress in the waste %w, and the total backstress on the room boundaries is

assumed to be the sum of this backstress and the pore pressure caused by gas pressurization O-g,

that is, a = O'bw+ ag in Equation (6.4.3a) and Equation (6.4.3b).

For the IT equations, the functional relationship for crbw was obtained from the stress,

average-room-density data used by IT for the base case (US DOE, 1991, Vol. 1, Table 3)4 , and

the ideal gas law was used to define ag assuming the rate of gas production of 2.66
moles/drum/year for 500 years. Integration time limits for the IT results that follow were limited

to 500 years because the reduction of gas generation rates to 0.86 moles/drum/year from 500 to

700 years simply increased calculated gas pressurization at constant volume without providing

additional insight into the predicted state of consolidation of the waste. This insensitivity arose

because of the IT constraint prohibiting room expansion.

The results of the comparison are shown in Figures 6-5 and 6-6. Figure 6-5 shows that the

empty room results of the IT model using the initial IT equations are a good approximation to the

calculations with SANCHO by Morgan (June 2, 1987, memo in Appendix A) that neglected the

stratigraphy surrounding the repository. Because the SANCHO calculationai result was found to

be in agreement with early experimental room-closure data and the IT model was based on the

same experimental room-closure data, agreement between the two curves was expected, at least for

the early stages of closure. The experimental data used by IT was more complete because it

included recent data. Figure 6-5 also shows that the closure history predicted by IT using the

refined equations produces somewhat slower closure, but these results are still not as slow as the

3 The constants 4.594.10 `20 in Equation (6.4.3a) and 1.220.10 -2o in Equation (6.4.3b) were
computed by dividing the values 5.523,10 -19 and !.464.10 -19 cited in the reference by 12, to
correct for the fact that dw/dt and dh/dt were assigned dimensions of in/yr and w and h were
in ft.

4 No attempt was made to correct these results for the slight differences in initial backfill
volumes assumed for the SANCHO and IT calculations. The ratio of initial backfill volume to

initial waste volume assumed by IT was 0.525, and the ratio of initial backfill volume to initial
waste volume for the SANCHO calculations was 0.502. These slight variations are caused by
different assumptions with regard to the waste volume and how the volume represented by the
air gap was included within the calculations.
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results of the SANCHO calculation that attempted to model anhydrite marker bed deformation

(Morgan, June 2, 1987, memo in Appendix A)

Figure 6-6 shows how gas generation within the disposal room affects its final porosity.

Early-time agreement between the SANCHO prediction and the IT model appears to be good,

although the reader is reminded that small differences in void fraction become more important as
the void fraction decreases because they introduce large changes in waste and backfill

permeability. The most profound difference between the IT and SANCHO results in Figure 6-6 is
the later-time deviation in closure rates caused by the imposed IT constraint of no volume

expansion. According to the IT assumption, the void fraction in the room decreases to a

minimum, after which it remains constant (the horizontal portion of the curves in Figure 6-6). In

the SANCHO results, closure reaches a minimum and then reverses, causing room expansion (e.g.,

Section 5.1.4). The consequence of the IT assumption is that any additional generation of gas after

the constant-volume state is reached causes the gas pressure to increase rapidly to unrealistic

values well above iithostatic pressure. This is contrary to physical expectations; room

pressurization to several times lithostatic pressure is not likely because the fractures would simply

open up and vent the gas to other regions of the Salado until lithostatic pressure was re-established

(e.g., Section 5.2).

The observations in the previous paragraph are also a reminder to the reader that

extrapolations of non-mechanistic descriptions hold no credibility beyond the regions where their

results have been verified by more fundamentally consistent models. Even with codes

incorporating mathematical models based on physical mechanisms, extrapolations in time of the

extent required for WIPP performance assessment are largely unverifiable. If the models are

written correctly, such extrapolations at least have merit in the sense that some degree of physical

consistency is maintained.
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7.0 APPLICATION TO PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT

WITH REGARD TO 40 CFR 191 SUBPART B COMPLIANCE

Compliance of the WIPP with 40 CFR 191 and other regulations will be established by

performance assessment predictions that must demonstrate that transport of radionuclide materials

into the accessible environment will not exceed the limits imposed by the standards. A major goal

of the disposal-room closure model development effort is to provide a means for including the

effects of closure in compliance evaluation. To complete the disposal-room model, closure

information must be provided in a form that can be used in the statistical performance assessment

methodology. As shown in Figure 7-1, the components of the disposal room model described in

this report are part of the Performance Assessment panel system conceptual model (WlPP
Performance Assessment Division, 1991c).

A major part of the numerical solution capability for Performance Assessment involves fluid

flow because transport of soluble radionuclide materials by fluids constitutes one of the principal

mechanisms of release. In these analyses, single-phase or two-phase fluid flow models are

required according to whether gas is present as a separate phase. Thus, while single-phase fluid

analysis may be appropriate for brine transport in the Culebra upper aquifer regions, a two-phase

capability must be used for describing brine flow within and adjacent to the waste panels. The

reader is referred to the Preliminary Comparison With 40 CFR Part 191. Subpart B for the Waste

isolation Pilot Plant. December 1991 (WIPP Performance Assessment Division, 1991b, Volume 1,

Section 5.2.5; WIPP Performance Assessment Division, 1991c, Volume 2, Chapters 4 and 5) for a

comprehensive discussion of this subject.

The observations of the previous paragraph imply that two-phase flow is a principal

technical area that must be examined to evaluate the performance of a waste panel. Flow is

described by two mass conservation partial differential equations and three constraints comprising

the following set of equations (e.g., WlPP Performance Assessment Division, 1991c, Volume 2,
i

Section 5.2.2.4):

Gas Component Conservation:

_pnKkrn _CNwPwkrw
V. (VPn -Png VD) + (VPw - PwgVD + _qn + _qrn

#n #w

a(¢pnSn + ¢CNwPwSw)
- 0, (7,1)

at

Brine Component Conservation:

_CWwPwkrw a(ffCWwPwSw)
V. (VPw PwgVD) + _qw + _qrw = _ (7.2)

#w at
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Saturation Constraint:

Sn + S. = I (7.3)

Mass FractionConstraint:

CNw + CW, = ! (7.4)

Capillary PressureConstraint:

Pn " Pw = Pc. (7.5)

In the above equations, uppercase subscripts refer to components; lowercase subscripts refer

to phases. The subscript "n" refers to the nonwetting phase or gas phase, and the subscript "w'

refers to the wetting phase or water/brine phase. The term or is a geometric factor that allows the

same equations to be used regardless of the number of dimensions modeled in the problem (e.g.,

WIPP Performance AssessmentDivision, 1991c, Volume 2, 1991, Section 5,2.2.4). The rest of the

nomenclature is defined in Table 7-1. Given the necessary initial, boundary, and material

parameter information, Equations (7.1) to (7.5) must be solved numerically to determine the flow

field through the repository, up the shafts or human intrusion boreholes, and horizontally along

the Culebra strata to the boundary of the repository as described by Guzowski and Helton (e.g.,

WIPP Performance AssessmentDivision, 1991b, Chapter 4).

The two-phase flow equations have been reproduced in this section to remind the reader of

their full extent in the non-simplified form. Examination of the number of parameters and the

complexity of these equations shows that their solution is far from tr;vial and would be much

more difficult if room closure phenomena were included. In fact, addition of a geomechanical

closure model would require coupling the two-phase flow equations with an even more numerous

set of equations, leading to even greater solution difficulty, as has already been discussed in

Section 6.2. Even if unlimited state-of-the-art computer resources were available to solve the

equations, the large number of solutions required by the Pe,'formance Assessmentmethodology

would make this task impossible within the time scale needed to meet programmatic milestones.

We are forced to conclude, therefore, that a direct solution of fully coupled equations that

include both" two-phase flow and geomechanical closure is out of the question at this time. A

simplification is required that captures the approximate nature of closure while at the same time

keeps the two-phase flow equations manageable. A secondary requirement is that the method of

specifying the extent of closure must be consistent with the performance assessmentrequirement

for addressing uncertainty in input parameters as described by Helton (e.g., WIPP Performance

Assessment Division, 1991b, Chapter 3). Rather than having to determine a new room-closure

solution for every change of a room-closure parameter, development of a method in which the

consequences of parameter variation can be established by interpolating from predetermined
solutions would be convenient.

The key to a potential closure simplification is presently assumed to be related to the gas-

filled porosity of the material within the room: the part of the parameter _ in Equations (7.1) and

(7.2) that contains gas. Porosity is the principal variable controlling permeability, and it is

determined by a number of factors. The simplest situation would be if no gas were generated.

The calculations in Section 5.1.3 of this report show that the waste and backfill compact relatively

rapidly to a fairly dense state under this condition. The room contents then remain at constant

density or would very slowly continue to densify over long periods of time.
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Table 7-1. Two-Phase Flow Nomenclature (WIPP I_erformance Assessment Division, 1991c,

Section 5.2)

p = density

K - Absolute permeability (m2) (may be anisotropic)

kr - relative permeability
p = viscosity

Pc " capillary pressure
P ., pressure

g ,, gravitational acceleration

D ,',depth

q ,, mass rate of well injection (or production, if" negative) per unit volume of reservoir

qr = mass rate of products produced (or reactants consumed) per unit volume of reservoir
due to chemical reaction

= porosity (fraction of reservoir that is void)

S = phasesaturation (fraction of void occupied by phase)
C = mass fraction

t = time

V, = divergence, shorthand for 8/ax + O/ay + #/(tx

V' = gradient, shorthand for vector a/dx, O/dy, d/f,tx

The presence of gas complicates room closure, as illustrated by the results of Section 5.1.4,

because gas pressurization of the room may exert sufficient backstress to cause closure to

temporarily cease. The word "temporarily" is used because a human intrusion will restart the

closure process. Whereas, in the absence of gas, the average porosity of the waste may be on the

order of 0.18, base line gas generation assuming unlimited brine availability may be sufficient to

limit porosity reduction within the room to as high as 0.4. Baseline gas generation suggests a

highly permeable state of the room contents. In addition, all intermediate states of consolidation

are possible and depend upon the storage volume available for the gas, the amount of brine in

contact with the waste, and how much gas leaks away from the room through interbeds, shafts,

and boreholes. Room response to these parameters is highly nonlinear and does not fit any

standard mathematical function. The problem, therefore, is how to keep track of gas and its very

strong infl',Jence on porosity without becoming so badly entangled in detail that a numerical

solution becomes impossible.

The method that is under consideration for defining disposal-room closure information is to

summ;_:rize results in terms of a closure surface, such as the one shown in Figure 7-2. This

surfo:e defines the relationship between the primitive variables of gas-filled porosity, the

inst_.ntaneous amount of gas present in that porosity, and time. The "gas-filled porosity"

introduces a complication to our proposal to use this type of surface to include closure into flow

calculations, h,.,wever, because the disposal room may be partially or totally saturated with brine.

In other words, the gas-filled 0orosity represents only part of the total porosity ¢_,one of the

variables that must be considered in solution of Equations 7-1 to 7-5. The complication that

separation of the porosity into two independent components introduces into solution of the flow

equations will be discussed more fully in a subsequent paragraph, but for the present, discussion

will focus on the reasons this approach is considered useful.
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ihe m_li_lion for the closure surface approach was suggested by the results of how gas

pt_du_;_ti_m influence_ closure, Section 5_14, where the curves for different values of f (Figure

!(;_ _u#_e,t the surt'ace concept, For example, a 8as generation result for f = 0.8 is expected to

!Mt bel_,een the result for f ,, IO and f = 0.6. Generation of such surfaces requires closure

_luli_n_ ft_r a Immitednumber of, but v,idely varying, gas-generation conditions. The surface in

i=#ure _ _a_ de_eloped b_ assuming values for f of 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.0, and !.0, performing the
_n_ls,i_ l,_t each 8et,,,ration potential and forming a surface from the results. This surface bounds

the _-_ndttit)n_ of no gas 8enerltion (f - 0) and base-line gas generation (f = i),

_e assume for the present that a surface such as the one shown in Figure 7-2 is a suitable

approtimatton of any closure history caused by a prescribed variation of f with time or gas-

jefier_tton rate with time (i.e,, that this curve lies on the surface and can be defined by

interpolation) I_he surface construction then permits the generalization that as long as the surface

|t deftned and hounds possible state's of the repository, it can be used to approximately define any

¢lo_ure hi_or), e_oivin8 from a specified Performance Assessment scenario. While the closure

hi,tot9 _'a_ defined, for convenience, from calculations for a single room, the results can be

ettended to represent the response of a panel, which is one of the basic configurations for

Perftttmance &ssessment analyses,

Se_:erat factors provide the justification for using closure surfaces or the data used to

¢on_ttu_,'t them for Performance Assessment. First, it is almost impossible to keep track of all

detatled phenomena related to gas flow in a closure calculation (i.e., what the gas-leakage ra,_e

_houh| be, ht_, much brine is a_aitable, etc.), tlowever, for a first approximation, the results

de_¢rtbed tn Section _.1 imply that the instantaneous amount of gas currently residing within the

pi_r_tt_ ts the dominant parameter that controls closure because it and the storage volume alone

determitte the gas pressure, It does not really matter whether this gas is the net result of the rate

oi 8a_ produced less the amount of" gas that leaks out, or if it exists in a perfectly sealed room, or

_hether gas production is intermittent. If each of these conditions caused the same amount of gas

in the disp,_al room at a given time and the porosity of the room is the same, then the hypothesis

t_ that the closure rates would be identical, in other words, the assertion is that it is not necessary

tt_ Lnt)',_, _h_ a certain amount of gas is present at a given time within the disposal room to

_:,mpute the pressure that it exerts on the room surroundings.

'0,hen cast in the sense described in the previous paragraph, utilization of the current

amt_unt of gas as one of the primitive independent variables of the surface is seen to avoid a

_,hole ht_st of complexities, an._ of which could introduce great difficulty into data transfer to

Performance Assessment. It follows, therefore, that use of gas-filled porosity as the primitive

dependent ,_,ariable is a means by which closure information can be introduced into flow analyses.

(_t)t_t_)tn_ t)t" the closure surface data to two-phase flow is proposed noting that the total porosity ¢

is the _um _,f the gas-filled porosity Cg and the brine-filled porosity '_b, both of which are

c_nsidered t_ be slowly varying in time. An added assumption is that the pressure of the gas is

the same as the brine pressure Nothing in the closure construction gives any information about

the current brine content of the room at any given time, however, so F_ value for this variable, as

_,elt a'_ t'_r the numt,er of moles of gas in the room, must be provided by the flow calculation,

either f,_t a panel, or an individual room or otherwise. Given the amount of gas at a specified

trine, the corresponding gas porosity is obtained from the closure surface, and then added to the

brine porosit_ to obtain the total porosity ¢. Finally, the pore pressure is calculated from the

n umt_er of moles of gas and the gas porosity, and the calculation allowed to proceed.

t*nt',rtun,ttel_, _,hether this method of solution can be incorporated into the two-phase flow codes

is unc!ear_



The closure surface concept is, in fact, much more general than may be apparent from the

previous discussion. Consider the gas depressurization that is likely to occur during a human

intrusion. When the borehole penetrates the repository at a certain time, leakage of some of the

gas up through the borehole is inevitable. The actual amount of instantaneous release by this

mechanism can be prescribed from independent estimates of leakage up the hole, assuming

constant gas-storage volume within the room because escape times are short relative to closure

rates. Once the amount of release is established, a new value for the amount of gas in the voids

can be determined. Furthermore, the total porosity of the disposal room must remain constant

because the intrusion is for all practical purposes instantaneous, and the room is not able to

respond to rapid changes in the Ioadings. The new conditions after closure are defined, therefore,

by the porosity just prior to the intrusion and by a new gas content, conditions which are

represented by a different point on the closure surface. The new state is obtained by proceeding

, along a constant porosity path on the surface, starting at the amount of gas present just before

intrusion at time ta (Figure 7-3) and ending at the amount of gas present immediately after

intrusion, which is calculated independently. Figure 7-3 and the process for making this

construction are described in the next paragraph. The end point of the constant porosity path will

define a new time t b. The time-scale of the closure surface time axis must then be shifted so that

tb corresponds to the intrusion time. With this time scale shift, the calculation can be continued,

using the revised closure surface, starting from the redefined position on the surface immediately
after the intrusion.

Figure 7-3 shows a gas-filled porosity contour plot of a recently constructed closure surface.

Initially, closure proceeds along some path on the porosity surface defined by the gas-evolution

history dictated by the particular choice of input parameters. Assume that this path intersects

point "a"on the porosity contour plot at approximately 1000 years, as shown on Figure 7-3. Point

"a" falls on the "40" porosity contour, indicating that an average room porosity of about 40% is

expected at 1000 years, and corresponds to approximately 6.4,106 moles of gas in the room at that
time.

Now assume a human intrusion at 1000 years into a disposal room with conditions defined

by point"a" in Figure 7-3. If the gas pressure within the room is assumed to drop to the pressure

the drilling fluid would have at that elevation, the amount of gas remaining within the room can

be calculated from the known gas-filled porosity of the room. Suppose the remaining gas is

3.6.106 moles. To adjust the closure surface for this intrusion, the 40% porosity contour is

followed until a point on it, point "b," corresponds to a gas content of 3.6.106 moles. Although

this point is associated with a time of about 200 years on the original surface, we know that it

now represents the state of the disposal room immediately after intrusion at 1000 years. To

compensate for the difference in time, it is sufficient to redefine the time corresponding to point
"b" as occurring at 1000 years, rather than 200 years, and proceed with the calculation. The old

closure surface is shifted in time, so that the calculation can be restarted from point "b" in Figure

7-4 at a time corresponding to the time of the intrusion (1000 years).

The closure history along the surface then continues to evolve from the new conditions if

changes in the amount of gas t_ccur because of leakage and other processes. We assume for the

porosity surface approximation that the extent of closure as reflected by the porosity is not

strongly path-dependent, and therefore a single surface is a sufficiently accurate approximation of

what is actually estimated to occur within the repository. There is some confirmation of the

adequacy of this assumption from the disposal room results described in this report, and additional

analyses are required to support this conclusion. In particular, the effects of a human intrusion

are subject to uncertainty and must be confirmed before the porosity surface representation of

closure can be applied extensively to performance assessment compliance determinations.
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Figure 7-3. A contour plot of a typical gas-filled porosity surface for closure of a disposal room

containing untreated waste.
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Figure 7-4. The revised gas-filled porosity contour plot taken from Figure 7-3, reflecting a
human intrusion at 1000 years. The calculation is restarted from the conditions

indicated by point "b."
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8.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The contents of this report represent the progress in development of a disposal room model

over a period of approximately four years, ending about March 1992. Our capability has increased

from execution of simple calculations of the closure of empty rooms and preliminary backfill

analyses using a consolidation model for pure crushed salt to the refinement of analytic methods

and development of mathematical models needed for detailed disposal-room closure calculations.

The model development included models for salt/bentonite backfill response, waste compaction,

and gas generation within the room, and examination of the consequences of gas pressurization on

fracture opening. =

Whereas early calculations were limited to symmetric, single-room configurations, 2-D

analyses of entire waste panels ate now feasible. The refinement of descriptions of brine inflow

into the disposal room and improvement of the gas-generation model have been demonstrated by

coupling a brine-flow description into the present stress-analyses capability. Finally, after

investigation of several options, the present consensus is that closure surfaces offer the best

approach to incorporation of complex room-closure response into more global performance

assessment numerical analyses.

These conclusions and recommendations will be presented in the order that the information

was presented. Most of the observations are in regard to detailed calculations (Chapter 5.0) that

were completed to explore various aspects of the conceptual model and relate either to the

adequacy of the mathematical closure models or to the extent that various features of the model

impact room performance.

1. Continued examination of the difference between empty-room closure histories
computed with SANCHO and with SPECTROM-32 is required, even though this
discrepancy is not considered to strongly impact disposal room performance
(Section 5.l.I ).

2. Closure estimates for empty rooms containing no gas suggest that, even with the
most pessimistic interpretation, the rooms are predicted to close to less than 10%
of their original volume within 150 years (Section 5.5.1).

3. Backfill consolidation in disposal rooms with no gas is estimated to produce highly
dense states within 40 years for pure-crushed salt backfill and takes 4 times as
long for crushed salt/bentonite backfill. Backfill consolidation is so rapid that it is
not a controlling concern in the demonstration of satisfactory repository
performance for 40 CFR 191B (Sections 5.1.2 and 5.1.3).

4, The reason for the exceptionally low final void fractions (porosities)calculated
using the SPECTROM-32 nonlinear elastic waste consolidation model must be
resolved (Section 5.1.3).

5. Even without the presence of gas, waste-void fractions (porosity) of unprocessed
metal waste may remain large as consolidation nears completion, causing this waste
type to remain highly permeable. Consolidation of metallic waste is one of the
principal mechanical processes controlling the permeability of the disposal-room
contents. Assuming an undisturbed repository and no gas, the observed closure
times on the order of 150 years are short enough to assure that consolidation of
waste and backfill is largely complete before brine at the expected brine flow rates
can saturate the room (Sections 5.1.3 and 3.3).
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6. Assuming sealed disposal rooms and DSEIS gas pressurization, minimum values of
the void fraction (porosity) in the room occurred in about 150 years, after which
the rooms began to expand. The onset of room expansion occurs at room
pressures of about 8 to 10 MPa. As gas production continued, the gas pressure
exceeded lithostatic pressure. Reduction of total gas production by a factor of 5
decreased the peak pressure by only 18%, from about 21.5 to 18.5 MPa, still above
lithostatic. These results indicate that when gas leakage from the room is slight,
some, albeit small, elevation of gas pressure above lithostatic is inevitable, in the
absence of hydrofracturing, for all quantities of potential gas production. The
reason for this conclusion is that salt formation surrounding the repository requires
time to adjust to changing stresses and reach mechanical equilibrium (lithostatic
stress) (Section 5.1.4).

7. Calculations assuming simulated permeable interbed fractures showed that gas-
storage pressures for a fully consolidated repository were sensitive to the presence
of interbeds and to assumptions about interbed porosity. Results from analysis of
a disposal room intersected by a gas-impermeable horizontal fracture suggest that
initiation of new cracks in pure halite by gas pressurization is not possible.
Unlike impermeable fractures, opening of gas-permeable fractures was predicted
to occur when lithostatic pressure is reached. In the simulation, the pressure
within the disposal room then remains constant at lithostatic pressure, and
additional volume for gas is generated by the opening crack. Additional
calculations are required, however, to demonstrate the applicability of these
disposal rooms' performance. These results confirm the intuition that changes in
room performance are to be expected when the constraining assumption of a
perfectly sealed room is removed (Section 5.2).

8. Calculations to determine how a human intrusion alters closure of a gas-filled
disposal-room should be a top priority of the disposal-room modeling task in the
future (Section 6.1).

9. A coupled flow-closure calculation is described in Section 6.2 that eventually can
provide a means for refining the gas-generation model used in closure calculations
by including the dependence of corrosion processes on the availability of water.
This approach is considered bounding to the extent that it overestimates the
amount of water available for corrosion (Section 6.2).

10. A 2-D empty-room-panel calculation suggests that after 160 years, as closure
becomes extensive, results for single isolated-room or infinite-array
configurations, typical of rooms in the center of a panel, differ by less than 25%
from the closure of nonsymmetric end rooms in a panel. Similar calculations to
determine uncertainties attributed to 3-D effects introduced by intersections of
rooms with access drifts would be useful (Section 6.3).

11. Closure surfaces, or the data used to construct them, offer a means of
incorporating complex room closure response into more global performance
assessment numerical analyses (Section 7).
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Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185

dat,. September 17, 1990

to. B. M, Butcher, 6345 and F. T. Mendenh_, 6345

from: W. T. Brown, 1533 _d' 3 R. Wen herby, 152Y

,,b_:t: inluence of Gas Generation Potential and GM Generation Rate on the Performance of

CH-TRU Disposal Rooms

1 INTRODUCTION

Gases produced by decomposition and corrosion of waste and wute containers may cause

a slow build-up of pressure in the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Contact Handled.

Transuranic (CH-TRU)waste disposal rooms. A previous study [I] provided an estimate

of the pressure history inside a leak.tight disposal room and the resulting creep response of

the surrounding salt formation. This study predicted that room pressures would exceed

the lithostatic stress ]eve] at the repository horizon, but that the principal stresses at

all locations in the salt formation would remain compressive. In other work [2], the

effect of gas generation on the extension of preexisting cracks was considered for the case

where gas pressure acts on the faces of the initial crack but is not able to permeate into

the formation ahead of the crack. Results from this study indicate that, under these

conditions, cracks which are one meter in length, or shorter, win not propagate as the

result of room pressurization for the rate and amount of gas generation considered.

This memo documents results of recent finite dement analyses that consider rates and

amounts of gas generation that deviate from the baseline cases considered in [I] and [2].

The current study examines how changes in the gas potential (i.e., the total amount of

gas generated) and gas generation rate might influence the peak pressures and the degree

of waste and backfW consolidation inside of the rooms. In addition, the gu loss rate that

would prevent the room pressure from exceeding the lithostatic stress level is estimated

for the KMgeneration history in the bueLine cue.

The boundary conditions and contents of the disposal room are the same M those usumed

in the analyses presented in [i] and [2], A typical disposal room containing 6800 drums of

CH-TRU waste is modeled with a two-dimensional, plane strain finite element model. Gas
'Ogeneration is considered from both microbial decompositlon and anoxic corrosl n of the

waste. In the baseline case which is taken from [3], both mechanisms are assumed to be

active during the first 500 )'ears, and gas is generated at a rate of 2,66 g.mole/drum/year.

From 500 years to 700 ),ears, only microbial decomposition contributes to gas generation,
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and the gas generation rate drops to 0.86 g.rno]e/drurn/year. At the end of 700 years,

gas production is usurned to cease completely.

The current study considers severa_cues which deviate from the baseline case. First,

the number of drums which generate gu wu varied. This situation might zr/se, for
exsznple, if ¢orrozlvemechsn/,ms (such as I/quld brine) act on only a portion of the
wute drums. Second, both the ,lumber of drurn,which generate gu and the rate of gas

generation per drum were va.-ied. The r_te of gu generation per drum may be reduced
by vitrification of some of the wute. Finny, a hypotheticzd situation wu considered in
which gu be,ins to penetrate into permeable layers (e.g., city seams, psztlng planes in

the salt, ,mhydrite marker beds) Lathe sz]t formation alter the room pru.ure resche, the
iithoststic stress level. This condition wu simulated by stopping further pre,urintion

when the room pressure reached the I/thoztatic pressure. The ch_ge in room volume
was then determined as a function of time, and the amount and rate of gu ]o, required
to rnz/ntsln the lithostztic pressure wa, computed from the ide-1 g,_ law.

2 DISPOSAL ROOM ANALYSES

2.1 The Finite Element Model

Figure 1 shows the SANCHO [6]finite element mesh used in the plane strain analysis; it
is the same mesh that was used in the original study [i]. Because of symmetry conditions,
only a quarter-section of the region shown in Figure 1 was actu_y included in the finite
element mode]. The waste, crushed.sa]t backfill, and intact ,_t were described in the

same manner as before. The boundary conditions which were applied in the anzdyzis
simulate the conditions which exist around a deeply bulied disposal room located near
the middle of a Ions string of equ_y spaced storage rooms. Both the left and right edges

of the mesh were fixed against horizontzdmotion. The loweredge of the mesh wu fixed

against vertlczdmotion because it represents a symmetry pl_e through the midheight
of the room. The stratigraphy was assumed to consist entirely of intact szdt with no clay
seams, parting planes, or anhydrite beds included. The intact slit wu given an initial
hydrostatic stress field (_. = _, = _,) of 14.8 MPa, corresponding to the stress state
which is believed to exist at the repository horizon before excavation.

As in the e_i/er studie, [1,2], the elastic.secondary creep constitutive model described by
Krieg [4] wu used for the intact ,dt. The rnsterizdmodels and mtter/zd constants used
for the wute and backfill (crushed udt) were ,dent/cadto those used in the eari/er studies

[1,2]. The values of the shear and bulk rnoduli were obtain by dividing the measured
vzdues [4] by _ factor of 12.5. The rationzdebehind reducing the elastic constants is
discussed in [5],
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2.2 Gas Generation Potential and Gas Generation Rate

In both previous studies [1,2] of 8as senerstion, each storage room wu assumed to
cont.dn 6800 drums of wute. Durins the first 500 years, microbisJ decomposition and
,mox/c corrosion together were usumed to produce Su at a combined rate of 2.66 g.

moles/drum/yr. After the first 800 yews, the Su production due to corrosionended,
stud only the microbial decomposition wu usumed to continue at a consist rate of

0,86 s-moles/drum/yr until 700 years. F/nally, st 700 years, the |u production wu
usumed to ceue entirely.

As before, the ftnlte element code SANCHO wu modified to compute the room pressure
and to apply the resultin| forces to nodes on the room bounduy [1], The |u pressure
wu computed from the ideal Su law bued on the current "void" volume jn the room
_d the total mount of 8u in the room. This takes the form:

NRT

where:

P, = Su pressure in Pa

N = mus of 8u in S-moles

R = Su constant = 8.23(ms Pa)/(S-mole K)

T = 300 K

I/ = current volume of storase room in ms

1/m = volume of solids in the storase room = 1660 ms.

Table 1 shows how the volume of solids Vs was determined; note that the current value

i, sl/shtly di_erent from that used in the previous studies [1,2]. This difference Lrises

because of the ,dr Sap which is present at the top of the room in the desisn confisuration.
In the present calculations, the |u pre.u're is computed usumins that the Sap is
preens, but is instead filled with crushed salt. In [1,2], the ,dr Sap wu treated u void
volume for the purpose of calculatin8 the flu pressure.

The mus of flu present in the room st shy time will be simply:

/ xDx N,dt

where D is the total number of drums, / is the fraction of drums fleneratinflflu, _d

7V, is the appropriate flu 8enerstion rate per drum, In the buelJne cue, N, wu 2,06i!.
mo!es/drum/yr for the first 500 years and was 0,86 s.moles/drum/yr for the time period

from 500 years to 700 years, Table 2 contains s list of values of the constants appesrlnfl
in Equation 2 for each ,malysis ease. in sJ] cases, the tot_l number of drums D was
a,sunled to be 6800.

^_/
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in Cases A, B, C, and D, the total gas generation potential was varied by reducing f

from 100%in Case A (the basellne case) to 20%in Case D. All other variables appearing

in Equation 2 were unchanged from the baseline values. Tkls parameter study was
motivated by the possibility that only a fraction of the drums in the repository may

&ctual]y generate gas since some of the drums may not come into contact with brine.

In Cases E tad F, the gas generation rate _s was reduced from the baseline case. Several
physics/conditions misht cause a reduction in the rJLtest which gas is generated. For

example, if some of the waste is vJtrt/_edthen the rate of gas generation might be reduced
substJmti_y. If the waste drum, _e in contact with water in its vapor form rather than
in its liquid form, the rate of |as production may ,dJobe considerably slower. We have
considered two hypothetical situations in which the rate of gas production is reduced. In

Case E, the fraction of waste drum, producingp_, / was s, umed to be unch_sed from

the base, he case, but the rate at which a sinf;le drum produced gas _, wu reduced to
20% of its basel/ne value. This was implemented by reducing _# by s factor of 5, and
extending, by a factor of 5, the time period in which Sag generation occurs so that the
total amount of Saggenerated was the se.meas that in the basel/ne case. Case F models
a situation in which the fraction of drums seneratlng gas is reduced to 20%, and the rate
of gas generation per drum is also reduced to 20%of its baseline value. As in Case E, i

the time period in which gas generation occurs is extended by a factor of 5 so that the
total amount of gas generated by each active drum is the same as in the baseline c_se.

Finny, we consider a situation in which the gas pressuredoes not exceed the magnitude
of the lithostatic stresses. This was done by limiting the pressure (Equation 1) to 14.8
MPa. After this pressure level is reached, the void volume of the room can ,till change
because the intact salt and the backfillexperience a creep response under the lithostatic

load. We assume that a constant pressure level is m,dntzlned by Io, of gas through/tow
into permeable layers which intersect the disposal room. This is modeled by assuming
that the total amount of gas available is N = No - NL, where ]Va is the mass of Sag

generated and NL is the mESSof gas whichflowsoutof the room. Using Equation I, this
leads to:

;vL- ;vo- (3)
and,

R

Equations3 ,rod4 applyafter P reachesthe conJt,u_tUthoJtaticpressureof 14.8MPa.

In both of these expressions, the pressure is held constant at 14.8 MPa and I/, a 1/- Ys
is the void volume.
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2.8 Results

Influence of Gas Potential

CMes A, B, C, and D show how the storage room response changes as the number of
drums generating gu is varied. In these analyses, the room wu assumed to be _led

and sealed immediately after excsvltion. The c&lcu]ation8simu/ated the response for a

period of 800 yeas. flus generation wus ussumed to be_n immediately _ter the room
wu sealed,

The dependence of the void fraction (V,/Y) on the total gu generation potential is of

prtmuy concern. Throughout these unalym, we us_ed that both the wute sad the
back_ could be compacted to full solid density. However, for some waste forms, this
may not be achievable under'lithostatic stress conditions. The time vaztztion of the

void fraction in the room (wa,te + back/ill) is shown in F/sure 2 for various values
of Su generation potential. In each cue, the void baction reached a minimum value
after approximately 140 year, and then began to increue. Tkts.rein/_atlon of the room

occurred before the room pressureexceeded the lithostatic stress level. However,u shown
in earlier studies [2],the maximum principal stresses in the vicinity of the room walls were
less than the lithostatic loud, and it wu only nece,_y to exceed the value of these local

stresses (,,, i0 MPa ) to initiate reinf|ation of the room. There was a significant v_iation
of the minimum void fraction with change in gu generation potential. These values are
plotted in Figure 3 as a function of/. The "fin_l"void fraction is defined as the void
fraction that will remain when the room pressureand stresses in the suit formation have

returned to the lithostatic condition. The calculations were not run long enough to
achieve this state; however, the final equilibrium void volume can be determined directly
from Equation 1 because both the equilibrium value of P, (14.8 MPa) and the total
number of moles of gas generated _e known for each cue. The equilibrium vidueof the

void fraction is also plotted in Figure 3 u a function of/.

The corre,ponding pressure variations are shown in Figure 4. For each case, the peak
room pressure occurred at approximately 500 yeas • when the gas generation due to
corrosion wu complete. The magnitude of the peak pressure v_ed, us expected, with

the Su generation potential. This variation is shown in Figure 5; note that all of the
predicted peak values are |rester than the lithoJtatic pressure (14.8 MPa). This plot
implies that the peak pressureapproaches lithostatic only us the gas potential approaches
zero. However, the results of this study are consistent with previous results in that al/

stresses remained compressiveeven when the room pressurewu largerthan the lithostattc
pressure at the depth of the repository. As explained in the earlierstudy [1], the stresses
ram&incompressive because of the relatively slow rates of pressurisation.

Influence of Gas Generation Rate

To investig,_tethe e_ect of varying the gas generation rate (_',). this value w,, reduced by
a factorof fivefromthe bueIine case. Two differentcaseswereevAluAtedfora simulation
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time of 4000 years. In Case E, _ drum, generated gas, whereas in Case F only 20% of
the drums were usumed to 8enerate ,as. Fi_,,ure6 show, the void fraction u a function
of time for Cases A, E, Lnd F. In both cue,s, the void fraction in the room reached a

minimum vs]ue after approximately 100 yeLr._.Since the fins] equilibrium value of the
void fraction in the room is only a function of the tots] amount of Sea that is lenerated,

the eq_brium vLiueof the void fraction for Case E will be the ,sane ,usthat for Cue A,

ud the equilibrium w,.luefor the void fraction in Cue F will be the same u that for
Cue D.

Pressure histories for Cues A, E, ud F are shown in Fi|ure 7. The wdues of pe_

pressure estimated for a _ven wslueof Su seneratton potential did not _y JJl|nJficJmtly
with seneration rate. However, the pressure built up st a much slower rate, which was

consistent with, the slower rate of lpUgeneration.

Gas Loss

It Is not presently possible to model 8u diffusion in SANCHO. In S]Iof the simulations
which model 8u leneration, the salt which constitutes the WIPP repository is assumed
to be comp]etely impermeable to the flowof Su. In reLlity,permeable layers intersect the

w_, of the Jtorase room. Adequate information is not yet avsdlableresardin s the chanse
in permeability of these ,earns with pressure; however, we considered a hypothetical

situation in which the l;u be_Jn to penetrate into Hay seams, anhydrite beds, and/or
partinl; planes in the salt when the room pre,sure reachedthe Uthoststic stress level. We
then calculated the rate at which Su must flow into these layers to prevent the room
pressure from exceedins the Lithostatic stress level.

In this simulation, the room pressure was LUowedto vary accordinlLto Equation I until
re,chin8 the lithostatic level (14.8 MPa) Beyond this point, the room pressure was

held constant at 14.8 MPa; however, the room volume continued to chanlp as the salt
continued to creep. Although the Su pressure in the room wu equal to the mean
lithoatatic stress, the stress distribution in the surroundin! silt wu not uniform, and the
salt continued to creep, causin8 the room volume to slowly increue. When the pres,ure

is const_t but the ,room volume varies, then, accordin8 to the ides] Su law, the mus of
gas in the room must a/so chanse, We assume that any oh.nEe in the Eu mass is due to
a combination of |u EeneratJonand Su loss into the clay seams, The tots] amount of
Su Jossand the rate of Su loss were calculated usins Equations 3 and 4.

In this problem, the |u 8eneration history wu assumed to be the same u the buetine

cue (Case A). The cs]culation was run out to 1000 years. Fisure 8 shows the pressure
history which wu computed from the currentsimulation. After the room pressure reached

14.8 MPa at approximately 200 years, the pressure wu held constant. The void volume in
the room is plotted u a function of time in Figure 9. A, seen in the expanded plot (in,et),

the voidvolumecontinuedto slowlyincreaseafter lithostaticpressurewa, achievedill
the room.
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The predicted mMs of gas generated and lost versus time is shown in Figure I0. The
amount of SM lost wu less than the amount senerated at any given t!me. At 500 and

700 years, the rates of seneration and loss chansed at approximately the same rate,.
The rates of seneration and loss are displayed in Fisure 11, and the ratio of loss rate to

seneration rate is shown in Fisure 12 as a function of time. Prior to a time of about
180 years, there wu no SM loss. At the time when Sas loss wM usumed to begin, the

rate of loss wu in/tis_ly equsd to 97% of the seneration rate _d slowly increued until
the two rates were _most equsd. At 500 ye_s, both rates dropped, and then the ra',e
of loss slowly increMed. At 700 yars, the |eneration rate dropped to sero; however,

because the cavity volume continued to increase slowly, the computed 1o,, rate became

dtshtly nqMive. TkiJ may mean that a ,mall -mount of |M will disuse b_k into the
cavity after |M |enerMton hu ceMed, or it may indicate that the room pressure will
drop Jlishtly below the lithoJtMic level if the 8M senerMion is abruptly terminated.

3 SUMMARY

Results of these csdculations show how reductions in KMseneration potenti_ increue

the degree of wMte ud backfill consolidation and reduce the peak I|M pressure in the
disposal room. Even kisher de|tees of wMte ud backfUlconsolidation csn be ackieved

by reducins both the SM generMion rate and the 8as I|eneration potentiJd. Hopefully,
decreues in the amount and/or rate of SM seneration can be achieved with modifications
to the wMte or backfill.

A simple analysis wM _so conducted to determine the rate of SM loss from the dispos_l
room that would prevent the room pressure from exceedin$ the lithostatic stress level.

This ansdyds showed that the required rate of Sas loss from the dlspo|al room (e. S.,
into clay seams) must be approximately equ_ to the rate of Sas seneration to arrest the
buildup of pressure.
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Table 1. Total Volume and Void Fraction of Each Region in the Storage Room,

. . ........... _.... _. ,,., lliH : : .... ..... , i, + :- I ..... II,l,r rl+ :-+_---_

Volume by Region Void Fraction

.......... _-_1! _i-n!!l Irmltrrr_ • I )1 ............................... _11)I[ .... _ .... . , ..... _:_ IJ_L_ __.L_; !Jl_ : __+ ..... : :_._ !_L_! III IIII = --

Volume of Drums = 1,817 m 3 (64,126 Its) 0.685

Volume ofBack_ = 1,829 m s (66,585 _t*) 0.40

.... -:: ............. I i_ ,hLml .. !: ::! l l[MIIIII +............. :...................... ::: . ::: :I[ _ I ......

Total SoUd Volume (I/8)=

Y$ = (0.315)(1,817) + (0.6)(1,829) = 1,670m s (59,095ft s)

1.:_._.,_ .._ ....... . . ................ , ..................... ii ++ .... ..

Table 2. Parameters From Equation 2 Defining the Gu Generation History.

............ 2'66 0 yesxs < t < 500 years

A 1.0 6800 0,86 500 years < t < 700 years

0. t > 700 years

.............. 2166 0 yea_s < t < 500 years

B 0.6 6800 0.86 500 ye&rs < t < 700 years

0. t > 700 years

2.66 0 years < t < 500 years

C 0.4 6800 0.86 600 ye&rs < t < 700 years

0. t > 700 ye&rs
l l I i ....... m ' II II lJl Ill l I

2.66 0 years < t < 600 years

D 0.2 6800 0.86 600 yeus < t < 700 ye_s

0, t > 700 Year:................,,,+: _ ,,, _, + - ,, , , ±t i trIIIIIIFI ..............

0.532 0 ye_s < t < 2500 ye&rs

E 1.0 6800 0.172 2500 year, < t < 3500 years

0. t > 3500 years
........ !' LI'!_.... ! l Ul I : : l LIIIItII -- l + - __.tJ II llllllllt,

0.532 0 years < t < 2500 yeus

F 0.2 6800 0.172 2500 years < t < 3500 years

......... 0. ............ t> 3500 years ...................................
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Fisure 1. Pline Strain Finite Element Model of a TRt" Storage Room
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Fisure 2. Void fraction in the room as a function of time for Cases A, B, C, and D,

The rate and amount of gas generation per drum was the same as the

bueL/ne vaJue in _1 four cases. Only the number of drums generating ga,
wu varied between the four cases.
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Figure $. Minimum void fraction and final equilibrium void fraction as a function of

the fraction of drums generating gas. The final void fraction is defined as

the void fraction that will remain when the room pressure and stresses in
the salt formation have all returned to the lithostatic condition. These

results were obtained from the finite element analyses of Cases A, B, C,

and D. The rate and amount of gas generatior_ per drum was the same as
A_16

the baseline value in all four cases. Only the number of drums generating

gas was varied between :he four cases.
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Figure 4. Room pressure as a function of time for Cases A, B, C, and D. The rate

and amount of gas generation per drum was the same as the baseline vsJue

in all four cases. Only the number of drums generating gas wa_ varied
between the four cases.
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Figure 5. Peak pressure in the dispos&] room as a function of the fraction of drums
generating gas. These results were obtained f_om the finite element

Lna_ysesof Cues A, B, C, and D, The rate and amount of gas generation
per drum was the same as the baseline value in a/] four cues, Only the
number of drums generating gas was varied between the four cases,
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FllUr. e. Void fraction in the d|spo.d room. a (unction of time for Cull A, E,

Mid ]:'. ]11 Cue £, the totaJ amoun_ oJ'lu |ener_ted is the lame _s thlt in

the bueUne else (Cue A); however, the rite of Ills |ene:ItJon Js20_ of

the bueLine vLlue, In C,.e F, the rite of |aa produrtjon per drum |I 20_

of thit in the bueline cue, _d the totaJ amount of |u |enerated is 20_

of the b_seUnev_lue. ^-l_J
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FIsure T. Room prejJure u s function of time for C.eJ A, E, lnd F, In Cue E, the

tot -I smount of |u |enersted is the s_me s: tha! in the bJ:se[ine cue

(Cue A); however, the rite of ju 8enerjtion is 20_ of the btJeUne _lue,

In Cue F, the rste of ju produrtjon per drum is 204 of InK1 in the

bt,JeUneclJe, tnd the tot_ lrnoufl! of |ll |enerated is 20_ of the bsJe[ine
vt]ue.
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' 0Fillure II, Pre.ure histor.vfor a d.p sal roomin whichthe tnlernaJpre.ure is
t 'cons r,uned to remsin sl, or below the ]_thostMi¢stress level.

A_I
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Fi|ure 9. Time variation of the void volume in a disposal room Limited to Lithostatic

pressure, The insert shows an expanded view after the Lithostatic level is
attained.
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Fi|ure I0. CompariJonof tot_ Ess seneration to tot_ |u loss requiredfor ¢onstsnt

roompressure(Ps= 14,8 MP.),
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Filur, 11. Compsrison of the Sss |enerstton rite ss t function of time to the |.

loss rite u a function of time required for ¢onstLnt room pressure
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disposidroom,
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Tot Dr. Fred T. Mendenhall
8andla National Laboratories
Or|Blsstlon (5548
P.O. Box 58_

Albuquerque,NM 8718S-45800
eta Dr. B_ M. Butcher(8_dlt Division _4S)

_. C. A. Mtdoie (8tnd!s Dlvblon 8TI0)
Mr. Dune A. Labr_.Ase(RE/BPEC)
Project RecordsFile 217/GR10

From, Dr. Oz.,7 D. Ctllahtu__. qdr_t_,._.RE/0PEC _c.
P.O. Belt 72S

Rapid City, 8D 877_

Dates M_ 15, log2

Subjects l_a,-therDbctmlon of the TRU Wute Model
($andl&Contract No. 78-7829)

Introduction

The purposeof this memorandumIs to present additional dbcuulon on the
TRU waste model dkctmed in Callahanand DeVrlm[1991]and hopefullyclarL_7
mmo of the ,'neons/Neneiu dl__ by Dr. Butcher In his memorandumdated
March4, 1992.

TRU Waste Model Discussion

The basic equation used to dmcrlbethe TRU wss_ behaviorb

.) (1)

3824Jet DOve,PO Box72q, RJpidCity,SouthDakota5'_'I09.(605) 594.6400. TLX)'9162S RESPEC.FAX(60q)594-6456
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Then, the questions are: what is the impact of Assumption (2) on the wute
patterers, and what is the Impact of these different parameter values on the
results?

To L,_Jwerthese questions, we will first examine the tangent bulk modulus,
which Is defined u

x- = ------ dp (2)
de. db dpdr.

Me_ stress k lubstltuted into Equation I for the two different usumptions. First,

substltutin| o,_ -. o,/3 and performin8 the differentiation indicated in Equation 2
on Equation I results L,,.

p!

K(p). (8)

For the second ueumptlon, substituting om =.o. and performing the differentiation
indicated In Equation 2 on Equation 1 results in

...........pt ....

x(p) -  po(p- p) (4)

t With the second usumption, we see that the TRU wute is three times stiffer than
that obtained usin| the first assumption. This k also Jh_ in Figure 1, which k a

reproduction of Figure 2-7 in Callahan and DeVrlm [1991] for the series model. In
Figure 1, the ordinate has been changed from azs'al_reem to mean _rs., and the
series model representation (equ_es) for the second usumption hu been added.
The ordinate wu changed to mean 8trl, to avoid confusion. The confusion b

appexent because Dr. Butcher states in his memorandum that Callahan's Flr_re
2-7 supports a porosity of'24 percent at llthostatlc pressure (18 MPa). A llthostatic

pressure of 18 MPa implies that o.... on =,o.. = 18 MPa. However, the Inherent
assumption in Figure 2.7 wu that the lateral components were zero. Thus, to

achieve a mean stress of 18 MPa (under Auumption (1)), the ,_.lal stress would
have to be 45 MPa. Ako, we see from Figure 1 that at a llthostatic value of 18

MPa, the curve (circles) generated for Assumption (1) yields a porosity value of
about 4 percent.

Although there is a significant difference between the curves obtained using the
two assumptions, the procedure for adopting Assumption (2) to produce the stiffer

TRU waste model is simple. To obtain TRU stlfrnesses according to Assumption (2),

material parameter _ is divided by 3. Therefore, the same material model adopted
for the TRU waste and Included in SPECTROM-32 can be used to represent the

stiffer TRU waste and obtain the hilher values of porosity.
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New Crushed Salt TRU Waste Model Analysis

To illustratetheinfluenceofAssumption(2)on theroom scaleresults,the
problemreprmentlnstheroom filledwithTRU wute and coveredwithcrushed
saltu reportedby Callah_and DeVries[1991]wu runwithTRU wute proper-
ties dictated by Assumption (2). The results of thls analysls (labelled om ,. 0,) m
compared with the results (labelled 0,. = o./3) generated via Auumptlon (I) u

reported by Caliahsn and DeVries [10Ol] InFllurm 2 through 4, Figure 2 comp_
the vertical and horizontal room closures from the two snslysm, and m, expected,
the stiffer TRU waste model produced the least amount of room closure. Flture

3 compares the mean stress hlstorlm at different locations. Figure 4 shows the

averaze void frsctlon results obtained for the two different TRU wute reprments.

floes. Figure 4 is comparable to Fllure B-6 |lven In Callshan _.,d DeVrim [1991].
The SANCHO results were removed, and the SPECTROM-33 ruulti obtained by

replaclnz material parameter _ by _/3 are included. The multi show that the
stiffer TRU ,vute model indeed causes the crushed silt backfill to consolidate more

rapidly, althouzh the chznte is moderate. The TRU waste mchlbits an averse void
fraction of about 36 percent after 200 years for the stiffer model, which k a ,ubst,m-

till increase from the previous result (about 3 percent). The avera4e void fraction
in the room is about 18 percent after _00 yesrs for the stiffer model compared to
the previous result of about i percent.

Conclusion,

Two different methods were used to zenerallse the TRU wute functional form

(Equation 1) to three-dimensional states of'stress. The two methods produce TRU
waste stlffnmNs that vary by a factor of 3. The results produced by these two

f[enerslisatlons can be eubeta_ntially different. The firet tenersllsation (Assumption

(1)) producm com,erv_tlve results with rmpect to the backfill msterlal; whereM, the
second zenersJlsatlon (Auumptlon (2)) produces conservstlve results with rmpect
to the TRU waste when porosity is the vLrlable belns considered In a typical dkpoes/
room environment.
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Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185

Date: June 26, 1990

To: Barry Butcher (6345)
Fred Mendenhall (6345)

From: Peter Davies (6344) (_,t,_ (_)o.u_.4

Subject: Observationson lnterbed Pressurizationfrom Recent 2-Phase, Waste-Generated Gas
Simulations

The purposeof this memo is to provide you with somepreliminary, but possibly significant, results
from a recently completed, long-term, waste-generated gas simulation that explicitly includes
interbeds. This simulation focuseson a disposalroom in a panel, i.e. there is a no-flow boundary at

the pillar centerline located -16 m from the outside edge of the room (Figure 1). The room is
surrounded by halite with a permeability of 10-2o m2. In addition to the halite, the simulation
includes two interbeds, Marker Bed 139below the room and anhydrite "b" above the room, both with
permeabilities of 10"1_m2. Threshold pressuresare specified at 23 MPa in the salt and 0.3 MPa in
the interbeds. The room is configured in an "intermediate" closure state, i.e. it has dimensions and
void volume taken from the minimum void volume reached in the coupled gas/closure calculations
reported by Weatherby et al. (11-14-89 memo). The two interbeds are connectedto the room using
a "fracture-like" connection through the DRZ that allows direct hydraulic communication between
the room and the interbeds. Gas generation is specified at Larry Brush'sestimatedvalues from the
SEIS. Fully coupled gasand brine flow is simulatedusing the ECLIPSE multiphase simulation code.

What I would like to highlight in the simulation results is the nature of gas breakthrough and
pressurization in the interbeds. Gas pressurebuilds in the room until a point (at about 70 years)
where gaspressurein the room (7-8 MPa) is sufficient to drive gasupward into anhydrite "b" (Figures
2, 3, and 4). Once this breakthrough occurs, gas propagatesrelatively rapidly through the interbed

and byslightly over 100years, the interbed hasreached theupper limit of gassaturation (- 75%, given
the specified capillary pressurecurve) (Figure 2). Also note that once gashas entered the interbed,
gaspressurewithin the interbed follows the room pressurequite closely(Figure 3).

Becausebrine hasa much higher density than gas, brine entering the room tendsto accumulate in the
lower part of the room, which causesMarker Bed 139 to remain isolatedfrom the gas for a much
longer period of time (Figures 4 through 8). This occurs becausethe high water saturation in the
lower portion of the room keepsthe relative permeability to gasvery small. Only after the brine in
the lowermostpart of the room hasbeendriven out and this lower area reacheshigher gassaturations
doesthe relative permeability to gasrise to a level that allows gas penetration into Marker Bed 139

(beginning at approximately 200 years) (Figures 5, 7). Once initial penetration has occurred, gas
propagateslaterally through the interbed in a fashion similar to the earlier lateral propagation through
anhydrite "b" (Figure 7). Also similar to anhydrite "b", once gas has penetrated the interbed, its
pressurewithin the interbed follows room pressurequite closely (Figure 8).

The primary observation that I would like to draw your attention to is that given our current
measurementsandestimatesof physicalproperties,gasreadily penetrates,flows along, andpressurizes
interbeds that are hydraulically connected to the room (in this caseconnected via the DRZ). Also,
once penetration occurs, gas pressurein the interbed tracks gas pressurein the room quite closely.
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This behavior raisesa fundamental questionabout the nature of the coupled hydroloilic/mechanical
responseto high sagpressures. It is likely that the primary sourceof permeability in the interbeds
is features suchas the subhorizontal, preexisting, partially healed fractures identified by Borns(1985).
Becausethese interbeds are likely to pressurize over a laterally extensive area and becausethe IlU is
likely to be located in discrete fractures, the responseto pressuresin excessof ltthostatic may well

be dilatation and possibly lnterconnection of the existing fractures to whatever degree is necessary
to allow gas flow outward in order to relieve gas pressure in the room. In other words, if room
pressurewere to reach levels in excessof lithostatic, it is not a questionof propagatinil a new fracture
of unknown orientation outward from a disposalroom, but rather, of dilatation and interconnection
of pre-existing fractures, causinga temporary increase in permeability that enhancesoutward flow
of gas.

I think that this scenario is worth exploring further and I would sullBestthat the coupled lea/closure
calculationsreported in the Weatherby et al. 3-28-90 memo would be a Iollical place to start. These

calculations focused on a crack extending laterally from the room. However, the crack wea only
consideredpermeable to gasover the first meter and was consideredto haveaM.9 permeability to lea
beyond that. As a first cut, it might make senseto work this same problem with the crack that is
vermeable to sagover its entire lenlzth. The critical processto monitor in this type of simulation will
be the dilatation of the fractt, re.

One final note of caution. Thesesimulationsare preliminary. We have a numberof important model
componentsthat have not yet been implemented and we have a IM.Kt amount of sensitivity work to
do. Therefore, the resultsshouldbe viewed from the standpoint of the processesand systembehavior
that they suggest. Theseresultsshould not be taken as a quantitative prediction of specific brine and
gas flow rates, gas pressures, etc.; nor are they appropriate input for performance assessment

modeling. The reasonfor communicating theseresultsat this relatively early stalle is that they may
havefundamental, conceptual implications about the nature of interbed pressurizationand the nature
of gas release under high pressureconditions.
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AlbuciuOfclue New Mere,co BTttt_

Date: October4, 1990

To: Fred Mendenhall(6345)

From: Peter_vies (6344)

Subject: First Fluid Preuuri,u,tton l)sta Set for lnterbed/Fracture Dilatation Cldculations

Attachedisthe fiat fluid preuurintion damset(hod copyud floppy)for inputto thepreliminary
lnterbed/frscturedilatationc._culation.1"sisdatasetb for u interbedoverlyinllt wute disposal
room usumin8 fixed 'inundated"lU 8ene_tton rates, 80 intermediate room closure state, lind lB- 19
m2 permeability in the interbeds. The confijuration ofthis simulation is shown schematically in
Ftaure 1. This calculation wu used u the "example"simulation in my September 19th presentation
to the NAS MPP panel and the handout from that presentation contains 8 suite of plots showin8 the
overall 2-phue flow behavior. Filures 2 and 3 of this memo show the flu seturstion history tad the
8u pressure history (respectively) for e 8roup of observation 8rid blocksIdonll the upper'tnterbed.
Table I contains a listJnllof principle mumptions, information about the location of'obarvstion Mid
blocks, and n larae table with IlU saturation, 8u preuure, trodbrine pressure.

There lure two potentially important differences between the current IJoometryof' the 1520 f_t_re
model sad the 2-phue flow model used to flenemte the fluid pressure information: I) In the fracture
model, the horizontal fntcture/interbed directly intersects the room at its midpoint, whereu in the
2-phue flow model, the tnterbed of interest is located 2.1 meters above the room. However, in the
2-phue flow model, the interbed is connected to the room by hiflh trmnsmiuibllity connections that
represent disturbed-rock-zone frscturinlJ, rock boltina, aurJd/orvertical borehole8. 2) in the fracture
model there is only one frecture/interbed, whereu in the 2-phue flow model there are two interbeds
end 8u flow into the lower lnterbed reduces that amount of lie 8ettinll into the overlyin8 interbed.

For future simulations, I think thee we will need to use 8 finer jrid in the vicinity of the millmtinll
8ss front end that we will need to record the pertinent seturstion end pressure information at many
more blocks. While this will require more effort than the present simulations, I see no problem in
beinll able to run this more refined flrid.

While there are some differences model confillumtJon, i think that this data set will be sufficient to
jet the mechanical component of' this interbed/fracture dilatation analysis throuah a preliminary
round of"calculations. In future iterations, I think that we can conrlllure both the 2-phue flow and
8eomechtnical models to provide Ittiahtly coordinated analysis.
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Sandia National Laboratories
cot,: June 2, ]987 Albuquerque, NewMexico67185

to D. E. Munson, 6332 2| /i

• ubj,©,: Estimate of the Time Needed for TRUStorage Roomsto Close

INTRODUCTION

An estimate of the time needed for TRU storage rooms to close is needed
to answer various questions related to the performance assessment of the
Waste Isolation Ptlot Plant (WZPP). As a result, the creep response of
a storage room has been computed for a simulation period of two hundred
years. The results are presented here.

In order to obtain good estimates of the time needed for a roomto
close, the computedclosures should agree with measured storage room
response for the short time periods for which data are available. A
recent calculation [l] showed that good agreement between computedand
measured horizontal closure rates could be obtained when the WIPP

reference secondary creep law is used with the reference elastic
properties of haltte dtvtded by 12.5. However, using this procedure to
get agreement between calculation and data leads to computed vertical
closure rates which are stt11 considerably less than the measured
vertical closure rates. The WZPPreference stratigraphy was used tn
th_s calculation, and the anhydrite layers found theretn were modeled as
elastic layers with modult equal to the WIPP reference values. Thts
method of modeling the anhydrttes had a significant effect on verttcal
closure in that the thick anhydrtte layer directly beneath the floors of
the storage rooms was inherently stiff, could not fat1, and hence
restricted the upward deformation. Thus, the elastic model produced
anhydrite behavior which ts inconsistent with the observed in sttu

behavior where the anhydrtte layer in the floor fatls early and provtdes
little resistance to the movementof the surrounding salt. In order to
obtain a better prediction of vertical closure for estimating the time
of storage room closure, a more realistic model for the anhydrite layers
was needed.

STORAGEROOMMODEL

All anhydrlte layerswere replacedby salt in the model used in the
analysis describedhere. The finite elementmesh is shown in Figure I.
Most of the elements are concentratedaround the room $o that the large
deformationsezpected to occur over the long time spans of interestcan
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be captured. The small e!ements around the room also facilitate smooth
interactions between the room surfaces. As the deformations get large,
the rigor, roof, and pillar wtll come into contact so overlap between
elements in the pillar and elements in the floor and root must be
prevented. This is accomplished by using the siide line capability in
SANCHO[2], the computer code used for this and most W]PP structural
calculations. The boundary conditions, loads, end inittal stresses are
the same as those used in the previous calculation [1] and are described
in the parallel calculation report [3]. As in the previous calculation,
the WIPP reference secondary creep law with the WIPP reference elastic
constants divided by 1E.5 are used. Thts adaptation of the WIPP
reference creep model does not represent the resolution of the
discrepancy found to exist between WIPF calculations and data but is
only an expediency which can be used until the discrepancy t$ resolved.
The storage room is empty throughout the simulation period. That is,
the closure of the room is not affected by the presence of waste or
backfill.

RESULTS

Deformations and deformation rates computed with the model described
above are compared in Figures 2 - 7 to those computed in the orlginal
storage room calculation [1]. Removal of the anhydrite layers from the
model does not change the roof deformationsappreciablyover the fifty
year time span shown in Figure I, but the floor deformations,and hence
the vertical closures in Figure 4, increaseby a large amount. The
pillar deformations in Figure 3 and horizontalclosures in Figure 5 also
increase when the all salt stratigraphyis used. Use of the eli malt
model produces vertical closurerates that are in good agreementwith
the measured verticalclosure rates as shown in Figure 6. Horizontal
closure rates increaseonly slightlyas shown in Figure 7. Overall the
deformations and deformationrates predictedwith the ell salt model are
in better agreementwith the availablestorageroom data than are the
deformations and deformationrates computedwlth the model that includes
the stratigraphy. Thus, an estimateof closurebased on the all salt
model is probably as accurate as any that can be made at this time.

The time scale for the vertical closure histories in Figure 4 is
extended to two hundredyears in Figure 8, and the history computedwith
the all salt stratigraphyindicatesthat the floor and roof will touch
in approximately195 years. (The storage room was originally3.96 m
(13 ft) high). The horizontalclosure history is extendedto ZOO years
in Figure 9, and the closure historiesare plotted on logarithmicscales
in Figures I0 and 11. Logarithmicclosurehistoriescomputedwith the
reference stratigraphyboth with and without reduced elasticconstants
are also shown in Figures IO and 1]. Deformed shapes of the storage
room are shown at times of O, I0, 50, 100, 115, 150, 175, and 195 years
in Figures 12 - 19. These deformed shapes indicate that the volume of
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the room has been reduced significantly by ]00 years. The volume
reduction is quantified tn Figure 20 where the volume loss of the room,
expressed as e percentage of the original volume, is plotted versus
ttme. The volume was computed from the dispiacements around the opening
vtth the VOLCAVprogram [4]. At epproltmately 44 years, the volume of
the storege room has been reducedby 50 _, end at 100 years the volume
loss ts about 76 _.

CONCLUSZONS

The use of e storage room model wlth no stratigraphy(a11 salt) end wlth
e constitutive model for salt consisting of the NIPP reference creep
model and reduced elastic properties produces both vertical end
iortzontal closure rates tn good agreement vtth closure rates measured
:in the SPDVtest pine1. Based on this model, the storage rooms wt11
close in approximately 195 years wtthe volume reduction of 76
occurring in 100 years. These predictions are made without modeling the
waste or backfill which wtll be placed tn the rooms. %f additional
calculations ere needed, t more complicated model which tncludes both
the ,aste and backfill should be used. The mode! also does not account

for failures in the salt, such as slabbing and layer separations, which
couid affect the predictlons.
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Sandia National Laboratories

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185

_,t,: December 9, 1987

to: D. E. Mtu_on,6332

Trom: H. S. Morgl_, 1521

_ubJ,ct:TRU Storage RoomCalculation with Stratigraphy

INTRODUCTION

A calculation to determine the creep response of a WIPP storage room for transuranlc
(TRU) wutes has been completed to a simulation time of i16 years. The stratlzraphlc
layering aroundthe room is Includedin this calculation with the anhydrlte layers and the
o'., polyhallte layer modeled as plastic materials.wlth pressuredependent devlatorlcyleld
strensths defined by the Drucker-Prazeryield criterion. The constants for the Drucker-

Preset model are variations of the WIPP referencevalues [1]and have been used forvarious
other WIPP ca!culations [2-5]. The halite layers were modeled with the WIPP reference
secondary creep law [1] and with the WIPP referenceelastic modull divided by 12.6.

This latest geomechanlcalmodel is the fourth to be applied to the TRU rooms in the past
few years. In the first model [6], the anhydrltes were treated elastically, and the WIPP
referencesecondary creep model, w!th referencevalues for the elastic constants, was used
to characterizethe halite layers. Measured TRU room closures and closure rates, both
vertical and horizontal, were at least three times larser than those computed wlth this
original model. Similar results had been found for the $nuth Drift [7], and an In-depth
study of the many _arameters affectIngclosureof the South Drlt'tIndicated that changlns
the elastic modull used with the WIPP referencesecondarycreep law could produce large
IncreasesIn both drift closures and closure rates [7]. A subsequent study showed that
dlvlding the referenceYoung's modulus by 12.5 would produce horizontal closures and

closure rates for the South Drift that were In sood agreement with measurements [8], As
a result, In the second model of the TRU room [9], the reference elastic properties for
the halite layers were divided by 12.5 In an attempt to improve the agreement between
measured and predicted closures. The anhydrlte and polyhallte layers werestill treated as
elastic materials. Horizontal closures and closure rates computed with thl0 second model
were In reasonably good agreement with measuredvalues, but agreement was not as good
in tke vertical dlrectlon. Observations of the anhydrlte layers around the rooms at tho
WIPP mite, most notably Marker Bed 139, indicated that the anhydrltes were cracked
and probably provided little resistance to the flow of adjacent salt layers. Consequently,
In the third zeomechanlcal model of the TRU room [10], the stratlgraphy was omitted,
and all of'the rock around the room was modeled as halite, which wu characterlzed by
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the WIPP reference ncondary creep law with the reference elutic properties divided by
12.5. This model produced both vertical and horizontal Closure rates that were in good
Igreement with the data. This model was used to determlne that a TRU room would be
76% closed in 100 years and 08% cloled in 195 years. These closure predictions represent
"beet= estimates in the sense that the closures and closure rates agree with data for as Ions
u data are available. The latest geomechanical model, described in this memo, was used
to determine a more conservffit_ivebound on t_e time needed for a TRU room to close.

MODEL DESCRIPTION

The geometrical configuration, boundary conditions, initial conditions, and stratigraphy
for the TRU room calculation described here are indentical to those used in the earlier

TRU room calculations. A detailed problem descrlptlon is provided in [6] and will not
be repeated here. The reference secondly creep law for the halitlc layers is described

in [1]. The elastic moduli for halite, which were used in this analysis, are the reference
values reported in [i] divided by i2.5. The Drucker-Praser constants for anhydrite and
polyhalite are presented in [6]. Clay ,earns in the stratigraphy were treated as slide lines
with coefficients of friction of 0.4. Slide !ines were also used along the floor, roof, and wall

of the room to prevent these surfaces from overlapping when the deformatlon, became
large.

The calculatlon was terminated at a simulation time of 115 years because of computational

expense. To that point the calculation had taken 46 hours on the CRAY-1S and had cost
in the neighborhood of $20,000. The earlier all-salt calculation in which the stratigraphy
had been om:tted was run to completion, that is, to a simulation tlme of 300 years, in less

than 6 hours. The Increased expense of the new calculation is due primarily to the fact
that ,mall time steps had to be t_en for the solution to converge. The slow convergence

was caused by the large amount of ,liding that takes place along some of the clay seams.
The calculation can be resumed from its termination point if necessary.

RESULTS

Floor, roof, and wall displacements computed in the new calculation are compared in

Figures 1 and 3 to those computed with the earlier models of the TRU room. These results
indicate that the displacements obtained by modeling the tnhydrites with a Drucker.Prager
model _re essentially the ,Lme as those obtained by modeling the anhydrltes elastically.
The reason for this is that all of the Lnhydrlte layers are located either above or below

the room where they have horizontal confinement and hence large pressures and devlatorlc

yield strengths. If ILnhydrltelayers had been located in the wall of the room, as in the
cases of Rooms A and B, the pressures in these lnhydrltes intersecting the room would

have been much lower; the layers would have yielded [3-3]; and the results obtained with
the Drucker-Prager model for _hydrlto would have been quite different from the results
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obtained with elastic anhydrites.

Vertical and horlzonta] closure histories are shown In Figures 3 an _ 4, respectively; closure

rates are provided in Figures 5 and 6; and logarithmic plots of t_ closures are shown In

Figures T and S. As shown In Figure 5, the vertical closure rates predicted In the new

calculation with the Drucker-Prager anhydrltes are much less than the measured rates. As

a result, "time to closure" (the time needed for a TRU room to close completely) predictions

arising from this model should be extremely conservative. For all practical purposes, the

room is closed when the floor touches the roof. The earlier all-salt calculation [10] indicated

that when the floor touched the roof at a simulation time of 195 years the room had lost

98_ of its initial volume. A .time to closure w estimate bued on the calculation with

the Drucker-Prager model for anhydrite can be extrapolated from the logarithmic vertical

closure history in Figure 7. An extrapolation, based on the usumptlon that the new

history has the same shape as the closure history obtained with the all-salt model, results

in a .tlme to closure _ of between 400 and 500 years. This bounding prediction is much

larger than the "best w estimate of 195 years obtained wlth the all-salt model.

The bounding condition does not look near as severe, _,..':ever, when room volume loss

after 100 years is considered. Volume loss, expressed as e **ercentage of the initial TRU

room volume, is plotted as a function of time in Figure 9. At |00 years, the Ubestn estimate

obtained with the all-salt model is a volume loss of 76%. The bounding value obtained

with the Druclcer-Prager anhydrite model is a volume loss of 56°_. This means that volume

reductlon of the room should be no less than 56_ In 100 years, but it could be u high as

76_. A volume reduction In this range should be sumclent to remove all of the votd space

initlally contained in the backfill and In the drums partlally filled with TRU waste.

Deformations around the TRU room are shown in Figures 10-12 for slmulatlon times of 10,

S0, and i00 years, respectlvely. Also shown in each of these figures are def'ormatlons com-

puted in an all-salt calculation with the same mesh as wu used in the calculation with the

Drucker-Prager anhydrites. These deformed shapes clearly show, as do the displacement

histories In Figure 1, that the main difference in the two calculation0 is the floor response

which is governed prlmarlly by the material model assumed for the anhydrlte in Marker

Bed 139. Treating the anhydrlte layers, especlally Marker Bed 139, as homogeneous, In-

tact layers, with elther an elastic or a Drucker-Prager model, ignores the pervasive cracks

observed in the anhydrite and is probably valid only in a boundlng calculation such as

the one presented here. Ignoring the anhydrites completely, as in the all.salt model, is

not completely valid either, but the cracked anhydrites probably do provide almost no

resistance to the creep of the surrounding salt.

CONCLUSIONS

An upper bound estimate of the time needed for a TRU storage room to close can be

obtained from the computed TRU room response descrlbed in thk memo.-The anhydrite

layers are treated wlth a Drucker-Prager p]uticity mode], and the WIPP reference sec-



ondary creep model, wlth the reference elmtlc modul| divided by 12.5, is used to represent
the behavior of the halite layers. Although the calculation was terminated after a sim-
ulation time of 115 years, when the room had lost 56% of its initial volume, a "time to
closure" estimate of between 400 and 500 years wu obtained by extrapolating the vertical
closure history. This estimate is almost u conservative as the estimate that would have

resulted by treatlni the anhydrites as elastic layers. It is also much larger th_n the e_rlier
"bestw estimate of' 105 years which is based on an all.salt model in which the "strensth _

of' the crLcked znhydrlte is modeled to be much lower. The 56°_ volume reduction at 100
ye_-s is a reasonable lower bound on the "but _ estimate of 76°_ obtained with the all-salt
model. Better bounds ca_ only be obtained with a better model for znhydrlte behavior.
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Figure lla: TRU Storage Room Deformations at 50 Years for Drucl_er-Prager Anhydr|tu

Figure llb: TRU Storage Room Deformations at 50 'Yearsfor All Salt Model
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Figure 12a: TRU Storage Room Deformations at I00 Years for Drucker-Prager Anhydrltes
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subject Vhy Reduced Hodulus and Similar Nothods Appear to Vork for Calculations of
Creep Closure in hlt,

As attempts to make predictions of the creep closure of undersround
oponinss in salt have been made over the yeats, a number of interestins
calculstional prediction methods have resulted from the usa of
constitutive models based on steady state creep, tosether with aS|militant
reductions of the elastic modulus or increases in initial elastic

strains, in |sacral, the chanson in modulus or ltriin required by these
methods are far in excess of the permitted values of these parameters as
determined in the laboratory. At this point it is perhaps worthwhile to
explain why those methods appear to work, and also to demonstrate
potential shortcomin|s.

Historically, the development of constitutive regulations for the
prediction of the creep response of salt have been based on laboratory
observations, but have not necessarily included all of the observed creep
behavior, go can refer to fllure 1 to see the customary decomposition of
the conventional laboratory creep curve into a steady state component and
a transient component. The fi|ure shows only the stress leaden| or
primary transient response; typically, the more |sacral response must also
include a stress unloadins transient. In salt creep, the unloadin|
transient is not the nelative of the loadin| response. As shown, the

"transient strain limit* or e* t is the measure of the total transient
strain required to achieve the steady state condition. For those
constitutive models based on steady state, the transient component is
essentially isnored, so the creep strain is Just |ivan by the line of
constant slope, _s, bosinnin| at the orisin, JS shown in FiEure 1. For
more complete models, the transient responses are also included in the
constitutive model, sometimes this amounts to Just the loadin8 transient
and sometimes to both the leaden| and unloadin| transients.

Just hov nuch of the creep behavior Lo nsoessar_ in the constitutive
formulation used for prediction of creep closure is the subject of
considerable discussion. Of course, what is actually necessary may be s
matter of the field problem been| solved. For exile, in performance
prediction for nuclear waste repositories in salt, one major requirement
is to determine the time for complete closure of repository rooms and,
hence, the encapsulation of the waste. It is known from simple extension
of salt creep rates that it would take tons, perhaps hundreds, of years co
attain complete closure, hcsuso in the laboratory test the transient
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strains are small in comparison to possible steady state strains, it would
appear that for "Ion S time* predictions, as in this example, only the
steady state creep contribution is important. In other verde, the
characteristic relaxation time for transient effects is short compared to
the time free of the problem. In more straishtfor_ard exupie, the use
of steady state oonstitutive descriptions vould not. in seneral, be
adequate for predLctLns early Cloluri Of repository response for des/an of
seal systems or for prey/dins estimates of room failure for operations!
safety. The steady state description vould underpredict the actual creep
deformations for these situations where the transient strains are clearly
of the mane seneral naf_itude as the steady state strains.

Resardles8 of the specific problem, hovever, in mains simplified
models of actual uterial behavior, there i8 alVayl a danser of
unknovinsly eliminatins sons aspect of the behavior that is of vital
importance to the final appli©ation.

The V%PP Ir_nerLen_a

The first opportunity for a comparison betvesn prediction and VIPP in
sits room closure measurements caused iuediate concern. Calculations of

a WXPPaccess drift underpredicted the measured closure and closure rate
by at least a factor of three [Horsan et al., 1985]. These calculations
used the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (VIPP) Prosru reference steady state
creep lay and properties [KrieS, 1984) established at that time. The
reference creep lay van based on steady state creep, vith an optional
first order kinetics transient response. The optional transient response
yam not used in the calculations. The reason for the discrepancy yam not
understood at the time. It yam thousht that errors in the creep
parueters or that a very Icy stress via©sum mechanism not found in
laboratoz7 tests misht be responsible. An extensive study ales| theme
lines shoved that viuhin the ranse of possible uncertainties in parameter
values, even maximisins the affects of the uncertainties, could not
explain the discrepancy, and that the inclusion of the viscous mechanism
altered the calculated closures inappropriately at very late times. As a
part of a later study by Horsan et al. (1986], it yea found that a
desraded elastic modulus increased the calculated closure rates vhile
presorvtns all of the important characteristics observed in the measured
results. A reduction of Youns'm modulus by a factor of 12.S produced an
exceptional elite betveen calculated and measured closures of the VIPP
South Drift. Vhy this arbitrary reduction of elastic modulus save such a
pod fit could not be explained at that tins; hovever, the success of the
calculattonm led to the sore-or.leas routine use of the reduced modulus in

subsequent WIPP calculations.

Nero recently, Horses and trie s (1990] explored various hypotheses in
an attempt to explaint_y the reduced modulus method vork8. Hypotheses
ln©luded (1) potential microfracture development in the salt near the room
surfaces whloh vould result in a lowerin| of the apparent elastic modulus
and (_) potential far field increases in initial elastic strain caused by
the reduced modulus vhtch could result in additional room closure

displacement. Vhlle not subitantiatin8 either of the initial hypotheses,
the study uncovered a further observationthat a reduced modulus save
better results in the analysts of laboratory stroll relaxation tests.
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The European COmAh.cl_erkExoerience

Startins in 1986, the European Community sponsored a series of
important benchmark studies involvins bench scale salt block laboratory
tests (COSA I); deep borohol., with some hostins, in situ tests (COSA Ii);
and n_erlcal calculations (both COSA! and 11) [Love and Knowlee, 1989],
The block restarts was done on ASSEMine salt at the Enerileonderzoek
Csnt_ Nederland ([CN) in the Netherlands, The deep boroholo was an £CN
("tho Dutch Boreholo") test fielded in the ASSEMine research facility in
the Federal Republic of Germany (FRO). A steady state creep reference law
and material properties based on the laboratory teats conducted at the
Bundssanstalt fur Oeovtssenshsften und Rohstoffe (BOR) in the FRO was

Elves as the base line for the benchmark. Thus, the COS^ reference
constitutive law yam for steady state only, main| the Norton form.
However, in the actual calculations, the participants had considerable
freedom to select alternate constitutive models, to vary material
properties, and to reduce the initial boundary stress, which makes any
|oneralLzation of the results avery difficult. Nevertheless, there were
some very intriluins aspects of the results.

AmenS the participant calculations, few matched the measured unheated
Dutch boreholo closures. There wore throe exceptions. 1_o participants
that used a complicated, two component, steady state constitutive model
with a set of non.COmAbenchmark material properties obtained seed
calculational airsemont. However, the other exception was a participant
that used the COmAreference constitutive steady Jests model with
mS|militant modifications in the material properties. The modifications
wore a factor of 2 increase in the structure factor and s factor of 2
decrease in the modulus based on a reference modulus of 24 GPa.

Nsny of the initial partlclpsnts, in later calculations, when they
chanjod the s_ two parameters could obtain similar alrooment to the
experimental data. Interestinily, in one of those subsequent
calculations, one participant (Ghorey©hi/hrest) used the COS^reference
law and properties, but incorporated s Tros©a rather than the customary
van Nisei flow condition, to obtain very pod ,|reemont to the measured
results.

The mOlt important aspect of the COSAlI calculations, for our
purpose, il that calculational alreomont could be obtained by modification
of the material properties in 8 steady stats constitutive law with elastic
strsln. The final modification yam s factor of _o increase in the
structure factor and 8 factor of two decrease in the modulus, klthoulh

the process of arrlvins at this combination of chanjed parameter vllUOl Is
unknown, it appears that simple chemise in one paruoter via insufficient
to match the borohol, closure data, An essential part of the parueter
modification vii the arbitrary reduction in the mdulus, This reduction,
however, Is smaller in ma|nitudo then that used by Norsan at 81. [1986].
|mild off the VIPP 310Ps nodul_ value, the |uropenn reduction is a factor
of 2.6 rather than 12.5. In order to Sot the creep rate hi|her, the

Europeans apparently had to increase the structure factor; in increase in
structure factor ©Jules s comparable one.to-one increase in steady stets

©reap flee.
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BarasCModlflcatlon

Barest [1990] in the wake of the COSA II calculations has not
continued to use the Tresca flow condition nor the arbitrary chanBe in the
COSA reference material constants. Rather, he has assumed in the

calculatlon an artlflcially lares elestlc component which has a magnitude

equal to e,t, see Fisure 1, as measured in laboratory creep tests. This
can be stated as:

e*t(S ) - ,o(S ) (1)

where o. is the artificial elastic strain which has the same dependence

upon th; stress, S, as the transient strain limit. Typically e* t is a
monotonic, increasins function of the cube of stress. Thus, Bareat has
replaced the strain dependent accumulation of transient strain with an
instantaneous step function elastic strain at tim sore. Thls permits
incorporation of a "transient" ilk, response into the steady state
constitutive model without the numerical complications of a true transient
©onstitutive model.

ZmDILeatigna

Xt is now easy to establish the common thread in these methods which
use arbitrary de|radations in elestlc modulus or increases in ,iestlc

strains. Xorsen et al. [1986] reduced the modulus accordin& to

ee - a S/E (2)

where a is the modulus reduction factor. However, if we write the

followins:

e*t(S) - co(S) - a S/E f(S) (3)

where f($) is some function of stress, The implication is that ,
reduction in modulus or an assumption of an artificillly large elastic

strain can be simply related. Either of the methods are actually step
function representations of the total transient strain (transient strain
llmit) required to achieve steady state creep.

FiBure 2 is the laboratory determination of the transient strain

limit, e* e, for clean WZPP salt as a function of stress [Hunson et el.,
1989]. A_thou|h we do not have Barest's data, Lt could be expected that
hls assumed step function elastic strains would have to match closely the
transient strain limit as a function of stress, Thla su|Sosts that had he
determined the stress dependence, it would have been nearly cubic.

Horses et el. [1986], without any basis to do otherwise, when they
used Eq. 2, effectively set f(S) to otis. Equation 2, vith a reduction

I factor of 12.$, in ELves by the appropriately marked llne in Fiiure 2.
This line is constrained to a slope of one, so it can only approximate the
measured transient strain limit data. However, the choice of the modulus

reduction factor would, through the beckfittLns procedure for a seven

problem, place the reduced modulus strains at • position to best represent
the appropriate creep data, This appears to be at • stress of ,bout 12
XPa, which could be expected to be a representation of the "averase
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stress" of the in sltu problem used in the backflttln s. We can see
however that the reduced modulus method can not slve a very adequate
representatlon of the transient strain limit for all stresses. For

problems with hi&her "averase stresses", such as an excavation at a
sreater depth, then the reductlon in modulus would probably have to be
farmer to obtain an acceptable back fit.

AoB11catlon to Calculatlons

An Interpretatlon of step function elastic strains to represent the
translent response in calcuiatlons o£ in situ test results is reasonably

complicated. The step function representation insists that all of the
transient strain appears instantly upon application of the stress, rather
than sradually vlth time. If, Indeed, the stresses ware applled
instantaneously, then the step function representation would be clearly
unacceptable because it would overpredict the early strain. As can be
seen from Fisure I, the overpredlction decreases with tlme, until the step
function response and the correct transient strain function become equal
when steady state creep is achieved. As a result, if we look at very late
times for stress loadins problems, the calculated strains would be the
same fo_ either step function elastic or correct transient creep strain
representations. However, this indicates that how well the step function
elastic strains can represent actual measured creep strains is itself time

dependent.

What seems the most confusin 6 of all is the ability of these time
independent, step function elastic strain methods, combined with only a
steady state creep constitutive modal, to calculate clearly time dependent
closure results for undersr,)und rooms or deep boreholes. We need to
examine this process carefully. First, if only a steady state

constitutive model ts used to calculate borehole converEence, the
calculated conversence is not constant, but continues to decrease with
time. This is caused by the stress field continuin B to the.ass with time
because of the seometry of the problem. Consequently, it is clear that a
time dependent behavior can develop from non-material (seometrical), as
well as material, sources. Second, any instantaneous strain increment

which is a function of stress will mirror, in time, the chanses of the
stress field. If the stress field chan_es, the instantaneous strain

increment will also chanBe. Again, the material response is not time
dependent, rather the time dependence of the closure is the result of the
chansin S stress field, a non-material affect, Thus, a steady state creep
model with instantaneous elastic strain still will yield time dependent
closure for problems in which the stress field is chan_ins with time.
Third, introduction of a the true material behavior, with time dependent

transient creep, tosether with steady state creep, will only alter the
details of the time dependent closure in those problems which already have
a pometrical time dependence reeultinB from a chansin s stress field.

The interpretation is further clouded for real problems which involve
sradual stress loadins or prosreesive champs in the stress field because
of the Beometry of the problem. Gradual chanses in loadinB will produce a
time dependent incremental increase in the step function elastic strain
which is directly proportional to the rate of stress increase. Of course
the same effects occur on stress unloadins. As a result, for any problem

in which the stress field is chanBing, such as a field expanding with time
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to includu previously unstrained material, the step function elastic
strain will continue to add incrementally to total deformation. The
importance of such expanding stress fields, and hence strain fields, to
calculations of room closure was first pointed out by Munson st el.
[1989). AlthouBh the strains in the leadins edse of an expandinA stress
field may be small, the expanding field encompasses a lares volume of
material; as a result the inteBrated displacement at the room surface from

these small strains can be significant.

The difference between using an artificially large elastic strain to
represent the transient creep strain and using the true transient strain
function for a problem with changing stress fields is that deformations
are forced to earlier times with the artificially large elastic strain
representation. For the same incrsmental change in stress the true
transient creep strain model will develop strain more slowly than for the
assumed instantaneous elastic strain model. Consequently, closures
calculated using the instantaneous elastic step function to represent the
transient strain will have a greater amount of early curvature than those

using the true transient response representation.

The difference between using an artificially reduced elastic modulus
to represent the transient creep strain and using the true transient

strain function for a problem with changing stress fields is as stated
above, except for additional concern introduced because the linear
relationship between the elastic strain and stress of Eq. 2 is in general
not a seed representation of the transient strain limit. Consequently,

the best fit value of the reduction factor must be problem dependent.

Because there appears to be no characteristic differences in seneral
appearance of calculated closure curves for those cases with just time

dependent geometrical effects and those with time dependent material
response, we cannot discern the difference between steady state (with or
without artificially large elastic strains) and transient creep
constitutive models. _at this means is that field data, in seneral, will

not contain sufficient information to permit us to uniquely define the
constitutive model. It seems therefore critical to usa fully our

knowledge of laboratory data, obtained under conditions of constant stress
(no geometrical time dependent effects), in determining the constitutive
model for creep. In such a modal, we know that the material transient, as
well as the steady state, response must be included.

There remains another important area where the step function elastic

strain representation may cause concern. This is particularly true for
calculations of seal component response based on returning the adjacent
salt to the lithostatic stress condition and room reinflation because of

gas generation since in both these cases the salt undergoes stress
unloading and pressure reloading. If after initial stress loadin B, the
stress then is reduced, all of the step function elastic strain will "come
back out w of the calculation. The implication is that nesative creep of

appreciable maanitude will occur. However, this is known not to happen in
salt creep. Actual creep strains, once accumulated, are not recovered

elastically.
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In s_a_j:

(1) It is demonstrated that the use of arbitrarily reduced modulus end

the assumption of abnormally lar|e initial elastic strains are equivalent.
(2) These methods can be considered as a step function representation

of the transient creep strain.

(3) The abnormally lar|e inltial straLns can be related and perhaps
are deduced from laboratory transient creep date, specifically the
transient strain limit.

(4) The reduced modulus representation can, at best, be only a crude
approximation to the laboratory transient creep data.

(5) Althoulh step function representations will live what appears to
be time dependent accumulation of strain for problems where the scrams
fields chanse because of the problem leometry, these representations will
not necessarily live accumulation races comparable to the transient creep
strain representation.

(6) Upon unloadint, the stop function representations will result in
negative creep, an effect not soon in actual salt creep.

Rscommendacio_

Aithoulh probably noc always possible, Ic would seem advantaieous to
incorporated the time dependent accumulation of transient strain, with

different response functions for stress loadin I and unloadinl, into all
our creep calculations, whenever to do so would not cause eisner/cant
calculational problems.
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Figure I, Steady State and Transient Components of a Typical Laboratory
Creep Curve.
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subj.¢_: ImplicationsoftheExperimentalConsolidationofCrushedSalt/metalMixturesand Pro-
posed Work

INTRODUCTION

An importantprobleminthedesignofbackfillmaterialsand techniquesfortheWIPP is
toensurethe consolidationofthe backfillto a low-permeabilitymass encapsulatingthe

waste.The major componentofsuggestedbackfillsiscrushedsalt.Previousexperiments

have shown thatwhen damp crushedsaltissubjectedto hydrostaticpressure,ithas

thedesirablepropertyofconsolidatingrapidlytohighfractionaldensities(Holcomb and
Shields,1987)and hencetolow porositiesand permeabilities.

Variousadditivestocrushedsaltarebeingconsideredtoachievehigherabsorptionofbrine,
radionuclidesand gases.Further,shreddedwastesmay be mixed with crushedsaltand

placedintostoragedrums todecreasevoidspace.

BACKGROUND

Additivestocrushedsaltwillcertainlyalterthe consolidationrate.At one extremeare

likelytobenon-deforming,inertmaterials,suchasmetalsand hardplastics.At theother

extremewillbethehighlydeformablematerials,whichfloweasily,exemplifiedby betonite.i
Itisexpectedthattherigidmaterialswillhavea strongerinfluenceon consolidationrates

ofcrushedsalt.Accordingly,we have begun to investigatetheeffectsofthe presenceof
rigid,inertinclusionson thehydrostatic,time-dependentcompactionofcrushedsalt.Of

interestisthe responseofthe mix to long-termhydrostaticpressureand theevolution

ofthe permeabilityofthemix as itdensities.The testsmentionedherecoveronlythe

constitutivebehavioraswe didnotmeMure thepermeabilityofthepost-testsamples.We

havecompleted6 creepconsolidationtestson salt-metalmixtures.The samplescomprised
mine-runcrushedsalt,mildsteeldisks,and water.The steeldiskswere22.4mm indiameter

and 1.55mm thick.SufficientwaterwM added togivea watercontentof1.8% (exclusive
ofthe water contentofthe salt).The mus fractionofinertmaterialwas about 0.44

ineachsamplewhich correspondstoan inertsolidvolume fractionof0.18.By way of

comparison,20_ isthesolidscontentoftheEngineeredAlternativesTask Force(EATF)
optionofshreddingcombustiblesand mixingwith grout.The solidscontentis12°_in

theEATF optionofshreddingmetalsand mixingthem withsalt(R.Beraun,Org.6345).
The concentrationsofgasgettingmaterlalsareyettobe established.Thus,the18volume
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per-centof solidsused in thesetestsisrepresentativeof the concentrationsof solidsthat

might be mixed with saltfiller.At higherconcentrations,the inertinclusionscan begin to

form a continuousframework that would be more effectivein resistingconsolidation,and

could tend to createcontinuouspathways forfluidmigration.

Jacketedsamples of the mixture,vented to the atmosphere,were subjectedto hydrostatic

pressuresfor up 69 days. Figure I summarizes the time-dependent response of the six

experiments. Of particularinterestishow well the currentlyused constitutiveequation,

modified forthe presenceof inertinclusionsagreeswith the data. Sjaardema and Krieg

(1987)develop the constitutiveequation fordamp crushed salt,based on experiments of

Hoicomb and Shields(1987),that isgivenby

= Bo{e8'°- lieA'', (I)

where p, isthe densityof the crushedsalt;Bo[...]describesthe pressureeffect;A, Bo, and

B, are experimentallydetermined constants;and a isthe consolidationpressure.Equation

1 may be modified(Callahanand DeVrles,1991) to describea mixture of2 non-interactlng

components
rr/e

=.o-:rBo :,., (2)
Pj

where p0 is the initial density of the mixture, i is the volume strain rate (also called the

compaction rate), and rn, is the mass fraction of crushed salt. One of the components is

inert and presumed to be dilute so that the inclusions do not influence each other. Thus,

the volume strain rate is a function of the parameters of damp, crushed salt and the initial

mixture density. It can be shown that equation 2 is also written

. 0
_mix = Vsalt_salt' (3)

Thus, the simplemixture theory approach indicatesthatthe volume strainratefordamp,

crushed saltmixed with inertinclusionscan be obtained directlyfrom the equation for

damp, crushed saltweighted by the initialvolume fractionof crushed salt,Vsalt.°I took
the followingvaluesforA, BI, and B0 from Callahan and DeVries (1991);thesedifferonly

in unitsfrom Sjaardema and Krieg (1987)'

Parameter Value Units

Bo 1.3× 108 kg/mSs
BI 0.82 MPa -l

A -1.73 x 10 -2 mS/kg

Figure 1 shows the regression line of volume strain rate plotted against the fractional

density of the salt for each test. Also shown are the volume strain rates computed from

Equation 2 using the data from the table and the appropriate volume fractions of salt.

The numbers at the upper ends of the solid lines indicates the consolidation pressure used
to make the calculation,
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IMPLICATIONS

The consolidation data are compared to the predictions of the mixture theory at differ_.nt

consolidation pressures in Figure 1. The variation of the compaction rates with fractional

density are fairly represented. But, the observed volume strain rates at any given frac-

tional density are two orders of magnitude lower than the predicted rates at equivalent

pressures. (Compaction rates of the mixture are also lower than plain crushed salt by

similar amounts.) The fact that the observed volume strain rates are much lower than

predicted from simple mixture theory predictions and from plain crushed salt suggests

that addition of 18% by volume of inert solids can significantly increase the time required

for encapsulation of the wastes.

In an attempt to determine the source of the discrepancy, the pressure effect term was

recalculated for the mixture data. The term Bl was found to be reduced from 0.82 to

0.71, only 13%. This has little effect on the difference between predicted and measured

compaction rates. Next, the constitutive parameters for the salt fraction of the mixture

were back-calculated and new values of A and B0 were found. The densification rate is

much more sensitive to changes in A and this new value, A = -2.16 × 10-2, was used to

compute new prediction curves and these are shown in Figure 2. There is much better

agreement between the predicted and measured compaction rates for the new value of

A. Nevertheless, it is not clear how this type of adjustment can be justified because at

this time we do not know how the presence of the inert inclusions influences the apparent

behavior of the crushed salt. In any event, this result seems to suggest that mixture theory,

as applied here, is inadequate to describe the response of the mix.

To get information on mixtures having a wider range of concentrations; and to further

investigate the validity of mixture theory, which is linear in the volume fraction of salt

(or equivalently 1 - v° )inert ; it will be necessary to compact mixtures at an additional
concentration of inert inclusions.

At this time the lack of agreement between the observed and predicted response is not

understood. The following items will have unknown effects:

• The concentration of inert inclusions may not satisfy the assumption of diluteness
and non-interaction of inclusions.

• The shape of the inert particles was discoid, and this may alter the response because

implicitly the shapes are assumed spherical when calculating the concentration.

• Some of the constitutive parameters from the crushed salt may be in error. For

example, Sjaardema and Krieg (1987) calculated the pressure effect term from the

results of only one pressure-stepped test. In addition, back-calculation indicates that

the salt fraction of the mixture samples are better fitted by different values of A.
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NEW WORK

Resolution of the above issues may be approached by a more comprehensive test plan, It

isclearthatwe needto examinetheeffectofconcentrationofinertinclusions,and also

theeffectoftheirshape.At leastone more concentrationneedstobe studied,The best

would be a valueneartothatofa proposedmetallicdrum composition,about i0_ metal

by volume (R. Beraun,Org. 6345).Further,the effectofinclusionshape needsto be
clarified.Thiswould be mostclearlybroughtout by addingsphericalinertp_trticles.The

testmatrixrequiredtoaccomplishthesegoalsisM follows:
.......... ...... .,, r- ............... =:_ _: r

Volume Fraction Shape ReplicationsPressure

0.10 disk 2 3,45

0.10 disk 2 6,00

0.10 disk 2 10.3

0,I0 sphere 2 3,45

0.10 sphere 2 6.90

0.10 sphere 2 10,3

0.20 sphere 2 3.45

0,20 sphere 2 6.90

0.20 sphere 2 10.3

At recentlevelsoffundingforsimilarwork we wereabletofinish6 consolidationtestsin

one year.Thus,onlycertaintestsfrom thistestmatrixcouldbe selectedforinitialwork.

Itisbesttoconcentrateour initialeffortson thediskshapedmaterialsM thisisprobably
closertotheaspectratioofshreddedmetalpieces,Thus,4 experimentson disksand 2 on

sphereswould be suggested,
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_,j,e Panel So)deC-_lculMton0for the Wute lmlatto, Pilot Pleat (WIPP)

INTRODUCTION

On, _ th, tuks list_ in the DisposalRoominvwtiliation: Work Airwment for FY 91
wu a de_stratt_ ctdculationof the creepclo,ur, d a _plet, WIPP stor_ panel

cout_ntnliwren mpty dte_ _ andtwoh,ul_ ways,The statedpur_ of thi,
_culation is to _mtne the feutbiltty _ suchcalculatlonefor _dmd,| important

iu,_ rellted to _ttory _or__. it is ex_t,d that lul!e numberl d panel

_e cadcul,ttone_ be _uir_ to anowerquNtionerqardtnll Ionl _rm _ttory

performance.The det,f_naLtton _ wheth, suchc_culationmcan be perfor_ _d

theirprobable_t aweimportantp_ts t. de.lapin| futureplanefor theDtepomalRoom

lnmtttation, progvm, The tint_ elementcodeSANTOS[I) is to be _ for tbue
calculations,toe, it, _putst_tl performeaceis _t_ thee SANCHOI2].

A p_viou, _cul,tion of thecreep¢)oeu_of aelnlllempty dispoud_ was_rformed

by Moflea[3] ustnt SANCHO, in this cadculation,the c_ ¢lo.u. _ a sinllledispoMl
room waa___ for a p_ of 200 years, _b r__lculattonah_ that creep

¢_u_ r_u_ the _ velum by ?e _cent after i00 yearsand thM the roof and

gear to, chadat &pproximatel¥lg5 _,. Typi¢lll¥, a dte_al _m _el ,tilin_ room

and pillar ey_ry Land ther_ure¢ou0td,rsonly o,_hadf of a dts_ roomgeometry.

The _i,l!e dte_ roommodelcormpondeto therm_,_ of a roomio an Infiniteur_

of st_lar _ whichimplt_ that _l _ in the panelwouldclo,est thesametaste.

Th,e, pamelrode _culMt_s provideInformationrqardinl( variationsin roomclo,ure

that are ,wded for p,rrorma,_, uumment. The model u_ by Marian[3] uttlt_

_ppr_ximMely_ven h.ndred quutrtlMeral finite elementafor the meshdte_retiaatto.,
This ¢&lrulatton_.tred _ rninut_ of cputimeon the Crsy _puter.

Tht__mo d_u_ts thetint two-di_ndonal tm_ystsof thecreepclosureofa _mplete

WIPP p_,l. The next_tion d_rt_ the panel|eometr¥ amd_alJn| usumptions.

The third _tion pr,aent, the rwulta of the an_ysis followedby a _tton summaristntl
the r_ulta_

^, i_l



Table 1. S_t MaterialPropertiesUsedfor the P_el Scale C&lcul&tio.

Younll Pot.on. ...... Cr_ _ .... _-- C_p Thermsl
Modulus Ratio Constsnt, Exponent, _n,t,mt,

............... ^ . ...............q/RT=,48 0,=5 8'. 70xi0'" '*" 4.9 =0i3....

Numerical Model

As shown Jn YJt_tre1, s typjcid WIPP psnel COfl|J|ts of SeVODdJspoesJ rooms, Pjnels &re

located _t ud Westof fourbsulqe ways whichrun North/Southit the fKility, The
dt,p_ roomsill bsve the same dimensions._ roomhess widthof 10,06 m suds
b_l_btof'3,_ m, The roomsJurelocated st s horisonof 650.43m belowthe ,urf_e, snd
m sepusted by a centerltne-to-centerlinedi,t_ce of 40,54 m. A phme of symmetryis
essumedto exist about a North/Southline drswntbrou|h the centerof the fourhaul,4e
way,, Thus, only two h&ulqe w_, ,rod one p_el of dijpoul roomsformthe besi, for
the nu_i_ model, The two b_ul_ w_, bsve difJ'erentdimensionsfromthe dJspoead
rooms.d fromwE other, Thefirstbsulqe w_, whichi. unrest the line of ,y_etry,
bes a widthof 7.62 m ,rod s beJtfbtof 2,44 m, The _nd blul_-e wsy but widthof
4,27 m sod _ bei|ht of 3,M m, The centerltnesof the two hsulqe wsy, are sep_sted
by s di.tJnce of 48.78 m, The horlsonof the btul_le w_. t, es,umed to be the ._ne
bortsones thJt forthe di,_ld rooms,650,43m,

The finiteelement meshfor the p_el wes Ilenerstedby developin| meshesfor s .inllle
dJJpo.Jlroom _d both bsulqe w_, _d then joiuinltthem tolletheru,tnll s utility
prollr_ c_led GJOIN[4],Fillure2 showsthe meshdevelopedfors ,in|le di,poJsl room,
Tbt, _b wes dupltcsted seven times to create the besic psnel tomb, Fisure 3 .bows
the besic mnh for s seven disposal room psnel. Cost&of,urf_es weredefinedwithin

room to hLndle_.t_ct between the room ,urf_e. u the creep closurebecomes
I_lle. The verticsiboundsrle,of the meshwerelocsted s hundredmeters fromthe _m
to elimtn&teboundsry efYect,,The bsulqe w_ mesheswere joined tolletber,rod to the
Nven di,poes!roommeshuJinllt.m,ition mesbm, Fillure4 ,bows the two bsulslle wsys
_d the trsn.ition mesh, An _ddition,dtr_n,itionmeshof 200 m wes _ded to the buic

psnel mesh to create s fsrEeldborizontslboundsry. The complete mesh is shown Jn
Fillure5, The model contsin, over 23,000qu_rllstersl finite elements, This model i,
over30 times Isrllertb_ the model usedby Morllsn[3]tn his _culstion,

The Jtrsti|rsphy wu uJumed to be comp_ of _11Jilt with Younlt',modulusdivided
by the usual f_ctorof 12.5, The propertiesu_ in the _sly,i, _e shown in Table1. The
creepmodel used is the power-lsweluttc/_ndsry creepmodelimplementedin SAN-
TOS, An sppliedoverburdenpressureof 1233 MPs wu spplied &lonllthe top boundary
tn conjunctionwith s Ilrsvitybody force lo4din the ,_lt, The combin&tionof overbur-
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den and gravity load is equilibrated by a pressure of 17.52 MPa applied along the lower
boundary of the mesh. A horizontal sy_etry boundary condition was applied along
the left side of the mesh. A no horizontal displacement boundary condition representillg
the effects of a farfleld boundary was applied to the right boundary of the mesh. The
applied boundary conditions are shown schematically in Figure 6.

Analysis Results

This calculation c_ntalns several important areas of interest for the Disposal Room In-
vestigations Program. The first is the variation in vertical room closure within a panel.
The second is a comparison of panel scale room closure with the closure from a single
dispos_ room calculation. The room numbering scheme used in discussing the results
is shown in Fibre 6, The vertical room closure is defined as the sum of the floor and
ceiling verticaddisplacements at the room eenterline. Contact between the floor and roof
correspondsto a closure of 3.96 m. Figure 7 shows the vertical closure history for Rooms
I . 4, and Figure 8 shows the closure history for Rooms 4 - 7. The curves of vertical
closure show that Rooms I and 2 are the only rooms that do not experience floor and
roof cont_t within the 200 year analysis period. After studying the results, it appears
that the closures _ si_iar for _rns 2 and 6 and Rooms 3 and 5. Rooms I and 7 were

expected to have similar closure histories but the presence of the haulage ways results in
a faster closure for Room 7. Comparisonof the closures for Rooms I and 7, Rooms 2 and
6, a Id Rooms 3 ,rod 5 are shown in Figures 9 - II, respectively. The ruults show that

the fastest closure (153 years) occurs at the center room (Room 4). The time to achieve
room closure incs*eues with distance from Room 4. The two haulage ways (Rooms 8
and 9) have closure histories, Figure 12, different from the other rooms due to their size
differences and their location near the plane of symmetry. Room 9 experiences contact
between the floor and roof within the 200 year analysis period; however, Room 8 exhibits
a very slow closure during the 200 year period due to its initially squareshape. Individu-
ills concerned with the closure and the degree of backfillcompaction in the underground
rooms will be interested in the response of Room 8 because it reaches only 50 percent
closure in 200 years.

The closureof Room 4 can be compared to the closure for a single disposal room config-

uration similar to the one analyzed by Morgan[3]. The single disposal room calculation
presented here was performed using the finite element code, SANTOS, with a mesh
discretization utilizing approximately 1200 quadrilateral finite elements. The closure
comparison between Room 4 response and the single disposal room model is shown in
Figure 13. The single disposal room model shows a slightly lurer closure (140 years)
than Room 4. This result is not unexpected since the single room corresponds to a larger
undergroundextraction ratio. The single disposal room calculation provides a benchmark

for relating single room analyses to probable panel scale responses.

The execution time for the pane] scale calculation needs to be compared to other dis-
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posal room calculations in orderto assess the cost of performingsuch large scale calcu]a.
tions. The panel scale calculation performed for a 200-year study period using SANTOS

required 55 minutes of cpu time on the Cray YMP computer. This time should be
compared to the 200-minute cpu time required for the single disposal room model an.
alyzed by Morgan[S] using SANCHO. The single disposal room model required 16 cpu
minutes using SANTOS which clearly demonstrates the faster execution times available
with SANTOS. Based upon the 55 cpu minutes requiredfor the panel scale c_culation,
performing panel scale calculations on a regular basis seems to be reuonable both from
the perspective of cost and time.

Summary

Several important observations can be made baaedon the panel scale calculation. First,
the pane] scale calculation can provide the details necessary to determine the room to
room variation in vertica} closure. This is important since three differentroom geometries
exist within a single panel. Room response within the panel varies from complete closure
of a disposal room to 50 percent closure of a hau]qe way in 200 years. Second, the

fastest closure of a panel room is within I0 percent of the closure computed by a single
disposal room model. Finally, the cost in both analysis time and money of performing
a panel scale calculation is within bounds which should be acceptable to the Disposal

Room investigations program. Variations in the problem definition requiring different
boundary conditions or constitutive models will probably increase the cpu time required
from the values reported here.
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Figure 1. Plan View of the WIPP Underground F_ility Showing the Disposal

Rooms and the Haulage Ways.
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Figure 2. Mesh Discretization Developed for Use With the Single Disposal Room
Model.
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Figure 3. Mesh Discretization Used for the Basic Seven Room Panel.
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Figure 4. Mesh Discretization Used for the Two Haulage Ways and Transition Mesh.
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Figure 5. Mesh Discretization Used for the Complete Panel Scale Analysis.

Applied Overburden
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Figure 6. Schematic of the Boundary Conditions Applied to the Panel Scale Analysis.
The Room Numbering Scheme Used in the Discussion is Also Shown,
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Figure S. Vertical Closure History for Rooms 4 Through 7.
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Figure l O. Comparison of Vertical Closure for Rooms 2 and 6,
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Figure 18, _mpmrtlo. ofVerticalClwur. _ulte forRoom4 L,ld fora Sinll,'
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FigureI, Oeometry,Bound_ ConditionsandMeshDt_rettzationUsedfor the
Analysisof theC_p Clot _of theEmptyDlspo_ Room

Problem DMerlntlon

The pn_blemof interesti,_thecompulaU,nof thetime-dependentclosureof anempty

WIPPdisposalroom.We willstudya modelprobleminvolvingtheclosureof anempty
disp(_salroom in an all M!t stratigraphy,The room is one of an infinite arrayof disposal
rooms,40,54 m oncenmr,u) symmetrybounda,,'yconditionsareusedto simplifythe
problem.ThedisposalroomsizeL_10,06m wideby3.96m high.The roomis I_ated at
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the_positoryhorizonwhichis650.43m belowthesurface.Theverticalextentorthe
problemisapproximately50m aboveandbelowtheroomhorizon.A tracdonbound_
conditionisappliedtotheproblematthetopbound_ tor_presenttheloada&sociatedwith
thesaltoverburden.Gravityloads_ appliedtothe_Itandaverticallyv_ing initial
s_ssstateisappliedbasedonthedensityoftheoverburdenanddepthbelowthesurface.
Thelowerbound_ tractionRacLstheappliedoverburdenandgravityloads.Theproblem
geometryandappliedboundaryconditionsareshownonthegeneratedmeshinFigureI.
Themeshcontainsappn_ximatelyII00uniformstrainquadrilateralelements.The
constitutivemodelusedforthe_t kstheoldreferenceelastic-secondarycreepmodelwith
reduced_.l_ticconsumts,E/12.5.Theconstantsused_ showninTableI.

Table i: Salt MateH_ Properties UI_ for Disposal Room Calculatfons
_ ,,,_,_.......

Young's Poisson's Creep Stre_ ThermalModulus Cons_t

(Pa) Ratio Constant,A Exponent,n Q/RT
.......... ...........................IIII............. II'I_ _"....... ........................

24.8X I0u 0.25 5.79x i0"_6 4.9 20.13

CodeDeserlntlons

Thetwostructuralcodes,SANCHO (6]andSPECTROM-32 [I],usedforthecalculations
L,'equitedifferent,SANCHO isaspecialpurposefiniteelementprogr_.'nwhichhasasingle
elementtype,Theelementisafour-nodequadrilateralwiththenumericalintegration
performedat the2x2gau._pointsfor thedeviatoHcpartof thestressandat theelement
centroidforthebulkpressurepart.Thecodeusesanadaptivedynamicrelaxationtechnique
to achieveanequilibriumsolutionto theappliedloads._e codeisbasedona large

displacementformulationwhichmeansthatthecurrentdeformedgeometryof anelement
isusedincomputingtheelementstiffness,bodyforces,andtractionboundaryconditions.
Thiscanbeaveryimportanteffectwhenlargedeformationsoccursuchu intheproblem
di_uxsedinthismemo.SANCHOalsohasam_ter-s]avecontactsurfacealgorithmwhich

canbeusedtomodelazbttrarycontactof surfacessuchascontactbetweentheroof,floor
andribsof adJspo_room.SPECTROM-32isageneralpurpose,finiteelementcodewith
severaldifferentelementsinitselementlibrary.It hasthefour-nodequadrilateralelement
whichisfoundin SANCHO.SPECTROM.32isbasedonasmalldeformation

formulation,which meansthattheelementstiffnessksbasedontheoriginalelement

geometry.Changesingeometrywillnotbereflectedinupdatestotheelementstiffnessor
totheappliedloadsthatshouldresultwhenanelement'sshapechanges,SPECTROM.32
alsod_s nothavethecapabilityformodelingarbitrarysurfacecontact.However,it does
havethecapabilitytomodelslidingsurfacesusinga thin,specialelement.

TheSANTOS[7]code,anewcodeb_d ontheoriginalSANCHOsolutionalgorithm,hz_,

beenusedforthepresentwork.It isbasedona largedeformationformularjon.However,it
wasmodifiedfor thisstudysothat it wouldalsogeneratesmalldeformationsolutionsfor
comparisonto thelargedeformationsolutions.Thecodecontainsasingleelementtype
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whichisauniformstrain,four-nodequadrilate_element,Thecodeusesaself-adaptlve
dynamicrelaxation_hemetoreachtheequilibriumsolution.Anarbitr_contactsurface
algorithmbasedonthemaster-slaveconceptisalsoimplemented.Theelementtypeand
codearchitecture_ basedoncurrentstate-of-the-_finiteelementtechnology.Itshould
benotedherethata_te elementcodewithalargedisplacementformulationcangenerate
smalldisplacementsolutionsifthedisplacements_ small.However,asmall
displacementcodecannotproducealargedisplacementsolution,,

0o _ ----- stunI)_'ormauo,n_oco._
....._,_ID_ormaUoW_omet

• _,, _ .... LanpI_rormUoa#_oCo,u,d -jIi0 •- I,arlleI_romatlow_r'.,oaiaet

0 . t I .... i • , , i .....

0 30 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 IN 100
Time(.Veers)

Figure2.Compeu-isonofAnalysisAssumptionsUsedforCalculation
oftheDisposalRoomtoClosure

Dlsnosal Room Calculations
w ........

Severalcalculationswereperformedto investigatetheeffectsonclosureof large
deformationandof includingcontactsurfacesbetweenthe roof,floor,andribof the
disposalroom,Figu_ 2 showsthe percentof originalroomvolumeas a functionof time
forthe fourdifferentanalysesperformedinthisstudy.Thefirstanalysisinvolvedthe
assumptionofsmall deformationbehaviorwithoutthepresenceof contactsurfaces.This
calculation,designatedas SmallDeformation/NoContactinFigure2,representstheresults
possiblewith SPECTROM-32.The volumeof thedisposalroomis shownto decrease
almostlinearlywithume.This samelinearbehavioris seenin the percentvolume-time
resultsreportedin [2].The finalroomdeformedshapeis showninFigure3. Note thatthe
cornersof the roomhaveoverlappedduringthecalculation.Thismeansthatafteroverlap
has occurredthe resultsnolongerhaveanyphysicalmeaning.The deformedshapein
Figure3 also illustratesthe difficultiesin determiningthecorrectroomvolumeforthis
comparison.Inthisstudy,thereportedvolumeatany particulartimewascomputedonthe
b_is of the non-overlappedarea.
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'1The second analysisagainu_d the small deformationa.,tsumptttn butincluded the effect.,
of contactsurfacesalong the roof, floor,andrib.The pe_ent of original volume resultsare
shown in Figure 2, as Small Defiwmation/Contact.The rote of room closure is slowed
somewhat by the proppingaction of the rib but the overalleffect of the contactsurface is
small. The deformed shape at the final analysis time is shown in Figure4.

............ i

D.O "- " _

I

-I,! _ ....

*t,| _ .......

-t1,0 "-t'-- --... ,.

"'.'o.o ,., ,.o ,., ,.0 ,., ,.o

Figure3.FinalDeformedShapeof theDisposalRoomfor the
C_e of SmaLlDeformationAnalysisWith NoContactSurfa_s

Ouranalyses will now includethe effects of largedeformation.Large deformationwill
accountfor increases in pillarwidth andothergeometry changes to compute the actual
stressstate experiencedby the salt. The firstcalculation does not includethe use of contact
surfaces. The room volume calculation, labeled LargeDeformation/No Contactin Figure

2, shows a largereductionin roomclosure rate in comparison to the small deformation
cases. There is almost a factorof two difference between the Small Deformation/No

ContactandLarge Deformation/NoContact analyses.This differenceis muchgreaterthan
the effect of including contact surfaces for the small deformationanalyses. It must be
remembered,however, that the resultsof the LargeDeformation/No Contactanalysis are

invalid afteroverlaphas occurred.The final deformedshape is shown in Figure5. The last
analysis is the large deformation analysis with contactsurfaces included.The results,
shown in Figure 2 asLarge Deformation/Contact,areverysimilar to those obtainedin [3].
The rate of room closure is slowed even fu_er when large deformationeffects and room

proppingoccur.The final room configurationis shown in Figure6. Note the differencein
deformed shape occurringnear the comerswhen comparedto the small deformation
analysis with contact surfaces.

A finalobservationaboutthe results shownin Figure2 is thatthe differencesbetween small
deformationand ltu'gedeformationate seen to occur atearly times. Differences in the
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curves can be observed at times less than 10years. The effects of the contact surfaces can

observed as branchingalongthe two curves associated with smalland large deformation
solutions. The contact surfacesdo not ap'_earto be a factoruntil approximately 25 years for
the small deformation analyses and 40 :,,earsfor the large deformation analyses.

I,tl
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-i,11

b. "1,0

-4.11

-I.0

0,0 I .S 3.0 4.S e,O 7.S I,O
X

Figure4. Final Deformed Shapeof the Disposal Room for the Case
of Small Deformations With Contact Surfaces.

Summary

Computational analyses of a disposal room in an all salt stratigraphy have been performed
to determine the cause of the significant differences in room closure calculations reported
in [2-31. The analyses investigated the effects of large deformation kinematics and the use
of contact surfaces for the roof, floor, and rib of the disposal room model. The results show

that the largest difference between the calculations reported was due to the ability or
inability by the finite element codes to model large deformation behavior. The effect of
including contact surfaceswas importantbut not to the same extent as the large deformation
assumption. It is important to mention here again that the results for the analyses which
did not include contact surfaces are not valid after the surfaces of the room have

overlapped. Therefore, caution should be exercised with regard to reporting these results.
Differences between the small and large deformation solutions were shown to occur within
the first tan years of the analyses.
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Figure 5. Final Deformed Shape of the Disposal Room for the Case

of Large Deformation With No Contact Surfaces.
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Figure 6. Final Deformed Shape of the Disposal Room for the Case
of Large Deformation With Contact Surfaces.
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,ubJect:Finite Element A.alysis of TRU Storage Rooms Filled With Waste and Crushed Salt

1 introduction

The transuranic waste that will eventually be stored st tile WIPP site has a very high void

content. Based on the results of a sampling program [1], it is estimated that approximately

70% of the volume inside of a typical w_te container will be void. Under the present plan,

these waste containers will be placed in the storage rooms in their present state (i.e., without

addition_l compaction). Crushed salt will be used to fill the empty space between containers
a,d betwee, the container stacks and the walls of the rooms. Closure of the rooms due

to creep in the surroundi,g salt formation will gradually consolidate the waste and backfill

into a dense state, impeding the diffusion of waste and flow of fluids. Because of the large

void volume in both the waste stack and the crushed salt, the hydraulic conductivity of the

storage rooms will be much greater than that of the salt formation. Since the void decreases

as the rooms close, the hydraulic conductivity of the rooms will also decre_e with time. A

storage room has been a, alyzed using the finite element code SANCHO to provide estimates

of the void volume in the room as a function of time. Such information will eventually be

used to estimate the permeability of the room contents. These permeability estimates will,

in turn, be used to evaluate the consequences of hypothetical scenarios where the repository
is breached.

Previo.s estimates of the void volume i. storage rooms have primarily been derived from

tile results of an empty room analysis reported in [2]. These estimates were based on the

assumption that the stresses that develop inside of the room will be sufficiently small so that

they will have little effect on the closure of the room until the consolidation of the waste

a.d backfill is nearly complete. Results from the analysis of a storage room filled with wet

crushed salt [3] supported this assumption.

The purpose of the present investigation was to determine the amount and distribution of

void volume in a storage room containing both waste and backfill. I. the room that was

a.alyzed, 70% of the volume in the waste stack was void while 35% of tile volume in the

backfill regio, w_ void. These void fractions are typical of what is anticipated in the waste

attd backfill that will eventually be emplaced at the WIPP site. These initial void fractions

are much higher than those considered in a previous analysis of a storage room filled with
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waste and backfill [4], and a considerable amount of development work was required before

this problem could be properly analyzed.

Yhe result8 of the present model 8how that the total void vo|_rne in the wute-IIled room is

expected to decrease to 5% of the total room volume 00 y...srs after the waste is emplsced.

The analysis also shows that the crushed salt backfill consolidates much faster than the

waste. Because these results are besed on mechanical properties derived from a very limited

number of experiments, they should be regarded ss tentative. As more experimental results

become available for the crushed salt and waste, the room will be reanalyzed using updated

mechanical properties.

2 Overview of Analytical Approach

Early efforts to obtain a solution to the room closure problem with waste and backfill were

unsuccessful. After an extensive study, it was determined that several factors were respon-
sible for the difficulties. These factors were:

1. The material inside the storage room is initially very soft compared to the intact salt

in the surrounding formation.

2. The crushed salt rapidly stiffens as it consolidates.

3. The elastic/plastic model used to represent the deviatoric response of the crushed salt

gives unrealistically high stresses in the backfill.

4. The use of slide lines between the crushed salt and the intact salt makes it difficult for

the dynamic relaxation algorithm to converge to the equilibrium state.

To circumvent these problems, the following measures were taken:

1. A new error measure was developed and implemented to better evaluate when the ana-

lytical solution is sufficiently close to equilibrium (i.e., when the nodal forces balance).

2. The fictitious mass matrix defined for the dynamic relaxation algorithm was updated

after each iteration based on the effective stiffness of the material (this updating was

made for the crushed salt only).

3. The plasticity model used to deseribe the devlatoric behavior of the crushed salt was

replaced with aa elastic-K_ondary creep model.

4. All slide lines were eliminated from the mesh.

The discussion which follows describes in more detail the problems encountered in the anal-

ysis of room closure and the actions that were taken to circumvent the problems.
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The large difference between the initial stiffness of the room contents and the stiffness of the

intact salt made it difficult to determine when an "acceptable" solution had been obtained to

the force equilibrium equations st the nodes. In SANCHO, iterations are made within each

time step until the nodal forces resulting from the stress within the elements approximately

balance the externally applied forces at each node. To determine when this condition is

satisfied, an "error measure" is computed at the end of each iteration and compared against

a specified tolerance. The error measure used in SANCHO and in many other finite element

codes gives a single value based on the sum of the magnitudes of the force imbalance at

all nodes in the mesh. This is referred to as a global error measure. For the room closure

problem, the force imbalances in the waste and backfill regions have very little effect on the

global error measure because the materials are initially very soft and occupy only a small

part of the total mesh. As a result, when an error tolerance of 0.5% is used (this is the default

value in SANCHO), the iterstive process is terminated before a good solution is obtained in

the waste and backfill. Unfortunately, when • much tighter toleruce is used with the global

error measure, the convergence requirement is too stringent for the force residus/s st nodes

located in the intact salt region, and the program continues with equilibrium iterations long

after a good stress solution h_s been obtained throughout the model. Because of this, the

global error measure does not provide an acceptable basis for determining convergence in

this particular problem.

To circumvent this problem, a new error measure was defined for the force imbalances. This

new error measure is evaluated at each node in the mesh and, as a result, is referred to as a

local error measure. The local error measure compares the magnitude of the force imbalances

at each node to the magnit.udes of the internal and external forces acting on the node. The

solution is accepted when the value of the local error measure at all of the nodes is smaller

than a specified tolerance. A more detailed description of both the local and global error

measures is given in Appendix A.

The second unusual feature of the room closure problem is that the stiffness of the crushed

salt increases as it consolidates. This has an adverse effect on the dynamic relaxation algo-

rithm that is used in SANCHO. In the method of dynamic rela_xation, the static solution is

obtained by finding the steady-state solution to a damped dynamics problem. In the room

closure problem, the critical time step size for the crushed salt elements decreases as the

stiffness of the crushed salt increases. Is the stsadsrd version of SANCHO, the time step

si_e is not modified to account for changes in the stiffness of the materlsl, and, ss s result, the

dynamic relaxation algorithm becomes unstable sad does not converge to the equilibrium

solution. To fix this problem, the masses _sociated with nodes in the crushed salt region

were modified after each iteration based on the effective stiffness of the crushed salt. The

effective stiffness was computed from the stress and strain illcrements.

At the present time, consolidation tests on the crushed salt have been limited to hydrostatic

loading only. Information is not yet available on the devlatoric stress-strain behavior of the

backfill material. In previous analyses [3,4], an ad hoc plasticity model was used to compute

the deviatoric stresses in the crushed salt. When this constitutive model was used in the

present analysis of a room containing waste and backfill, the stresses in the backfdl becsune
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urealistic_y high. To avoid this problem, tile devistoric plasticity model was replaced

with sa elutic-secondary creep model. This model is described in Appe.dix B, Other mislor

changes were made to the crushed salt model to account for finite volume strains. These

changes are also described in Appendix B.

3 Finite Element Results

A series of three finite element analyses were conducted for a TRU storage room. The first

analysis was made on an empty room, the second analysis was made on a room filled with

crushed salt, and the third analysis was made on a room filled with s combination of crushed
salt and waste.

The same finite element mesh was used to model the surrounding salt formation in all three

cases. Figure I shows tile dimensions of the mesh and the boundary conditions that were

assumed in the models. The room has a height of 4 meters and a width of I0 meters.

A symmetry boundary condition is specified along the right edge of the mesh to simulate

conditions that would exist around a typical room located near the middle of a periodic array
of rooms spaced at 40.5 meters on centers in the horizontai direction. This mesh differs from

ones used in previous analyses in that:

. • '1 The deformation is assumed to be symm trlc about a horizontal plane that passes

through the center of the rib.

2. The distance from the center of the room to the upper edge of the mesh is approximately

half of the distsace used in previous analyses.

3. The corners of the room are assumed to be round (0.23 m radius) instead of square.

The first two modeling assumptions in this list were made to reduce the CPU time and

actual clock time of conducting the analyses during the development phase of this project.

Future computations will be made with a larger mesh. The rounded corners match those in
the actual rooms at the WIPP site.

An elastlc.secondary creep constitutive model was used to represent the stress-strain behavior

of the intact salt. Following [2], the reference elastic constants were divided by 1223, and the

stratigraphy was assumed to be composed completely of salt. These approximations have

been shown to produce room closure histories which match those in empty rooms at the
WIPP site.

8.1 Analysis of an Empty Room

An empty room was analyzed to evaluate the performance of the new error measure and to

evaluate the performance of the mesh shown in Figure 1, These evaluations were made by

comparitlg the room closure results to those obtained from a previous analysis [2] made with
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the mesh shown in Figure 2. in the following discussion, the model shown in Figure 2 will
be referredto as Model 1, and the model shown in Figure i will be referredto as Model 2.

Figllres 3 and 4 show how the room closed as a function of time in the Model 2 analysis,
After approximately 25 years, the rib began to penetrate the roof and floor, Slide lines

were not used in this calculation so the results obtained from the Model 2 sualysis are not
meaningful after 25 years of closure.

In Figures 5 '_hroush7, the Model 2 results for the vertical closure, the horizontal closure,

and the volume change in the room are compared against the correspondingvalues calculated
with Model I. These comparisons show that Model 2 closes somewhat _ter than Model 1.

After 25 years of closure, the change in room volume in Model 2 is 12% more than the
change in room volume obtained from Model i. The more rapid closure ts most likely due
to the shorter distance between the center of the room and the upper boundary o/' the mesh
in Model 2 as comps.red to Model 1. Again, this distance was made sho_ter to reduce the
computatioli time.

8.2 Analysis of a Room Filled With Crushed Salt

The closureof a room filled with crushed salt was analyzed using the mesh shown in Figure 8.
This model will be referredto as Model 3. The crushed salt was given an initial density

of 1400 kg/m _ which corresponds to a void fraction of approximately 35%. The material
constants used with the crushed salt model are listed in Table 2.

The closure of the room at the midhelght of the rib and the room closure at the center of

the roof and floor are plotted in Figures 9 and 10 as functions of time. These figures also
show the pressure st the center of the room and the corresponding closures obtained from
the Model 2 analysis of the empty room. Initially the results from Model 3 closely track the

empty room results; however, the closure of the backfllled room slows significantly before
the pressure at the center of the room reaches 1 MPs. The ratio of the horizontal closure to

the verticaJclosure for Mode] 3 is shown in Figure II.

Tit,: void fraction in any element or region inside the room can be computed from the
relationship:

where v is the void fraction in the element or reglon, V,o,dis the void volume in the element
or region, V is tlJe currentvolume of the element or region, AV is the difference between the
current volume and the initiai volume inside the element or i ,0reg on, and _',oidis the initial
void volume inside the element or region. Figure 12 shows how the total void fraction in

the room changes as a function of time. The estimated void fraction based on the empty
room analysis (Model 2) is also shown in this figure. In the Model 3 analysis, the void in the

backfill dlecreues to 5% of the total room volume approximately 30 years after emplacement
sf the backfill. Based on the empty room calculation, the void fraction in the room decreases
to 5% alter 20 years
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Fiiure 13 showsthe distributionof void in the backfill 6 years, 10 years,2S years,and
S0yearsafteremplacementof the backflU,Theseresultsshowthat the backfillconeolidate(_

mootrapidly near the cornersof the r_m, This is in contrut to the multi obtainedtn [3]
wherethe cornerswereobservedto be the siteswith the _afeel void fraction./|rbe _rce

d this diKrepuey is the difference in the lu,mmed behavior st the in_ _m the
mashed aide ud the wldls of the room. In the current model, the cruJhed 8_t wu rigidly

attachedto the boundl_iesof the room, whilein I:lt]the _klq.U wtultdlowedto dJde_ly
relative to the wuiI8.

The reui consolidationrate in the cornersprobablyliessomewherebetweenthe resultsob-

tainedwith frtctlo.le, slidingt.terface| at thewuilJandtheresultsobtainedwith interfaces

tllat are rigidly tied together, In reality, the crushedsuit granulesat the boundaryof the

roomprobablybondto the intactsuitu readilyu they bondto other|ranulesof crushed

salt. It t8 possiblethat, near the walls, high shewing strains will developin a very thin

ba.d of crushedsalt..qltde lines ca. be usedst the.boundaryof the roomto modelthe

suddendisplacementchangeacrossthis thin layerof backfill,The useof a slJdinl;interface
wouldbe u.nece.ary if the shearbehaviorof the crushedsalt wereweUcharacteriseda.d

if an extremely fine mesh were used near the boundaries of the room. Unfortunately, the

mesh used in this analysis is too coarse to capture the shear band phe.omenon if does exist.
At the present time, solutions cannot be obt,dned with sliding interfaces when the tnitiui

backfill density is u low u 1400 ks/m s. Hence, the mults from the Model 9 untly,ds may
ovemtlmate the con|oUdttion rate in the come. of the room.

Figures 14 and 15 co.tain contour plots of the verticui and hortsontal stresses In the backfill

at four different times. The highest stresses are found in the corners of the room, Away
from the corners, the stresses are reuonably uniform,

S.8 Analysis of a Room Filled With Waste and Backfill

A room containing a combS.salon of crushed salt and wute was analysed after it was verified
that the two previous closureproblems could be solved with the updated version of SANCHO,

The finite element mesh used to model this problem i8 shown in Figure 16. As in the
two previous a.uiyses, tlle geometry and loadi.g were assumed to be symmetric about a

horizo.ts] pla.e that cut through the midheisht of the rib. As a consequence, the waste in
the finite element model was located at the center of the room and was surrounded on uiI

sides by a layer of crushed salt, In the actual configuration, the wute will rest directly o. the
floor of the room and will be i. contact with the backfill on three sides only, The distance
betwee, the wwte stack and the rib i8 tlle same in the fi.ite element model and in the actual

co.flguration. To make the total volume of crushed suit the same as that called for i. the

ictus] co.figuration, the distance in the finite element model between the top of the waste
stack and the roof of the room was made hall' sa large ss that in the ictus] configuration.
I. future ans]yses ti_e lower half of tlte room will be modeled i.stead of _sunti. s vertical
symmetry at the rilL)midlleigllt,

The backfill material e.d the intact salt weremodeled with the same constitutive models a.d



with the samematerial constantsusedin the Model 3 analysts. ']'he volumetricplasticity

modeldescribedi. the SANCIlO UsersManual[6] wu usedto modelthe wute, The curve

deflninsthe relationshipbetweenthe pressureand the volumetricstrain for the wute is
plotted in Fisure l?. This curvewu derivedfrom the resultsof crushtestsconductedon

six.packarranlementsof emptydrumsthat weresurroundedbycrushedsalt andcompressed

perpendicularto the axisof the drum (seeFisures18and 20 in Is)),^xt.] crushinstests
¢ond.ctedon empty drums showthat once_n empty drum basinsto collapseit continues

to collapsewith very little lncreue tn the appliedload(seeFJiure_ in Ifl]), In the absence

of other i.formstion, tt wu usumedthat drumsfilledwith wute w,_uldcollapselike empty
drumsuntil all of the vold (_ ?0%) wu eliminatedfrom the drum,

in Fi|ure 18, the horlsontaiclosurest the rib mldhell|ht Is plotted as s functionof time.
Fisure lg containss similarplot of the verticalclosurebetweenthe roof and floorat the

verticai centerline of the room. After |lJ m of closure,the horisontil sad verttcsl cloeum

for the room tUled with wute sad be_kJU]were rousIdy _10% less tksn zimtlsx closures
aDmputedin the Model2 empty room uslysis. The ratio of horisontaiclosureto vertical

closure is plotted., Fisure 20. Althou|h the vertical closure after 200 years is only 0%larger
that, the horlsontalclosure,the final verticalclosurerepresents80% of the initial heJshtof

the roomwhilethe horizontalclosureaccountsforonly23%of the l.itiai widthof the room.

In these calculations, the Initial void fraction of the crushed salt wu usumed to be 34.8%

and the initial void fraction of the wute wu usumed to be 1'1,3%. The volume strain i_. at
the point where the pressure.volumetric strain curve beEins to stiffen wu chosen so that

e, : loaf1- u°) (2)

where v° is the initial void fraction of the wore. The void fraction in the waste, the void

fraction in the backfill, and the void fraction in the room u a whole are plotted in Fisure 21
as f.nctions of time, The void volume in the backfill decreued to 6% of the total volume

in the backfillresion after approximately 40 years of closure, while 100 years of closure are

requiredbefore the void volume in the waste w_ reduced to 5%of the tots] volume of the
waste resion,

In Fisure 22, the void fraction computed in the Model 4 analysis is compared ssainst the

void i.ferred from the empty storase room calculations (Models I and 2). Based on the
rate of closure from the Model 1 analysis, the void fraction in the room would be reduced
to less than 1% after 60 years if the backstress did not slow the rate of room closure, The

results obtained from the Mode] 4 al|aiysis suggest that closure is slowed considerably by the
presence of the room contents, With the backstress acting on the walls, 130 years of closure
were required before the void fraction i. the room was reduced to less tlsaxz1%,

The conto.r plots in Figures 23 and 24 show how the void volume is distributed in the

wute and backfillregions at four difl'ere.t points i. time. In both regions, the void fractio.

is lowest in the corners. As mentioned previously, this result appears to be sensitive to
the method used to model the i.terfaces between the various regions (i.e., whetller the two
materials at an interface are connected rigidly or are connected with sliding interfaces). At
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this time it is not possible to establish whether the void volume will be higher or lower in

the cornersof wute and backfill regions,

Co, tour ph,ts of the vertical and horizontal stresses in the waste slid backfill are shc_wnits

Figures 25 through 28, These figures show that the safes,e8 initially rise much lurer in the
crushed salt region than in the wute region. Furthermore, the sire,, state is: the backfill
is not hydrostatic while the crushed salt is consolidating, This is further confirmed by the
plot, it, Figures 29 through 31 which show the vertical, horizontal, and out.of.plane stress
u s rut,crass of time at three locations in the wute and backfill. Since the constitutive
model for the crushed salt was derived from con,olidation tests that were conducted under

hydrostatic loading conditions, the accuracy of the constitutive model is unknown for the
type of loading observed in the storage room.

4 Conclusion

An approach hv been developed to analyze the closureof room, filled with waste and crushed
salt which contain a large amount of void volume. Two of the key feature, in thi, approach
are:

I. a new error meuure wu used to determine when equilibrium wu satisfied in the finite
eletnent model (see Appendix A), and

2, the raM, matrix defined for the dynamic rel_ation algorithm wu updated after each
iteration bued on the effective ,tiffne,s of the crushed slit.

Three differentrooms wereanalyzed using the new approach. The cues included an analysis
of an empty storage room, an analy,ls of a storage room filled with crushed salt, and an
analysis of a storage room filled with a combination of wute and cru,hed ,alt. These analyses

indicate that the consolidation of the material in a storage room can be ,ignificantly ,lowed
by the back,tress exerted on the wall, of the room by the room contents. In the analysis of

the storage room filled with waste and backfill, 135 years of closure were requiredbefore the

void in the room we, completely eliminated. By compari,on, approximately 60 years would

be requiredto reach complete compaction if the backstre,s were not present (,ee Figure 22).

In contrast to the results found in previous analyses [3,4], the present set of analyse, indickte
that the backfill consolidates faster in the corners of the room than at other locations. The

rate of compaction in the corner, of the room appear to depend on the Msumed behavior
at the interface (,lading interfaces as compared to fixed interfaces). At the present time it is
not possible to determine if the backfill does in fact consolidate lurer at these locations.

When the waste stack is present, the deviatoric compones|t of stress in the backfill is large
while the crushed salt is consolidating. In the past, coltsolidation tests of the crushed salt

have only been conducted under hydrostatic losdiz,g conditions. The results from the present
investigatios| emphasize the need for conducting consolidation experimez|ts olt crushed salt
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under ]oadlng conditions where the principal stresses are unequal.

As a final note, it should be stressed that the results of the present investigation are bued

on a very limited amount of experimental data with regard to the p_operties of the wMte

and crushed salt. Test, that are presently underway will provide ncw information concerning

the properties of these materials, Future analyses based on updated properties of the room

contents could yield results that are differe,t from those rep_Drted here.
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A Error Measures for Force Equilibrium in Finite Element Prob.
lems

When an lteratlve method is used to solve a system of equations, some criterion must be

used to determine when the estimated solution is sumclently close to the actus] solution. In

a finite element problem, the system of equatious that nlust be solved can be written u:

ItffiF.,- Ft., = 0 (3)

where R is referred to M the "relldus]" force vector, F.t is the "external" force vector

which is compoted of the nods] forces from surface tractions and body forces, and Fint is

the "interns]" force vector which is composed of the nodal forces that arise lrom stresses

inside the elements. The length of the residual force vector is equs] to the number of

degrees of freedom in the problem, For example, in a two.dlmenstons] problem, the length

of the residual force vector will be equal to twice the number of nodes less the number of

constrained degrees of freedom. The ith entry in the internal force vector is computed from

the summation of the forces from each element containing the ith degree.of-freedom, The

interns] force vector can be expressed as:

N

Fla., = _ j'/ (4)
j,,l

where N is the number oi' degreesof freedom, and .f/is the force o1|degree.of.freedom i due

to the stressesi, element j.

O,le method used to measure the relative slse of the error in the approximate solution of

Equation 3 is to compare the magnitude of the residual force vector to the mag_tude of the

external force vector, n;_mely:

= ..................... -- (5)

When _ is less than a specified tolerance (a typlcal tolerance is 0.5%), the system of equations

in Equation 3 is assumed to be satisfied, the iter_tive procedure is terminated, and tlle next

time step is initiated.

Unfortunately, the external and interns] nodal forces have almost no physlcal meaning in the

structural problem, but instead are artifacts of the finite element method. The rosa.lauds of

the internal force acting at a node is a function of the size of the elements that are connected

to the node u well as the stresses existing i,i adjoining elements. The magnitude of the

exter.s] force acti.g at a node is _so a fu.ction of eleme.t size, For _sym_netric problems,
both the inter.sJ and external forces at a node are functions of the radisJ coordlnste of the
node.
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Since the primary variables of interest are tile stresses and displacements i. :he structure,
s Eood converKence criterion shouhl be satisfied if snd only if further reductions in the

reAidualforces will produce o.ly sliEht changes in the stresses and displacements throuAhout
the mesh, Unfortunately, what is an "acceptable" force residual in one portion of the ,.esh

may be unacceptable at snother location in the mesh, For example, further reduction of a

set of force residuals acti. s i. a reslon of the mesh where the elements are large and stilt
may produce virtually no change in the element stresses in this resion. If, however, the same
set of force residuals were present at s different location where the element sis. were n_u_h

sm_ller and the material wu much more flexible, further reduction of the residuals could
produce s large change in the element stresses.

The error meuure _ Eiven in Equation 5 suffers from three major deficiencies. First, all
force residuals are weishted equally resardless of the element size or radial location. Second,

because this error me&sureis bued on the magnitude of a vector that contains all of the
residual forces, it is possihie that the value of tile error meMure can be very small even
when the residuals are large in s small portion of the mesh, Third, the error meMure i
defined in Equation Gcompares the residual forces to the externally applied forces. This is ,L

disadvantage in therm,J stress or initial stress problems where no external loads are applied
to the structure.

In the WiPP room closure problems, the uncompacted waste and b,LckfUlinitially have very

low stresses compared to the large lithostatic stresses in the s,rrounding salt formation.
In ,addition, the room contents account for only a small fraction of the total area that is
modeled. The error measure _ is really not suitable for this type of problem. When the

tolerance for _ wM set to 0.5% in the room closure snsJyses, the equilibrium iterations were
often terminated before s sood solution wM achieved in the room. When the tolerance for

wu reduced, the number of iterations required to satisfy the tolerance became too larse.

To circumvent these problems, s new error measure, _, was defined. The new error meuure
is defiuedas

t

where N is the number of degrees of freedom, and _ is defined u

., IR,I

IF',,I . _.s Ifl l

In Equation7, F_j,tisthe externalforceactlngondegree.ot'-freedomi, f_ is the forcesctinBo.

desree-of.freedomi due to the stre.e, in elementj, M_ is the numberof elementsconttJnins
desree-of-freedomi, and Izl denotesthe absolute value of =. Equation 6 states that _ is

equal to the large.t valueof _ existinSat.any desree-of-freedom.

To ensurethat the denominatorin Equation ? is neverseroand to preventelementswith

negligiblestressesfromcontrollinBthe problem, s minimumvalueisestablishedfor _rhi.
mi.imum is establishedin the t'ollowinsway. First,,the nodal forcesare computed for the

element based on the eiemeqt stresses. These forces will be denoted by/i. Next, a second
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set of nodal forces are computed for the element assuming that a small hydrostatic pressure

of P,,l, exists inside the element. These forces will be referred to as ]/. The pressure p,_n is

defined so that it is snladler than the smallest pressure of interest in the problem (i.e., p,_,

essentisliy defines zero stress). The v_lue of f/used in Equation 7 is the larger of I]_Jland

Ij_/I. In the room closure problenls, s tolerance of 10% was used for _, and p_ was set equal
to 2 x I0-' MPs.

The advantages of using _ as an error measure in piece of e are:

I. In _, the magnitude of the force imbalance (residual) at each degree-of-freedom is

compared to the magnitude of the forces acting on that degree-of-freedom whereas all

residuals are given equal weighting in _.

2. The error measure _ is based on the most severe residual force in the mesh. Thus,

when the error tolerance for _ is satisfied, it is known that the residual forces at every

location in the mesh satisfy a known size restriction. The error measure _ is equally

sensitive to both the case where small force residuals are evenly distributed throughout

a large region in the mesh and a case where large force residuals are concentrated in a

small region of the mesh.

3. The error measure _ has meening in problems where there are no external forces (eg.,

therma_ stress problems) while _ is undefined for such problems.
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B Constitutive Model for the Crushed Salt

B.I Volumetric Response

A few minor adjustments were made to the volumetric creep model described in [3] to

account for a finite change in the volumetric strain witlfin a time step. These adjustments

were related to tile assumed relationship between the density at the beginning of the time

step po, the density at the end of tile time step pt+At, and the change in volumetric strain

during tile time step Ae_. In [3], this relationship was assumed to be:

p'+" =po/(1- (s)

Equation 8 holds for small increments in the volumetric strain; however, if the volumetric

strain increment is large, then the exact relationship should be used. From the continuity

equation, the volumetric strain rate eu is related to the density through:

_
P

which, when integrated over a time step yields:

pt+_,= poexp(Ae_,) (10)

When Equation 10 is substituted in Equation 3.3.7 of [3], the result can be rearranged into

the form of Equation 3.3.12 of [3]. The expressions for tile constants/f, B, and _ remain

tlle same; however, the expression for a is slightly different. The new expression for a is

given by:

o = (K, po-t- Apo - 1)_,, (11)

One other modification was made to the volumetric creep model to handle tile case where

the crushed salt reaches the fully compacted state in the middle of a time step. In this case,

volumetric creep occurs during the first part of the time step Atc,_,_,, while the volumetric

response is elastic during the latter part of the time step. The increment in the pressure,

Ap, is calculated from the relationship:

Ap = Apm.p + Kiat.ct d,,(At- Atc..p) (12)

where Kint,ct is the density of the intact salt, At_,p is the part of the time step over which
volumetric creep occurs, and Aper.,p is the increment in pressure that is calculated from the

volumetric creep equatioas over the time increment Atc,_,p. The length of time over which

the volumetric creep equations hold can be calculated from:
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1 /Pint'ct )
'/_tc_.eep -- "7" log (13)

e_ Po

If Atc,_p _ computed in Equation 13 is larger than At, then volumetric creep occurs over

the eatire time step.

B.2 Deviatoric Model

In the analyses described in [3,4], an el_tic-plutic model was used to represent the deviatoric

respo,tse of tile crushed salt. This model is described in Section 3.4.2 of [3]. When this

model was constructed, no information wu available for determi,dng the yield stress since

all experime,ltal data had been obtained from tests where the loading was hydrostatic. As

a result, the yield stress was computed to obt_n the stiffest possible deviatoric response.

The followizlg method was used to compute tile yield stress in [3,4] for plane strain analyses.

First, Hooke's law was used to compute trial stresses from the strain increments. If the

out-of-plane stress wm_sfound to be compressive, the trial stresses were accepted a_ the final

stresses. If tile out-of-plane stress was found to be tensile, a yield stress was computed so

that the out-of-plane stress was zero. The radial return method was used to return tile trial

stresses to the yield surface.

When the above method was used in analyzing room closure for a storage room containing

both waste and backfill, the deviatoric stresses in the crushed salt became unrealistically

high as compared to the deviatoric stresses in the intact salt. It was decided at this point to

use the elastic-creeping model described in Section 3.4.3 of [3]. The stresses in this model

are found by integrating the following equation:

_,j = 2G, [_:j - ACplnt_tlp) N exp(QIRT)(a_dahl)CN-t)/nadj] (14)

't

where s_j is tlne devlatorlc stress, Gp is the shear modulus of the crushed salt, e_# is the
deviatoric strain rate, T is the temperature, a,td A, Q, R, and N are the material constants
for the intact saJt.

Equation 14 is integrated with the same semi-analytical method used to integrate the sec-

ondary creep model i'ol"the intact salt. Both the shear modulus and the density change

during the time step; however, constant values must be used for Gp and p in order to apply

the semi.analytical integration scheme. To satisfy this restriction, the average value of p dur-

ing the time step and the value of Gp corresponding to tile average value of p are computed

and tlnen used in the integration algorithm.

After the deviatoric stresses are computed from the elastlc-creeplng model they are combined

with the mean stress to form the trial stresses. The trial stresses are accepted as the !iaal
stresses if:
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1. The mean stress is tensile, or

2. The out-of-plane trial stress is compressive, or

3. The mean stress is compressive and the out-of-plane trial stress is tensile but is less
than 10% of tile absolute value of tile mean stress.

If these conditions are not met, then tide deviatoric stresses are scaled back so that the

out-of-plane stress is equal to 10% of the absolute value of the mean stress.
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Table 1. Material Constants Used With the Elastic/Secondary Creep Model for the Intact
Salt.

_ PARAMETER VALUE

6/ 1.242x 10o Pa

K 1.656x 109 Pa

A 5.79 x 10-a* Pa-4'9/(sec.)
N 4.9

Q/RT 20.13

ii# = 2G [d[j- A exp(Q/RT)(ahisht)¢N-z)/'ai#] I

Table 2. Material Constants Used With the Crushed Salt Backfill Model.

_ PARAMETER VALUE II
Go 864. Pa

GI 6,53 x 10-3 m3/kg

Ko 1.41x 103 Pa

Kl 6.53 x 10-3 m3/kg

Ac 5.79 x 10-a6 Pa-i'°/(sec.)
N 4.9

q/RT 20.13

A -17.3x 10-3 mU/kg

Bo 1.3 x l0 s kg/(m s Rc)

BI ,82x 10-s Pa-I

G = Goexp(Glp)

K = Ko exp(K1p)

.Ad#= 2G [d_._- A,(p,,t.ctlp) ivexp(qlRT)(,,l,hl)(N-')/',d#]

/_,,,,p = Bo[exp(B,p) - 1]exp(Ap)
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Table 3. Pressure-Volumetric Strain Data Used in the Volumetric PlMticity Model for the
WaJte Drums.

PRESSURE in(p/po)

0.10 _.2×io"
0,21 1.04

0.307 1.11

0.993 1.21

2.89 1.25

14.0 1.30

Table 4. Other Material Constants Used With the Volumetric PIMticity Model for the
Drums,

PARAMETER VALUE

_ ........ _ :_ _ 3313 II M ply' .....................

/to 222 MPa.

ao 0

al 0

a= 3

#, KO -- llrei'MflC Shearand bulk mOd'[]

II ii II
g ,o,,,,,,- I!constantsfor yield function II
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NO VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT

Filure I. Finite Element Me,h U,ed to Andy_e Empty Room (Model 2).
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Figure 2. Finite Element Mesh Used in [2] to Analyze Empty Room (Model 1),
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Figure 4. Closure of the Corner in Ln Empty Room (Model 2 Results).
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Figure b. Comparison of Model i and Model 2 Results for Vertical Closure in an Empty
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Figure 6. Comparison of Model 1 and Modt.l 2 Results for Horizontal Closure in an

Empty Room at the Midheight of the Rib.
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Figure 7. Comparison of Model 1 and Model 2 Results for Volume Remaining in an

Empty Room,
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Figure 8. Finite Elemeat Mesh Used to Analyze a Storage Room Filled With Crushed

Salt (Model 3).
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Figure 12. Remaining Void Fraction in a Room Filled With Crushed Salt, Comparison

Belween Results With and Without Backstress from the Room Contents. The

Void Fraction is Defined in Equation 1.
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(Model 3 Results). The Void Fraction is Defined in Equation 1.
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Figure 14. Horizontal Stress Inside of a Room Filled With Crushed Salt (Stress is in
Pascals).
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Figure 15. Vertical Stress Inside of a Room FiLledWith Crushed Salt (Stress is in Pascals).
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Figure 16. Finite Element Mesh Used to Analyze a Storage Room Filled With Waste and

Crushed Salt (Model 4).
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Figure 18. Horizontal Closure at the Midheight of the Rib in a Room Filled With Waste

and Crushed SaJt and in an Empty Room. Closure is Expressed as a

Percentage of the Initial Width of the Room.
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Figure 19. Vertical Closure Between the Center of the Roof and Floor for a Room Filled
With Waste and Crushed Salt and for an Empty Room. Closure is Expressed

as a Percentage of the Initial Height of the Room.
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Figure 21. Remaining Void Fraction in the Waste Region, in the Backfill, and in the

Room as a Whole. The Void Fraction is Defined as the Ratio of the Void

Volume to the Current Volume (See Equation 1).
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Figure 23. Distribution of the Void Fraction in the Waste Region (Model 4 Results). The

Void Fraction is Defined in Equation 1.
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Figure 24, Distribution of the Void Fraction in the Backfill Region (Model 4 Results).
The Void Fraction is Defined in Equation I.
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,.bJoct: The Effect of Gu Generation on the Performance of CH-TRU Disposal Rooms

1 Introduction

Gases will be generated as a by-product of the corrosion and decomposition of CH-TRU

waste and waste containers that will be stored at the WlPP site. Microbial degradation

of the waste will produce carbon dioxide as well as potentiaUy significant quantities of

nitrogen, hydrogen sulfide and methane. Anoxic corrosion of iron and iron.based alloys

in the waste will produce hydrogen gas. The WIPP project is presently investigating

how the generation of gas wiU affect the performance of the waste repository, i

At the present time, it is believed that the salt formation will be essentially impermeable

to the gases that are produced. As a result, gas generation will lead to a slow build-

up of pressure inside of the disposal rooms. One concern is that pressures inside the

rooms could become large enough to produce fractures that propagate outward from the

repository. If such fractures form, they could provide an escape path for the radionuclides

stored in the repository.

To inve3_igate this problem, a typical storage room filled with waste and backfill was

analyzed with a two-dimensional finite dement model. The results of this analysis show

that, while current estimates of the gas generation rate give rise to room pressures that

exceed the lithostatic stress level at the repository horizon, the principal stresses at all

locatlo,s in the salt formation will remain compressive. Such a condition implies that

fracture of the salt is unlikely. These results should be viewed with caution, however,

since the effects of clay seams and preexisting fractures in the salt have not yet been
considered.

Followl,g completion of the two-dimensional storage room analysis, a one.dlmensional

problem of a pressurized borehole was analyzed. The purpose of this study w_s to

investigate how the rate of pressurization affects the stress state in the creepi,g salt.

Four differe, t pressurization rates were considered. The _alyses suggest that if the
t 'pressurization rate is sufficiently slow, ensde stresses will not develop in the salt, even

when the borehole pressure is three times as large as the Uthostatic pressure.I
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2 Storage Room Analysis With Gas Generation

2.1 The Finite Element Model

Figure 1 shows the finite element mesh that was used in the plane strain s_nalysis. The

w_te, crushed-salt backfill, and intact salt were all included in the model. The boundary

conditions that were applied in the s_alysis approximate tile conditions that exist around

a deeply buried storage room located near the middle of a long string of equally spaced

storage rooms. Both the left and right edges of the mesh were fixed against horizontal

motion. The lower edge of the mesh was fixed against vertical motion. A pressure

of 15 MPa was applied along the upper boundary of the mesh. The stratigraphy was

assumed to be all-salt (i.e., clays seams grad _nhydrite beds were not included in the

model). The intact salt was given an initial stress field of _, = _ = _, = 15 MPa, where

_r,, _, end or, are the stresses in the horizontal, vertical, end out-of-plane directions.

This corresponds to the stress state that is believed to exist at the repository horizon
before excavation.

The elastlc-secondary creep constitutive model described in Reference 1 ws_ used for the

intact salt. The shear and bulk moduli of the intact salt were given values equal to the

values listed in Reference 1 divided by a factor of 12.5; while the creep constants were

given values equal to those listed in Reference 1. This set of constants has been found

to produce good agreement between the measured closure rates of empty storage rooms

and the closure rates calculated in finite element analyses [2]. The material models aud

properties used for the waste and backfiU were identical to those used iu Reference 3.

2.2 Gas Generation Rates and Calculation of Gas Pressure

Gas generation rates assumed in the structural analysis were taken from informstion

presented in Reference 3. Each storage room was assumed to contain 6804 drums. During

the first 500 years both microbial decomposition and anoxic corrosion contribute to gas

production. The gas generation rate during this period was assumed to be constant

and equal to 2.66 g-moles/drum/yr. After the first 500 years, the gas production due

to corrosion was assumed to stop. During the time period between 500 yr and 700 yr,

gas generation due to microbial decomposition was assumed to continue at a rate of

0,86 g-moles/drum/yr. Gas production was assumed to cease completely 700 yr after
excavation.

The finite element code SANCHO was modified to compute the room pressure and to

apply the resulting nodal forces to nodes on the room boundary. The gas pressure was

computed from the ideal gas law based on the current "void" volume in the room (i.e.,

the volume uot occupied by solids) and the total amount of gas in the room. Specifically,
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the gas pressure P8 was computed from the relationship:
NRT

P°= v- vs

N = mass of gas in g-moles

R = 8.23 (m3Pa)/(g-mole K)

T = 300K

V = current volume of the storage room in m3

I_ = volume of solids in tile storage room = 1330m 3

Table 1 shows how tile volume of solids Ys was determined. After each iteration in tile

analysis, the current room volume Y was calculated based on the locations of the nodes
on the boundary of the storage room. Next, the gas pressure was calculated according to
Equation I. Fiually, the resulting nodal forces werecomputed and added to the external
force vector.

2.3 Results

The storage room problem was analyzed for the first 3,000 yr following excavation. Itwas
assumed in tile analysis that the room was filled and sealed immediately after excavation.
The problem was defined so that the elastic closureof the room at the time of excavation
did not produce stresses in the waste or backfill. Time was adv_ced in increments of
0.025 years.

Figure 2 shows how the room press,re increased with time. A peak room pressure of
20.8 MPa w_s reached at 700 years. Gas generation ceased Lfter 700 years, and the
pressure decreased as the room continued to expand. The pressure in the room will

decay to the lithostatic pressure (15 MPa) in the limit as time goes to iuflnity.

The void vohme in the room is plotted as s function of time in Figure 3 and as s function
of pressurein Figure 4. These figures show that the void volume decreased to a minimum
of 973 ms after 200 years and then began to increase wllen the room pressure reached
9.2 MPa. In the long-term, the void volume will approach 1675 ms as the room pressure

decays to 15 MPa. (This can be calculated directly from the ideal gas law.)

Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the maximum principal stress and mlnim,m princlpal stress
in the intact salt 700 years after excavation when the room pressurereachedits maximum

value. These two figures clearly show that all stresses remained compressiveeven though
the room pressurewas larger than the lithostatic pressurest the depth of the repository.
Although this result may seem to contradict the results obtained from hydro.frac exper-
iments described iu Reference 5, one must keep ia mind that the hydro-frac experiments
were conducted at pressurization rates that were many orders of magnitude larger than

those encountered in the gas generation problem analyzed here.
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3 Analysis of a Pressurized Borehole

The one-dimensional problem of an internally-pressurized borehole in rock salt was an-

alyzed to qu_tatively determine how the rate of pressurization would affect the stress

field near a storage room. Figure 7 shows the geometry and boundary conditions for the

problem. The inner radius of the hole was selected so that the cross-sectional ares of the

hole was equal to the cross-sectional area of the storage room considered in the previous

section. All elements were given an initial stress state of or, = or, = ¢rx= 15 MPa. A

pressure of 15 MPa was applied at the outer radius. The pressure at the inner radius was

held at zero for the first 10 years of the analysis and was then increased at a constant

rate to a final pressure of 45 MPa. Four different pressurization rates were considered:

10 MPa/yr, 20 MPa/yr, 40 MPa/yr, and 80 MPa/yr.

The finite element code SANTOS was used for the borehole calculations. The material

model and material constants for the salt were the same as those used in the storage room

calculation described in the previous section. Figure 8 shows how the hoop stress at the

edge of the borehole changed as a function of time for each of the four pressurization

rates. In all four cases, the hoop stress next to the hole initially increased to i pelk value,

and then began to decrease (become more compressive) with increasing borehole pressure.

For the two lowest pressurization rates (10 MPa/yr and 20 MPa/yr), the hoop stress next

to the borehole remained compressive at ell times. For the two highest pressurization

rates, the hoop stress next to the borehole became tensile when the borehole pressure

reached approximately 12 MPa. Results similar to those obtained here have also been

reported in Reference 6. Figure 9 shows how the hoop stress varied as a function of

distance from the centerline of the hole for the 80 MPa/yr pressurization rate. Curves

are plotted for four different values of the internal pressure. Note that the peak hoop

stress was initially located next to the edge of the borehole, but moved radially outward
from the hole with time.

The results from the one-dimensional calculations indicate that, if the pressurization

rate is sufficiently slow, a compressive stress field will exist ground a pressurized borehole

even when the borehole pressure is three times as large as the lithostatic pressure. For a

borehole located at the same depth as the WIPP repository, the minimum pressurization

rate required to produce tension in the salt is approximately 20 MPa/yr. This is between

two and three orders of magnitude larger than the rate of pressurization in the storage

room analysis described in the previous section.
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4 Conclusion

The results of the pressurized storage room analysis and the pressurized boreho]e anal-

yses suggest that gas production is unlikely to initiate fractures in the surrounding salt
formation. This conclusion is based on two observations:

1. In tile two-dimensional storage room analysis, the salt was never in tension.

2. In the one.dimensional borehole analyses, the pressurization rates required to pro-

duce tension in the salt were between two and three orders of magltitude larger

than the pressurization rate anticipated for the storage room.

Analytical models are presently being developed to dp_,rmine if pressure resulting from

gas production can cause separation along clay seams t,. lead to the extension of preex-

istillg cracks.
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Table 1. Tots] Volume and Void Fraction of Each Region in tile Storage Room.

Volume by Region Void Fraction

Volume of Drums(6804) - 1,817 ms (64,125 ft a) 0.685

Volume of Backfill = 1,268 ma (44,775 ft s) 0.40

Volume of Air Gap = 561 m s (19,800 ft s) 1.00

Total Solid Volume (Vs):

Vs = (0.315)(1,817) + (0.6)(1,268) = 1,330m s (47,064ft s)
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Figure I. PleLne StrsJn Finite Element Model of ,LTRU Storsse Room,
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Sandia National Laboratories

Albuquerque,NewMexico87185

d,t,: April 30, 1990

to: B. M. Butcher, (5345

from..J. R. Weatherby,T321 trod W, T. Brown, 1533

,ubj.ct: Closure o/'a Dispossi Room BmckfllledWith u Ssit/Bentonlte Mix

1 Introduction

111order to minimise the hydraulic conductivity of the WIPP repolltory, empty spice i.
the disposal room,, acceseway,, and shafts will be backfIUed¢[ter the operatJonsi phMe
of tile repository is complete. A lesdins candidate for the bsckfil] materisi iJ the crushed

stJt mined dudns excavMion of the rooms, AIthou|h the permeability of the crushed
8tJt will inititJly be much Isrser than thlt of the Intlct isit in the host forms,is., the
crushed .sit reconiolidste, t, the roomi close due to flow of the esit in the ,urrouudins
formstion.

Samples of crushed silt have been tested under hydrostMi¢ lotdlns co.dltlon8 [I,2], I.
these tests, the consolidation of the samples wu meuured M s function of time st
different levels of hydrost&tic pressure, Theg tests have shown that the addition of i

smsil amount of wMer (0.5% by wei|ht) |reatly increMe8the rate of consolidation of the
crushed east, SjaJLrdem,_trodKries (3] hive constructed sn empiricsi constitutive model
for crushed ssit bued on experlrnentsi dlts born the consolidation tests on wet crushed
east, In Reference [4], ,hit model hu been uled to ,_nsiyse dl,postl rooms which ire: 1)
completely filled with the backfill,ud 3) filled with s combination of wMte and backfill,

The model hu siso been u.ed in sn_lysins ,toro4e room, pre.,uri.ed by sue, produced
by corrosionand decomposition of the wute [G,6],A primary objective In these ansiyje,
hM been to eJtim,_te the desree of compaction In the backfill u s function of time.

A mixture of crushed ,Lit and bentonite hM tho been considered for u,e u s backfill

msterisi, Be.tonlte t, I deJlrlble additive because it co.. absorb brine and rtdio.uclides, _
Unfortunately, consolidMion tests show ,hit stir/bentonite Jtmplet comptct st much

slowerrates than samplel condstins of crushed esit ,done [7}, This raises the concert, that
the permeability of the stir.bentonite btckflll In the dJJpossi rooms could retail, lsrse

tell,ire to that of the intact Isit for Ion| time periods exte.di.| well beyond 1O0year,.
To i.vestiftMe aid, problem, s diJpoJsi room bJLckf_lledwith s mixture of crushed ,sit
s.d bentonite hu been snsiysed with the !tructurtl finite element code SANCHO,

^ l*_'.t
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2 Constitutive Model For the Backfill

The constitutive model for the backlUl is described in Reference 3, The constitutive

equations in the third chapter of Reference3 are bued on the assumption that the cha.ge
in density between the currentconft$,_rattons_ndthe referenceconfigurationts very small
relLtiveto the density in the referenceconfiguration. In the origins] tmplementatio, of the

backfillmodel in SANCHO, the referenceconfiguration wM taken to be the configuration
exJsti.s at the end of the previous time step, Hence, the origln-I formulation of the
constitutive relations is valid if the volume change within a time step is "sutiicie.tly
small".

The backfill model wu reformulated so that the constitutive relation, remmJnvmJidfor

arbitrarily large changes in de.mity. In order to describe the reformulated co.stltutlve
relations, severmJquLntltiu must first be defined. The Cauchy stress tensor is denoted

by ¢,_. ,rod the velocity vector is denoted by v,. The stretching tensor d._ a,d the spa.
tensor tu+jape defi.ed M:

!

d,, = _(v,_+ _j,,) (1)

w,j ,, _-(v,,_ _,,) (2)2

Both the Cauchy stre. tenmor_d the ,tretching tenmorcan be decomposed i,to mpherlcmJ

maddevlatorlc part, through:

1

where,

I

I, ,, -_,- (5)
+. • -d. (+)

The corotationsJ flux of the Cauchy mtremmtenmortmdefined to be:

_,_= _,_- w,+q,j,+¢+,tv,_ (7)

The following relationmhipbetween the corotation_ flux of the Cauchy mtremm,the devia+

toric +tre. 4,,+,and the hydrostatic pressure p can be show. to hold:

_,, -i',_- 6,# (s)

I. the backfill co.mtitutive model, the rate of dilatation/r,, is ammumedto depe.d o. the
hydromtatic premmurethroulh:

+, - _/X + !Bo [e*" + 1] ," (9).o
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where go, Bs, and A are the materiai constants obtained from the creep consolidation

experiments, /t" is the elutic bulk modulus, and p is the density of the backfill. The
de.slay p is computed from the relationship:

(Zl)P = Poexp _udg (I 0)

where p0 i, the den,jay at tlme to. In the formulation presented in [3], the following
relationship, were usumed in place of Equations 9 and 10:

.0 [e"" lle"',. = #it+ - (11)
v

p = po/[l -'.(t - to)] (12)

The deviatorlc part of the stretching ten,or l, u,urned to depend on the devistorlc sire.
and corotstionai flux of the deviatodc stress through the relationship [3]:

= +A, P  t.ct (13)
20 p

whereA., N, LndQ are mstedsi const&ntsobt,dnedfromunlaJdsicreepexperimentson

the intact salt, R is the idesi gu constant, 7' is the absolute temperature, G is the elastic

shear modulus, and Plat.ca is the density of the intact silt,

The elutic moduli are usumed to depe.d on the density of the backfill through rela-
tionskips of the form:

x = Xo,Xp(x p) (14)
0 = Ooexp(G,p) (15)

The emplric,d equation for the elutlc bulk modulus K is b,u,ed on data from a hydro-

static test on dry crushed silt [I]. In this experiment, the bulk modulus was deternd.ed

by performing unload.reload cycles on the same specimen at dllTerentdegrees of con,oli.
datioli, Conita.t, Its and Kl were determined in [3] by using the lee,atsquares method

to llt the modulus data to the fu.ction in Equation 14, In the fit, the function wa,

constrained ,o that the bulk modulus of the crushed gait wu equsi to the bulk modulus
of the Intact silt when th=crushed ,nit wu fully compacted, No experiments hive been
co.ducted to determl.e how the shear modulus varies with density, ,o tl_eshear modulus

was ,u.umed to vary according to the same exponentiai form u the bulk modulus. The
constant G0 w,u, selected so that the shear modulus for the crushed s,dt was equal to
that of the intact gait whe. the crushed ,slt w,a fully consolidated, a.d the co.sta.t G'i
wa, assumedto be the samew KI,

A_?())
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3 Creep Consolidation Properties of the Salt-Bentonite Back-
fill

Three samples of • s,,Jt.bentonlte mixture were tested under const&nt hydrostatic lo_di.g

by RE/SPEC Inc. [7]. All three ,ample, were compo,ed of 70% by dry weight crushed

,sit and 30% by dry weight bentonite. Two of the samples contained g% moisture by

weight, sald the third ,staple contained 10% moi,ture by weight. The loading hlstory

l'or e&ch ,pecimen cond,ted of s ,aries of constsnt-pre,sure stages. The lowest pressure

applied in ,my ,tLge wM 3 MPa, and the highest pres,ure ,Lpplied in Shy ,tLge wsm

14 MPs. Specimen volume wM monitored contlnuou,ly during each test. The ,pecimens

were ,ubjected to ]osd for tpproxlmstely 300 day,.

From Equstion, 9 Lnd I0, the ¢on,olidstlon rLte for constant pre,,ure can be expressed
U:

= B0(en'' - l)eA' (10)

where p is the hydroltttic pressure (compresdon slves ,L positive value of p), p is the

dry density of the mixture, ,Llld A, B0, and BI are material constlnts. Integrstioll of

Equation i6 for the cue of con,tant hydro,tLtic pre,,ure give,:

1 i),]p = -_ los - ABo(eB,v- (17)

where t is the elLpsed time, and p0 is the density at t = 0. In [7], the constazlts A,

Bo, and BI were determined by fitting measurement, of density M a function of time to

Equation 17 u,lns the method of leMt-squares. Table I li,t, the vL]ue, of the con,tants

that were obtLined from creep te,t, on each of the three te,t specimen,. The parameters

referred to M "Selected Value," were determined by Cslla.hsn [11] to be represel_tstive

of the parameter, obtLined from the three te,t, of the ,Llt/benton|te mixture. VP.lue, of

the par&meters for pure "wet" cru,hed ssJt are sJ,o provided.

4 Modification of the Backfill Constitutive Subroutine

In SANCHO the volumetric part of the btckflU constitutive model, given by Equation 9,

is integrated usin s t semi.analytical lpproach. In this method, RvereJ appro_Amattolls

are made to obtLin Ln tpprox.im&te &nsJytlceJ exprenlon for the ftnsJ pressure tt the eltd

of the time step bMed on _, and the length of the time step _t. For the integration to be

accurate, the vsJue of _t must be smsJl. When At is too l&rge, the time step is divided

into smaller lesments within the constitutive routine so that:

vt

_t = E _t, (18)
iml
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Table 1. Creep Consolldatlon Constants for S&lt/Bentonite Backfill [7] and All-Salt

Backfill [3],

Test Moisture- Applied ................. Parameter V_lues

I,D, Content Pressure A Bo Bt

.... ..._(%) ...........(Mpa) __ (m3/kg) ....... (k$/(m"' S))_ (MP_aT:)

cs1 5,3 3,45 to 14 -33.9 x 10-s 0.972 x 10=t 0.693

cs3 9,97 3,45 to 7 -30.3 x 10-s 0.970 x i0 =t 0.084

CS4 5.24 3.45 to 14 -34.5 x 10-s 1.021 x 102t 0,509

I Selected Values for -34.5 x I0 -s 1.0 × 1021 0.6 1

I

SsJt/Bentonite Mixture [II] I

I

where,

at, = min(6/a, 6/_, 6/_,) (19)

o = (Kpo+Apo- (20)
= X po, (21)

'OPo = density at the beginning of the subdivist n. (22)

Tile variable 6 sppearlng in Equffition 19 determines the accuracy of the integration, in

the origine_ implementation of the constitutive model, a v_ue of 0.1 WM used for 6. For

the crushed salt backfill, the use of 6 = 0,1 produced acceptable results; however, smaJler

values of 6 were required to obte.in the desired accuracy for the salt/bentonite mixture.

For this reMon, 6 WMmffidean input variable which can be specified by the user through

the input data file to SANCHO,

5 Analysis of Hydrostatic Creep Experiments

Equation 17 gives the density of the backfill as a function of time for a constant hydro-

static pressure. Because an ane.lyticaJ solution for this loading condition exists, it was

used M a check on the implementation of the backfill constitutive model in SANCHO

using the "Selected Vtdues" from Table I. Figures I and 2 show how the variable 6 affects

the accuracy of the integration for a constant hydrostatic pressure of 0,05 MPa for the

A-2o'_
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pure crushed salt and the salt/bentonite mixture, respectively. The solid line in these
figures represents the _alytical solution from Equation 17. Based on this comparison,
it was decided that the accuracy provided by 6 = 0,0025 was sufficient for integrating
the constitutive equations with the salt/bentonite properties. For pure crushed salt, all
values of 6 are within 0.1% of the analytical solutlon for density, although 6 = 0.0005

provides results which are about an order of magnitude more accurate than the others.
For the salt/bentonlte mixture, 6 = 0.I fsJls to capture the initi_l part of the dellsity
history with the desired accuracy, but is only 0.6% less than the exact solution at the
end of 0.10 years. The solutions for _ = 0.005 and 6 -- 0.0005 track the exact solution

accurately and are off'by less than 0.2%over the entire simulation period.

In each hydrostatic creep test described in Reference 7 the specimens we,e subjected

to 3-4 different levels of hydrostatic pressure. Within each stage, the pressure was held
constant. To evaluate the performance of the constitutive model under a tlme-varylng
load, SANCHO was used to track the vo]umetrlc response of the specimen to the loading

e'history applled in test C$I. In the experiment, the sp clmen was first conditioned by
rapidly loading it to a hydrostaHcstress of 3.45 MPa. During conditioning, the density
increased from an initial value of 1449kg/m 3 to a value of 1685kg/m 3. The conditioning
phase was followed by three additions.1loading stages where the hydrostatic pressurewas
held at 3.45 MPa, 7 MPa, and 14 MPa. Between each loading stage, the specimen was
again conditioned by rapidly loading the sample to the hydrostatic pressure level in the

next stage. The change in density during conditioning was negligible between Stages 1
and 2 and between Stages 2 and 3,

For comparison purposes, the density from the SANCHO analysis was converted to vol-
umetric "exlgineering" stral, through the following relationship:

(Vo- V)IVo = 1 - P--' (23)
P

where t_ is the initial volume of the sample, V is the current volume, p is the denslty,

and p, is the density of the mixture before the initial conditioning (1449kg/m3). In the
SANCHO calculation, the starting density of the specimen was set equal to the density
after the initial conditioning stage (1685kg/ms). The creep consolidation constants listed

in '/'able 1 for test CSI were used in the analysis. Figure 3 shows the volumetric strain
history measured in experiment CS1 compared to the volumetric strain calculated with
the SANCHO model. The agreement i8 good between the volume strains calculated

with SANCHO and the volume strains measured in the test. The constitutive model,

however, cannot accurately track the rapid consolidation which occurs during the initial
conditioni_ig of the specimen where the density increases from 1449kg/m a to 1685k_;/m3
over a period of a few seconds or minutes.

A - 2 0_,
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6 Finite Element Analyses of Consolidation in Backfllled Dis-

posal Rooms

SANCHO was used to analyze t_ closure uf a disposs.1room that is backfiUed immedi-

ately following excavation, The two main objectives of this investigation were to:

1. Compare the void reduction in a room backfilled with crushed salt to the void
reduction in a room bsckfilled with a 70/30 mixture of crushed salt and bentonite.

2, Determine the sensitivity of room closure to the elastic moduli of backfill.

Five different cases were considered, and, in each case, a different set of constants was

used in the backfiUconstitutive model, The deviatoric creep behavior of the backfill was

assumed to be the same in all cases; only the constants defining the elutic moduli and
tile creep consolidation behavior were varied. The canes considered were:

o Creep consolidation properties for crushed ss.lt with e!utic moduli of crushed salt

• Creep consolidation properties for crushed salt with elastic moduli of crushed salt
scaled by a factor of 1/12.5

, Creep consolidation properties for a 70/30 sLit/bentonite mixture with elastic n_od-
uli of crushed u.lt

• Creep consolidation properties for a 70/30 s_lt/bentonite mixture with elastic rood.

uli of crushed salt scaled by a factor of 1/12.5

o Creep consolidation properties for a 70/30 salt/bentonite mixture with elutic mod-

uli estimated with a mixtures approximation,

The scaling factor of 1/12.5 is an issue because the elastic moduli of the intact salt have

been scaled by this factor. This scaling has produced analytical results which are in good

agreement with measurements of room closure at the WIPP site [9]. It is natural to ask
whether it is appropriate to scale the elastic constants of the backfillby tile same factor.

6.1 Finite Element Model and Boundary Conditions

The fiIlite element model shown in Figure 4 was used in the five analyses of the disposal

room. The nodes aloxigthe left and right edges of the mesh werefixed against horizorltal
motion to approximate the conditions that exist around a room that is located l_earthe

center of a very long panel of rooms, A pressure of 14.8 MPa was applied along the

upper boundary of the mesh to represent the overburden at the depth of the repository,
Tire initial stress state ill the undeformed configuration was assumed to be col_staltt

A 2()')
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in tile salt formation. The t_ormal stresses in the horizontal, vertical, and out-of-plane

directions were set equal to -14.8 MPa in all elements in the intact salt. The izlitial

stresses for elements representing the backfill were set equal to zero. No gravitatioaal

forces were applied in the problem u it has been assumed that closure of the disposal

rooms is not greatly affected by the gravitational forces acting on the material in the

imnlediate vicinity of the room [8]. Following [9], the stratigraphy was also ignored,

and the formation was considered to be all-salt. The temperature in the room and

surrounding salt wM sssttmed to be constant at 300 K.

0.2 Constitutive Model Parameters

Tile WIPP reference e]astlc.secondary creep model described in Reference I0 was used

to represent the mechanical behavior of the intact slit. Following [9], the referellce

elastic coastants were divided by 12.5 to produce closures similar in magnitude to those
measured at the WIPP. Table 2 lists the material constants that were u,ed with the

elastic-secondary creep model.

Two sets of constants were used to defllle the creep behavior of the backfill: one set for

analyses involving the all.salt backflU, and one set for s_alyses involving the salt/bentonite

mixture. Table 3 lists the vsJues of the creep constants for both backfill compositions.

The consolidation constants A, 130,and BI are those recommended by RE/SPEC, Inc. itl

[II]. The initial density of the all-salt backfill was taken to be 1400 kg/m s, and the fully-

compacted density was taken to be 2140 kg/m s. The iuitial density of the salt/bentonite

backfill was taken to be 1480 kg/m 3, and the fully-compacted density was taken to be

2260 kg/m _.

In analyses of the backfi]Jed disposal room, three sets of constants were used to describe
the variation in the elastic modull. These constants are listed in Table 4. The set of

constants labeled "unscaled" is the set derived in Reference 3. The "scaled" constants

are equal to the unsc_ed constants divided by 12.5. Since bentonite has mechanical

properties whichare different from those of salt, the moduJi for the salt/bentonite mixture
will be different from that of the crushed salt alone. To estimate the elastic moduli of

the mixture, a crude mixture approximation was used to estimate the elastic moduli of

the salt/bentonite backfill. The mixtun, approximation is based on an incomplete set of

experimental data and an unverified assumption about how the bentonite is dispersed

within the mixture. In Table 4, the set of constants labeled "mixture" corresponds to the

constants derived from the mixture approximation. Details of the procedure that was

used to obtain the constants for the mixture can be found in the appendix, While the

mixture approximation is useful in a parametric study, it should not be used ia place of

experimezttal meuurements to determine how the modulus varies with density,

A-206
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Table 2. Material Constants Used With the Elastlc/Sec ndary Creep Model fur the
Intact Salt.

........_ _,9__ i_ P;............
It" 1.656 x 10i Pa

A 5.79 x I0"" Pa'"s/(sec)
N 4.9

_/RT 20,13

Table S. Creep Constants Used With the Backfill Model for the All.Salt and
Salt/Bentonite Backfills.

v,¢l# _ 8v fi

4,0 il
II Q/RT 20113 20.13 il
U A (mS/ks) -17.3x I0"s -34,5x I0"s

| Bo (ks/(m:msec)) 1.3x 10s ix 10sl |
! .... o,s__ Io-. ....... •.......o.6_ Io-_, __

,# = 2G [d:.y- 1.5(N+i)llA,(pint,,t/p) Ivexp(Q/RT)(ii, i_,t)(_'l)/m%] H
,6= Bo[exp(B_p)- l]exp(Ap) !1

Table 4. Three Sets of Constants Used to Describe the Elastic Moduli of the Backfill.

[--S_t --K-] o ......]............................x, - [ co...........................[ a,

""Unsc_le-d'- .....1,_00'--_i--o:oo_--i-_io_oo;......o:oo_---_

s_,_,d _40s.Io.oo_s! _4_. o.oo_s
Mixture 351900,L_oo436 L35818__ 0.004_16

A ?o /

................ i̧
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6.8 Finite Element Results

The horizontal and vertical closures of the disposal room are shown in Figures 5 and 6

for each of the five cases. In these figures, the vertical closure is the change in height

of tile room at the center of the roof and floor expressed as a percentage of the original

room height. The horizontal closure is the change in the width at the midheight of the

room expressed as a percentage of the original room width.

The void volume in the disposal room expressed as a percentage of the total room volume

is shown in Fig_e 7 as a function of time for each of the five cases analyzed. The void

fraction is computed from the relationship:

v =_ Vv°id = (1 - pi/Pintact)Vo + AV (24)V V

where p, is the initial density of the backfill when it is placed in the room, V0 is the initial

volume of the room, V is the current volume of the room, and A V is the change in room
volume from the undeformed state.

Changing the elastic moduli of the backfill had virtually no effect on the closure of the

storage room. The creep consolidation properties, however, had a significant effect on

room closure. With the all-salt backfill, zero void volume was reached in the room 70 years

after excavation; whereas, for the salt/bentonite backfiU, 7.5% of the room volume was

void 200 years after excavation.

Contour plots showing the distribution of void volume in the room are shown in Figure 8

for the salt/bentonite backfill. As found in previous calculations with all-s_lt backfill [4],

the salt/bentonite backfill consolidates most rapidly in the corners and shows the slowest

rate of consolidation i_. the center of the disposal room.

The mean stress (_rmean = _¢r_i)at the center of the disposal room is shown in Figure 9
for the all.salt backfill avd for the salt/bentonite backfill. The all-salt backfill reaches

complete consolidation at 70 years when the mean stress is -2 MPa at the center of

the room. At 70 years, the mean stress in the salt/bentonite mixture is approximately

-4 MPa at the center of the room. The higher stresses in the salt/bentonite backfill slow

closure of the room and are responsible for the slower rate of compaction of the backfill.

7 Conclusion

The algorithm used to integrate the backfill constitutive model has been fine-tuned so that

it can be used to accurately integrate the constitutive equations with materifl constants

derived for a 70/30 mixture of crushed salt and bentonite. The integration algorithm was

tested on a single-element problem where a constant hydrostatic load was applied. The

collstitutive model was shown to match experimental results from a creep consolidation

experiment where the hydrostatic pressure was increased in a sequence of three steps.
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Analyses of a backfiUed disposal room show that the salt/bentonite backfill is much slower

to consolidate than the all-salt backfill. After 200 years of closure, the salt/bentonite

backfill still contained 7.5% void by volume. In contrast, all void was eLiminated from

the all-salt backfill 70 years after excavation. The analyses also indicate that predictions
of room closure and void volume _e insensitive to the elastic modulus of the backfill.
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Appendix A. Estimation ofthe Bulk Modulus of a Salt/Bentonite
Mixture

No experiments] data are currently available l'orthe density variation of the elutic moduii

of a cru,hed ,Lit/bentonite mixture. However, ,uch datL are available for dry crushed

,tit [I] and a ,and/bentonite mixture [12], The,e propertie, dons with ,m unverified

usumptlon ,tbout the nature of the mixture were u,ed to obtcin a crude estimate of

how tlle moduii of the ,L]t/bentonite might vary with den,ity. Thi, estimate w&s used

in a parameter study to determine the sen,ltlvl y of room clo, ure cL]culLtions to the

con,tLnt, appe_ing in Equffition, 14 and 15,

If the ,Llt/bentonlte i, u,umed to be a non.lntersctin$ mixture where the bentonite is

collected into ,mall pocket, which ire uniformly di,tributed within a cru,hed ,alt matrix,

then the modull of the mixture can be e,timated with a ,imp]e mixture rule, For s mMs

fraction A of bentonite, the ,peciflc volume of the mixture can be written M:

V f (1- A)Vs+ AVa (A.I)

where t% and l_ are the ,peciflc volume, of,tit Ind bentonite, re,pectively, end V = I/p

where p is the raM, den,ity,

The compre,,ibility of the mixture i, then e,timLted M:

_V = (I- A)_sl_+ A_a_. (A.2)

where # isthe inverseofthe bulkmodulus. Thi,equLtionallow,forthe calculation

ofthecompressibilityofthemixtureifthevolumeInd compressibilityofe_chphMe i,
known.

The bulkmodulu, M ,Lfunctionofpeak prea,ureincrushedsaltha, been meMured

inte,tareportedin[I].These ss_nedstshave been convertedtobulk modulus M a

functionofden,ltyby Sj_srdema,rodKrieg[3].Dezlsityo/'thecrushed,LitM a function

ofpressurehM theform:

p = 1.5425+ 18,992p (A.3)

where the density has units of s/cm s and pressure is in MPs, The corresponding bulk
modulus hM the form:

Ks -- 1.76 x 10"=ee'ss# (A.4)

where the units of K _re MPs, Thus, Lt a given preHure the density can be determilied

as a function of pres,ure; Lnd the corre,pondins modulus i, then calculated u a/'unctioll

of density.

The only data _vcil_ble l'or bentonite st v_rious densities were obtained for a ben.

tonlte/sand mixture which is 30% s_nd by weight [12], The dLt_ were used in lieu

o/' other data sources. For this material, the pressure M s/'unction o/' the volumetr}c

strain e_ wM determined to be:

p = 2.61exp(8.10e,)- 1. (MPI,) (A.5)
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This equation can be inverted to give e_(p), and the density i, calculated from p =

po/(! - e_), Tile corresponding modulus has the form

k'e = 1.2p- 1836.0 (MPa.) (A,6)

where the density is in ks/m s,

The final modulus of the mixture u a function of density is then calculated from Equa-

tion A,2 above, The result is shown in Figure A.I. The expression for the bulk modulus

of the mixture was fit to a function of the form K = A'0exp(E1p) for use in the backfill

constitutive model. This model aiso requires an expression for the variation of the shear

modulus with density, Since no test data wsa available for determlnin8 this function,

the shear modulus was computed from the bulk modulus assuming that Poisson's ratio

of the mixture remaii|s constant during consolidation, Based on the results presellted ili

Reference 13, a value of 0,12 was used for Polsson's ratio of the mixture,
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Appendix B: Constitutive Equations For Bliokflll Conilolldstlon
In SANCHO And In 8PECTROM-32

Constitutive Equations In SANCHO

Backfill consolidation is defined in SANCtlO by the following equations ($jaardema_tnd

Krieg, 1987). Decomposing the current values of the stres_ % and the total strain rate (dr.t,t/dt)
into volumetric and deviatori¢ parts (using the summation convention):

P. - I/3 okk, (B,, la)

Stj - % - I/30kk, (B-Ib)
(dev/dt) = - (dckk/dt}, (B.i¢)

(deij/dt} - (dcij/dt) - I/3 (dckk/dt), (B-id)

where: P is the pressure(positive in compression),

Sij is the deviatoric stress,
(dev/dt) is the volumetric strain rate (positive for decreasing volume), and

(deu/dt) is the deviatoric strain rate.

The density p is computed from

t

P " Poexp( J (dcv/dt)dt, (B-le)

to

where Pois the density of the backfill at time to.

ELASTICCONSTANTS

The elastic responseof' the consolidating material was defined by Sjaardema and K riel in
terms of the shear modulusG and bulk modulus K as

K = Ko*exp(Kl*p), (B-2a)

G = Go,exp(Gl,p), (B-2b)

where K o, K l, Go, and Gl are constants (Table 3.2.1). These relationships are also used in
SPECTROM-32.

SANCHO CREEPMODEL

The volumetric constitutive model for pure crushed salt is (e.g., Sjaardema and Krieg, 1987,

Equation 3.3.7)

(dp/dt) = Ko exp(Klpo(i + ev))[(dev/dt)

- (l-ev)=/po*Bo(exp(B1P) - I),exp(Aopo.(I + ev)) ]. (B,.3)
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for creep under de_,,iatori¢ _tre_e_, Sjaardema and Krie| ._ed a relationship For the

de,,iatori¢ stress rate thai depends upon the _e_*ondnr),creep model for intact salt l*hiq a_sumplion

is important he_au_e'_ it represents a major difference het",een the constitutive model used in the

i'inite_element code SANCtlO and the finite element _,,o(|e._ L( I ROM._i_ the continuum model

for the rate of the de,,iatoric stre_ of crushed salt in S_N(,tiO is (eli, Sjaardema and Kriefi,

F_quation_1_46)

(dSij/dt) - _G((de',j/dl) _ At(_)_, _))) e_p (Q/RT)(S_$_)(" I)i! Sjj), (B.4)

where material ¢onstant_ Ar, Q, and n refer to the _,aiuesf_)r intact salt (Table ],_,1)_ the denslt)

poJ is the solid densit_ oi' halite

The ,,olumetri¢ creep equation (I quation I I,,4i and the de,,iatoric stress rate (l!quation i]_])

are then intelirated to determine the total _tressat an), time, Ri'.en b_,"

%. $)j . 6)joP, (B_5)

where 6)) is the Kronecker delta, Both $)) and P contain elastic response term_

Con|tltutlvo EquationstnIIPECTFIOM-$2

9PECTROM,3;_DEVIATOFIICCREEPMODEl.

Instead ot' summinli stresses, the continuum model t'or the rate of consolidation ot' crushed

salt in SP _CIROM._t2 sums strain rate_ (e,li,0 Callahan and l)eYries, IOQI):

;_ t(d_:_jd ) - (dc"_/dt) + (d_,_/dt), (I]-Ol

Elastic response is lii_en b)_ the term (d_j/dt), and the creep response is lli'_en be, the term

(dec)j/dr) The creep strain is, in turn, decomposed into a _olumetric component and a shear

component, The in,_arinnt strain-rate measure ot' the shear component, _)qs, is then assumed to
be a scalar multiple of the in_arian; measure of the _,olumetric strain rnte (d_:v/dt) (the _,oolumetri'_;

strain is defined in SPECTROM.-.t_ a_ cv - _ - ip

(d_.qs/dt)- go(dcv/dt), (O-?)

and the invariant stress is assumedto be a scalar multiple of the octahedral shear stress,

%. (,l,js)o s, (B-B)

.,'here Js is the second in_.'oriant of the stress deviator (]! - i/.o$_j$_j), so that the total creep
strain rate (includinR hath volumetric and shear c_)mponents) becomes

(d_,j/dt)- (dcv/dt}.6)j/_ - _oldcv/dt).3$)_/(_o.) (B-Q)

To apply this equation, a _alue of 2/) i_ assumed for the constant ;J, which causes the

lateral components of the total creep strain, dccj,t/dt, in . uninxi.l test to equal zero To
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under_tafld the impli¢Rtions {_f thi_ a,_uml'_tii)n, ¢{).si(ter a _h_itt _,_lindlic{it s_imfde _)l crushed

m_tetial _ith _ uaifmm ¢.ml!re_*_e hJ_iddi_ttii_uted _)_,ereach end lhe _.te_ _i" the ,_tml_h,;ire

unrestrained ttecause the mechanism h_r the reducti.n ,r _lume _r the _tmpie durinR _reep

¢,_nq_lid_ti_n is the def_mat.m ,r material int_) L_[_IU ,._)id_. r.the,- than [h)_ _)t' material

Inter_l!_,. I_tet_l inelastic e_pnn_i_n _f thi,_ _ampie v_,,_uldappe.r unlikei,_ lhus. u_in# the

condition ,ff /er,) lateral str_tin t_)e_tuate d app_ea_rea_,_na!_le,althouRh thi_ h_p,_the_i_has yet to

he checked h_ e_periments_ i!qu._ttmn(2_)! then hec_)me_

rand the full ¢onstituti_,e relmtion i_

, (I,¢v)t _. fl_t _ eX_oBteokk )ll

with c.nst.nt_ fin, fl i, .nd A li_ted in l_.hl_ _2 i

While Equ_ti.n B_ll i_ c_)rrect f_t the initisl m_dei th.t v._ incorpormted int_)

SPECTROM_2, the model wn_ _uh_equentl_ e_panded t_ include the de_,i,t._ic re_pon_e (d' the

l_tun_m-.l)_w_.n m,)del (C_l!_h.n and I_Vrie_, lq911 much the _.me ._ I_quation Ho4 define_ the

de_i,t_)ri¢ p_rti_)n or the _e¢_)ndnr_creep m_)del I'hi_ expanded model is e_pected t_) give .
_m_)oth tr_n_iti_)n fr(_m cru_hedo_nlt heh._inr t_) intact salt beh[l_i_)r _l_ the v_)id fr.ction

appro_¢he__er()
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Appendix C: SANCHO And RE/SPEC Waste Models

SANCHO Waste Model

The stress-strain behavior of waste is represented in SANCtiO by a volumetric plasticity

model with a piecewise linear function defining the relationship between the mean stress 0,1 and

the volume strain ev (Weatherby et al., 1991) (See Appendix B, Equations B-la, B-Ic).

Compaction experiments on simulated waste were used to develop this relationship, given in Table

C-I. Although the deviatoric response of the waste has not been characterized, compaction

experiments on 55-galion drums of simulated combustible, metallic, and sludge waste showed that

the drums do not undergo significant lateral expansion until most of the void space inside the

drums has been eliminated (Butcher et al., 1991) (i.e., the thin steel walls of the drums have

sufficient strength to elastically confine the waste). Therefore, the constants in the volumetric

plasticity model were defined to capture this anticipated characteristic, The deviatoric yield
function F has the form

F = ad - 3p = 0, (C-I)

where ad = (3/2 Sij Sq)l/_ (See Appendix B, Equation B-lb). The deviatoric response was assumed
to be elastic-perfectly plastic. With this assumption, the yield surface of the waste is a surface of

revolution around the mean stress axis in three-dimensional principal stress space. The curve

traced by its intersection with any 7r plane is a circle, with all stress states within the circles
elastic. A value of 222 MPa was assumed for the elastic shear modulus, and the elastic bulk

modulus was 333 MPa (Weatherby et al., 1991).

Table C-I. Assumed relationship between the mean stress and the volume strain for CH-TRU

waste used in SANCHO disposal room closure analyses (new SANCHO compaction

curve)
,, i,, , i , ,, ,, ,_,,

Mean Stress, p Volume Strain, ev

(MPa) (Iog(p/po))

0.028 0.032

0.733 0.741

I. 133 0.898

1.667 1.029

2.800 I. 180

10.17. 1.536

J, , ,,,,,,,,

RE/SPEC Waste Model

The stress-strain behavior of waste is represented in SPECTROM-32 by a nonlinear elastic

model based on the assumption that the axial stress is proportional to the mean stress'

*The definition of the mean stress differs from the definition used for SANCHO: for

SPECTROM-32, am = -'_, for SANCItO, p - -
i
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(Figure 3,-3)(Callahan and DeVries, 1991), This assumption is related to the compaction tests of

55-gallon drums of simulated combustible, metallic, and sludge waste that were laterally
unconfined: for zero lateral stresses, the definition of mean stress becomes

ore,', (Or+ o0+ oa)/3, with or = o0 = 0, so that oa = 3om, (C-2)

In contrast, if the assumption is made that the waste is actually under a hydrostatic state of

stress, then or and _0 would equal oa, and ot " am. Callahan and DeVries recognized that neither

assumption was correct and initially chose the oa - 3om assumption because it provided the less

stiff representation of the TRU waste. They felt that the less stiff representation was more

conservative because it provided less resistance to room closure and lower back pressure on the

surrounding backfill and increased the time required to obtain lower porosities. In later

calculations, closure calculations were repeated using the o_ - om assumption (Cailahan, March 13,
1992 memo in Appendix A). These results described in Section 5.1.3, were found to be much

closure to the expected response.

The functional form used for compaction was

aa " ln(¢/_o)/K, with oa = 30m (C-3)

where ¢ is the porosity, ¢o is the initial porosity, and K is a material parameter (Table C-2). To

use the stiffer representation of the TRU waste (i.e oa - am, the material parameters K was
replaced by K/3. The elastic tangent bulk modulus K was calculated directly from the

relationships in Equation (C-3), and the elastic shear modulus G was assumed to be G ,- 1K/5,

corresponding to a value for Poisson's ratio of 0.25.

Table C-2. Composite CH-TRU waste consolidation model constants used in the SPECTROM-_32

disposal room closure analyses

Model Solid Initial _ Initial

Density Porosity (MPa) -t Density
,of (kg/m s) ¢o af {kg/m s)

ii, i _ : : __ i i, ill --_ i .............

Series 2,790 0.650 0.068 978
Parallel 2,790 0.637 O.169 1,010

:l l ......... j._._ :j Ill J[ Ill r ] ,l lllllllll, ,IUll, l . "lll ill Ill ...... ]]. II .....
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Appendix D: Disposal Room Calculations

Development of the closure part of the disposal room model was accomplished in a series of

_lages (Arst_ello et al., 1991), that became increasi" ;ly more detailed as better material response
mode!_ and mathematical methods became available. Even though the final results of closure

studies as of October 1991 are reported in several key documents, other references provide

additional detail of the methods for their acquisition. Summaries of key references are listed in

thi_ appendix in roughly the chronological order that the studies were completed, to provide

in_iAht into the steps leading to the final results.

C|l©ul|tlon 1: An Empty Room

REFERENCE

Ehgartner, B, 1990. G¢omt,chwllcat Amdy._c,_m Sl_ppor! of the I_'a_te l._ola/ion Pilot Pistil (WIPP).

SAND90-0285. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories. Chapter 9.

CODE

SPt_CTROM.- 32

ROOM DIMENSIONSAND BOUNDARYCONDITIONS

An empty room in two-dimensional (2-13) plane strain was modeled as an infinite series of

]3 ft wide by 13 l't high, infinitely long rooms separated by I00 ft pillars. "['he finite element

mesh _as _ymmetri¢ around the _'er[ical centerline o1"the room with dimensions of 66.5 ft by

34,,,,, ft. Iioundary conditions were roller or unidirectional displacements along each side of the

mesh, except at the top where a unidirectional overburden pressure of 13.65 MPa was applied.

l'he _eltical in silu stressgradient from the top of the model was internally calculated from the

density and thickne_ of the layers,

STRATIGRAPHY

I.ayers ot" pure halit,.,, argillace_)us halite, and anhydrit,., were separated by clay seams. (Clay

seams more than 33 ftawa,, t'rom the room were not included.

CONSTITUTIVEMODELS

Sail: Munson-Dawson model and properties were used (Munson et al., 1989a;
Munson et al,, 1980b), except that the transient strain limit constant for
argnllaceous halite was varied from that of the reference set,

Anhydrite: An elastic material with a reduced modulus to account for the presence el
fractures was used.
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Clay: A friction coefficient of 0.2 was assumed.

RESULTS

The room volume as a function of time was normalized to the room volume predicted

elastically immediately after room excavation.

Calculation 2: An Empty Room

REFERENCE

Morgan, H.S. 1987. "Estimate of the Time Needed for TRU Storage Rooms to Close," June 2,
1987 memo to D.E. Munson. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories. (Memo in

Appendix A).

Code

SANCHO

ROOM DIMENSIONSAND BOUNDARYCONDITIONS

An empty room in two-dimensional (2-D) plane strain was modeled as one in an infinite

series of 33 ft wide by 13 ft high, infinitely long rooms separated by 100 ft pillars. The finite

element mesh was symmetric around the vertical centerline of the room with dimensions of 66.5

ft. by 351.3 ft. Boundary conditions were roller or unidirectional displacements along each side of

the mesh, except at the top where a unidirectional overburden pressure of 13.57 MPa was applied.

The vertical in situ stress gradient from the top of the model was calculated from the density and

thickness of the layers.

STRATIGRAPHY

The formation was assumed to be completely salt.

CONSTITUTIVEMODELS

Salt: WIPP reference secondary creep law was used, with the reference elastic
properties of halite divided by 12.5 (Krieg, 1984).

RESULTS

The room volume was normalized to the original room volume. Good agreement was

observed with the closure rates measured in the SPDV test panel.
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An iteration of this was completed by Weatherby (May 17, 1989 memo in Appendix A) in

which he compared the results of a calculation with the finite element mesh symmetric around the

vertical centerline of the room with a quarter panel model. After 25 years of closure, the quarter

panel representation closes 12% more than the half panel, largely because the quarter panel has a

shorter distance between the center of the room and the upper boundary of the mesh.

Calculation 3: An Empty Room

REFERENCE

Morgan, H.S. 1987. "TRU Storage Room Calculation with Stratigraphy," December 9, 1987 memo

to D.E. Munson. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories. (Memo in Appendix A).

CODE

SANCHO

ROOMDIMENSIONS AND BOUNDARYCONDITIONS

An empty room in two-dimensional (2-D) plane strain was modeled as one in an infinite

series of 33 ft wide by 13 ft high, infinitely long rooms separated by 100 ft pillars. The finite

element mesh was symmetric around the vertical centerline of the room with dimensions of 66.5 ft

by 351.3 ft. Boundary conditions were roller or unidirectional displacements along each side of

the mesh, except at the top where a unidirectional overburden pressure of 13.57 MPa was applied.

The vertical in situ stress gradient from the top of the model was calculated from the density and

thickness of' the layers.

STRATIGRAPHY

The stratigraphy is described by Munson and Morgan (1986).

CONSTITUTIVEMODEL

Salt: WIPP reference secondary creep law was used with the reference elastic
properties of halite divided by 12.5 (Krieg, 1984).

Anhydrite layers and a single polyhalite layer:

These materials were modeled as plastic materials with pressure dependent
deviatoric yield strengths defined by the Drucker-Prager yield criterion.
The Drucker-Prager constants were variations of the WIPP reference values
(K rieg, 1984).
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RESULTS

Room volumes were normalized to the original room volume, The closure estimate was

almost the same as when the anhydrite layers were assumed elastic (without elastic constant

reduction) and predicted 56% volume reduction in 100 years, as opposed to 76% reduction
obtained with the all-salt model,

Calculation 4: Rooms Completely Filled With Salt Backfill
or Waste and Salt Backfill

REFERENCE

Weatherby, J.R. 1989. "Finite Element Analysis of TRU Storage Rooms Filled with Waste and

Crushed Salt," May 17, 1989 memo to B.M, Butcher. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National

Laboratories, (Memo in Appendix A),

CODE
!

SANCHO

ROOM DIMENSIONSAND BOUNDARYCONDITIONS

A room filled with waste and backfill in two-dimensional (2-D) plane strain was modeled as

one in an infinite series of 33 ft wide by 13 ft high, infinitely long rooms with rounded corners

separated by 100 ft pillars. The finite element mesh was a quarter panel room with dimensions 20

m (66.5 ft) by 27 m (88.5 ft). Thus, in addition to symmetry about a vertical plane, the disposal

room contents were approximated as symmetric around a horizontal plane passing through the

center of the disposal room, Boundary conditions were roller or unidirectional displacements along

each side of the mesh (based on symmetry conditions), except at the top where a unidirectional

overburden pressure of 14.3 MPa was applied. All locations within the salt formation had this

initial stress state with all three principal stresses set equal to 14.3 MPa. Room contents were

100% backfill (crushed salt) or backfill plus waste. This configuration did not include the 2 ft air

gap normally considered part of the disposal room contents. The volume assumed for the waste

was 1817 m3, and the volume assumed for the backfill was 1829 ms. An empty room calculation

was also performed to determine the effect of reducing the distance from the center of the room

to the upper edge of the mesh by half. This reduction was made in order to reduce CPU time.

STRATIGRAPHY

The formation was assumed to be completely salt.
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CONSTITUTIVEMODELS

Salt: WIPP reference secondary creep law was used, with the reference elastic
properties of halite divided by 12.5 _Krieg, Ig84).

Backfill Crushed salt - The Sjaardema and K rieg constitutive relations were used
with slight modifications, mostly concerned with how the deviatori¢ stresses
are defined, as described in Appendix B.2 of this memo. The initial
density of the crushed salt was 1400 kg/m s,

Waste: A volumetric plasticity model with a piecewise linear function defining the
relationship between the mean stress and the volumetric strain was used,
Since no data was available to define this relationship, the model parameters
were estimated. Deviatoric response assumed that the waste would not
undergo significant lateral expansion, with the constants in the volumetric
plasticity model defined to capture this anticipated characteristic. A
deviatorlc yield function was defined, and a non-associative flow rule was
used. This relationship is shown as the "old" Sancho model in Figure 3.3-2
of the current report.

RESULTS

Void-fraction versus time curves are obtained at a given time by dividing the void volume

in the region by the current volume of the region. Contrary to previous assumptions, in lieu of

specific information, these results are the first to demonstrate that collapse rates of backfill and

waste differ, and therefore the void fraction within the waste may be quite different than the void

fraction within the backfill at a given time. Consolidation of the backfill occurs much more

rapidly than consolidation of the waste. A concern with regard to the results of these calculations

is that, contrary to expectations, the waste is shown to consolidate to almost zero void fraction.

This computed response was a direct consequenceof the parameter values assumed for the waste

consolidation model, which were revised later as experimental data became available.

Calculation 5: Rooms Completely Filled With Crushed Salt
or Crushed Salt/Bentonite Backfill

REFERENCE

Weatherby, J.R., and W.T. Brown. 1990. "Closure of a Disposal Room Backfil!ed With a

Salt/Bentonite Mix," April 30, 1990 memo to B.M. Butcher. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia

National Laboratories. (Memo in Appendix A).

CODE

SANCHO
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ROOM DIMENSIONSAND BOUNDARYCONDITIONS

A room filled with backfill in two-dimensional (2-I)) plane strain was modeled as one in an

infinite series of 33 ft wide by 13 ft high, infinitely long rooms with rounded corners separated

by I00 ft pillars. The finite element mesh was a quarter panel rnom with dimensions of 20 m

(66,5 ft) by 27 m (88.5 ft). Boundary conditions were roller or unidirectional displacements along

each side ot" the mesh (based on symmetry conditions), except at the top where a unidirectional

overburden pressure of 14.8 MPa was applied. All locations within the salt formation had this

initial stress state with all three principal stressesset equal to 14.8 MPa,

STRATIGRAPHY

The formation was assumed to be completely salt.

CONSTITUTIVEMODELS

Salt: WIPP reference secondary creep law was used, with the reference elastic
properties of halite divided by 12.5 (Krieg, 1984).

Backfill Crushed salt - The Sjaardema and Krieg constitutive relations were used
with two different sets of elastic moduli, The initial density of the crushed
salt was 1400 kg/m s.

Crushed salt and bentonite - The Sjaardema and Krieg constitutive relations
were used with parameters defined by Callahan and DeVries (1991). These
calculations also were for two different sets of elastic moduli, The initial
density of the crushed salt was 1480 kg/m s,

RESULTS

Void-fraction versus time curves are obtained at a given time by dividing the void volume

in the region by the current volume of the region. These calculations represent the current state

of the art with regard to incorporation of the backfill into disposal room closure analysis,

Calculation 6: Rooms Completely Filled With Different Backfills and Waste

REFERENCE

Weatherby, J.R,, W.T. Brown, and B.M, Butcher. 1991. "The Closure of WIPP Disposal Rooms

Filled with Various Waste and Backfill Combinations," Rock Mecttanic_ as a

Multidisciplmary Science, Procet'dink,._ o/the 32nd U.S, S.vmpo,_ium, umw, rsity o.f Oklaltoma,

Not'matt, OK, July 10-12, 1991. Ed, J-C, Roegiers, Brookfield, VT: A,A, Balkema,
919-928.
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CODE

SANCttO

ROOMDIMENSIONS AND BOUNDARYCONDITIONS

A room filled with waste and backfill in two-dimensional (2-1)) plane strain was modeled as

one in an infinite series or 33 ft wide by 13 ft high, infinitely long rooms separated by 100 ft

pillars. The finite element mesh was a quarter panel room with dimensions of 20 m (66,5 ft) by

54 m (177 rt). A quarter panel requires the approximation that the disposal room contents are

symmetric around a horizontal plane passinB throuBh the midpoint of the disposal room. Boundary
conditions were roller or unidirectional displacements along each side of the mesh (based on

symmetry conditions), except at the top where a unidirectional overburden pressure of 14.8 MPa

was applied, Initially all three principal stresses were set equal to 14.8 MPa at all locations within
the salt formation to define the initial stress state. The boundary conditions simulate conditions

that would exist around a deeply buried disposal room located near the middle or a long panel of

equally spaced disposal rooms. Room contents were either 100% backfill (crushed salt or 70 wt%

crushed salt and 30 wt% bentonite) or backfill plus waste. This configuration did not include the

2 rt air gap normally considered part of the disposal room contents. The volume assumed for the
waste was 1817 ms and the volume assumed for the backfill was 1829 ms.

STRATIGRAPHY

The formation was assumed to be completely salt,

CONSTITUTIVEMODELS

Salt: WIPP reference secondary creep law was used, with the reference elastic
properties of halite divided by 12,5 (Krieg, i984).

Backfill: Crushed salt - The Sjaardema and Krieg constitutive relations were used
with two different sets of elastic moduli. The initial density of the crushed
salt was 1400 kg/m 3.

Crushed salt and bentonite - The Sjaardema and Krieg constitutive relations
were used with parameters defined by Callahan and DeVries (1991). These
calculations also were for two different sets of elastic moduli. The initial
density of the crushed salt was 1480 kg/m 3.

Waste: A volumetric plasticity model with a piecewise linear function defining the
relationship between the mean stress and the volumetric strain was used.
Compaction experiments on simulated waste were used to develop this
relationship, which is defined in the paper and in Appendix C of this
report,
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RESULTS

!

Void-fraction versus time curves are obtained at a given time by dividing the void volume

in the region by the current volume of the region, Results show that the slower consolidation of

the salt-bentonite backfill (cf, Butcher et al., 1991) does not significantly affect the rate of waste

compaction.

Calculation 7: Rooms Completely Filled With Different Backfills and Waste

REFERENCE

Callahan, G.D., and K.L. DeVries. 1991. Ana/yse._ of Back/illed Transuranic Wastes Disposal

Rooms, SAND91-7052. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories.

CODE

SPECTROM-32

ROOM DIMENSIONSAND BOUNDARYCONDITIONS

A room filled with waste and backfill in two-dimensional (2-b) plane strain was modeled as

one in an infinite series of 33 ft wide by 13 ft high, infinitely long rooms separated by 100 ft

pillars. The finite element mesh was a quarter panel room with dimensions of 20 m (66.5 ft) by

27 m (89 ft). Boundary conditions were roller or unidirectional displacements along each side of

the mesh (based on symmetry conditions), except at the top where a unidirectional overburden

pressure of 14,3 MPa was applied, Initially all three principal stresses were set equal to 14.3 MPa
at all locations within the salt formation to define the initial stress state. Room contents were

either 100% backfill (crushed salt or 70 wt% crushed salt and 30 wt% bentonite) or backfill plus

waste. This configuration did not include the 2 ft air gap normally considered part of the disposal
room contents.

STRATIGRAPHY

The formation was assumed to be completely argillaceous salt in order to facilitate

comparison of results with SANCHO calculations.

CONSTITUTIVEMODELS

Salt: The modified Munson-Dawson material model was used (Munson et al.,
1989a).

Backfill Crushed salt - The Sjaardema and Krieg constitutive relations were used.
The initial density of the crushed salt was 1400 kg/m s.
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Crushed salt and bentonite - The Sjaardema and Kriee, constitutive relations
were used with parameters defined by Callahan and DeVries (1991), The
initial density of the crushed salt was 1480 kg/m s.

Waste: The stress-strain behavior of waste is represented in SPECTROM-32 by a
nonlinear elastic model based on the assumption that the axial stress is
always equal to three times the mean stress. The same compaction data
were used to develop this relationship as the data used for the SANCHO
calculations (Weatherby et al., 1991), as shown in Figure 3.3-2.

RESULTS

Void-fraction versus time curves are obtained at a given time by dividing the void volume

in the region by the initial volume of the region. Differences between analyses with SPECTROM-

32 and SANCHO are discussed in Appendix B of the report. These calculations were difficult

because excessive CPU time was required for their completion. A comparison of the results for

rooms filled completely with backfill with SANCtlO results showed that in all cases the

SPECTROM-32 results predicted more rapid consolidation. Another major difference was that the

waste compaction model in the SPECTROM-32 calculations caused the waste to compact to much
lower porosities than expected.

Calculation 8: Effect of Gas Generation on Room Closure

REFERENCE

Weatherby, J.R., j.G, Arguello, and C.M. Stone. 1989. "The Effect of Gas Generation on the

Performance of CH-TRU Disposal Rooms," November 14, 1989 memo to B,M. Butcher and

D.E. Munson. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories. (Memo in Appendix A).

CODE

SANCIIO

ROOM DIMENSIONSAND BOUNDARYCONDITIONS

A roorn filled with waste and backt'ill in two-dimensional (2-D) plane strain was modeled as

one in an infinite series of 33 t't wide by 13 ft high, infinitely long rooms with rounded corners

separated by 100 t't pillars. The finite element mesh was a quarter panel room with dimensions of

20 m (66.5 ft) by 27 m (88.5 ft). in addition to symmetry about a vertical plane, the disposal

room contents were approximated as symmetric around a horizontal plane passing through the

center of the disposal room. Boundary conditions were roller or unidirectional displacements along

each side of the mesh (based on symmetry conditions), except at the top where a unidirectional
overburden pressure of 15 MPa was applied. All locations within the salt formation had this

initial stress state with all three principal stresses set equal to 15 MPa. Room conten were

backfill plus waste, This configuration did not include the 2 t't air gap normally considered part ot"

the disposal room contents. Ilowever, an inconsistency of the calculation was that the 2 t't air gap
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II....

volume was included in determination of the void volume for the gas, as described below. The

volume assumed for the waste was 1817 m3, and the volume assumed for the backfill was 1829 nls.

STRATIGRAPHY

The formation was assumed to be completely salt.

CONSTITUTIVEMODELS

Salt: WIPP reference secondary creep law was used, with the reference elastic
properties of halite divided by 12.5 (Krieg, 1984).

Backfill: Crushed salt - The Sjaardema and K rieg constitutive relations were used
with slight modifications, mostly concerned with how the deviatoric stresses
are defined, as described in Appendix B of this memo. "['he initial density
of the crushed salt was 1400 kg/m s.

Waste: A volumetric plasticity model with a piecewisc iisicar function defining the
relationship between the nlean stress and the volumetric strain was used.
Since no data was available to define this relationship, the model parameters
were estimated. Deviatoric response assumed that the waste would not
undergo significant lateral expansion, with the constants in the volumetric
plasticity model defined to capture this anticipated characteristic, A
deviatoric yield function was defined, and a non-associative flow rule was
used, This relationship is shown as the "old" Sancho model in Figure 3,3-2
of the current report.

Gas: The ideal gas law was used to compute gas pressures. The gas generation
rate was 2.06 g-moles/drum/yr for the first 500 years, after which gas
production due to corrosion was assumed to stop. The gas generation rate
between 500 years and 700 years was 0.86 g-mole/drum/year, due to
microbial action, and after 700 years all gas generation was assumed to stop.
The room was assumed to contain 6804 drums of waste, the maximum
physically possible.

For the gas calculation, the code SANCtlO was modified to compute the
room pressure and to apply the resulting nodal forces to the room boundary.
Volume available for the gas was determined by subtracting the volume of
the solids in the disposal room from the current roorn volume. Solid volume
was determined l'rom the sum of the assumed initial solid fraction or the

waste (0.315) multiplied by its initial volume (1,817 m3), added to the
assumed initial solid fraction of the backfill (0.6) multiplied by an initial
volume of 1,268 m:]. llowever, the total solid volume of 1,330 m3 computed
in this manner was inconsistent with other assumptions for the calculation
because it was based on lhe assumption that an air gap was present. For the
quarter panel configuration used for the analysis, the air gap wits assumed
filled with backfill to overcome computational difficulties, so thai the total
initial backfill volume wits actually 1829 m3, Thus the backfill volume used
for estimation of the total solid volume should have been 1829 ms ralher
than 1,268 m3, allowing less room for gas. These two values differ by the
volume of the air gap, which is 561 ms.
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RESULTS

Void-fraction versus time curves are obtained at a given time by dividin R the void volume

in the region by the current volume ot" the region. Gas generation was observed to stop closure

when the backfill and waste were still highly porous and the internal I_as pressures were well

below lithostatic. Although these results were based on the "old" waste compaction model, the

consequences of its use were not as severe as when it was used for estimates of closure without gas

generation. The reason for this conclusion is that the "old" waste compaction model is considered

to be in error when the waste is compacted to low states of porosity and backstress becomes

important, in the 9as generation calculation described in this section, the room contents never

became dense enough to generate much backstress. In fact, little effect on the results is

anticipated had the more recent compaction model been used in this calculation.

Calculation 9: Effect of Gas Generation on Room Closure

REFERENCE

Brown, W.T., and J.R. Weatherby. i990, "Influence ot' Gas Generation Potential and Gas

Generation Rate on the Performance of Cti-TRU Disposal Rooms," September 17, 1990

memo to B.M, Butcher and F.T. Mendenhall. Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National

Laboratories. (Memo in Appendix A).

CODE

SANCHO

ROOMDIMENSIONS ANDBOUNDARYCONDITIONS

A room filled with waste and backfill in two-dimensional (2-D) plane strain was modeled as

one in an infinite series of 33 ft wide by 13 rt high, infinitely long rooms with rounded corners

separated by 100 ft pillars. The finite element mesh was a quarter panel room with dimensions of

20 m (66.5 t't) by 27 m (88.5 ft). In addition to symmetry about a vertical plane, the disposal

room contents were approximated as symmetric around a horizontal plane passing through the

center of the disposal room. Boundary conditions were roller or unidirectional displacements along
each side of the mesh (based on symmetry conditions), except at the top where a unidirectional

overburden pressure of 14.8 MPa was applied, All locations within the salt formation had this

initial stress state, with all three principal stresses set equal to 14,8 MPa. Room contents were

backfill plus waste, This configuration did n(,t include the 2 t't air gap normally considered part

of the disposal room contents, The volume assumed for the waste was 1817 ms, and the volume
assumed for the backfill was 182q ms.

STRATIGRAPHY

The formation was assumed to be completely salt.
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CONSTITUTIVEMODELS

Salt: WIPP reference secondary creep law was used, with the reference elastic
properties of halite divided by 12.5 (Krieg, 1984).

Backfill: Crushed salt - The Sjaardema and Krieg constitut=ve relations were used
with slight modifications, mostly concerned u,ith how the deviatoric stresses
are defined, as described in Appendix B of this memo. The initial density
of the crushed salt was 1400 kg/m 3.

Waste: A volumetric plasticity model with a piecewise linear function defining the
relationship between the mean stress and the volumetric strain was used.
Since no data was available to define this relationship, the model parameters
were estimated. Deviatoric response assumed that the waste would not
undergo significant lateral expansion, with the constants in the volumetric
plasticity model defined to capture this anticipated characteristic, A
deviatori¢ yield function was defined, and a non-associative flow rule was
used. This relationship is shown as the "old" Sancho model in Figure 3.3-2
of the current report.

Gas: The ideal gas law was used to compute gas pressures. The gas generation
rate was 2.6fi g-moles/drum/yr for the first 500 years, after which gas
production due to corrosion was assumed to stop. The gas generation rate
between 500 years and 700 years was 0.86 g-mole/drum/year due to
microbial action, and after 700 years all gas generation was assumedto stop.
Both the gas potential and the time for gas to be generated was varied in
this calculation by changing the number ot" drums in the room and the gas
generation rates.

For the gas calculation, the code SANCltO was modified to compute the
room pressure and to apply the resulting nodal forces to the room boundary.
Volume available for the gas was determined by subtracting the volume of'
the solids in the disposal room from the current room volume. Solid volume
was determined from the sum of the assumed initial solid fraction of the

waste (0.315) multiplied by its initial volume (I,817 mS), added to the
assumed initial solid fraction of the backfill (0.6) multiplied by an initial
volume of 1,829 ms. Unlike previous calculations, the total solid volume of
1,670 ms computed in this manner wa_ completely consistent with other
assumptions for the the calculations.

RESULTS

Void-fraction versus time curves are obtained at a given time by dividing the void volume

in the region by the current volume of the region. For maximum gas generation, closure was

observed to cease when the backfill and waste were still highly porous and the internal gas

pressures were well below lithostatic, In cor|trast, reductions in gas generation caused more closure

before reversal, and closure for the leasl amount of gas was greater (a smaller void fraction) than

expected. The reason the closure results for minimum gas generation are considered unrealistic is

that these calculations were based on the "old" waste compaction model, For a Riven value of

backstress, the "old" waste compaction model prescribed greater compaction (lower porosity) than
is obtained from the more recent model.
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Albuquerque, NM 87110
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US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
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Nuclear Regulatory Commission Albuquerque, NM 87108
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Environmental Evaluation Croup (3) RE/SPEC, Inc. (3)
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NM Environment Department ('3)
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Southwest Research Institute (2) National Academy of Sciences,
Center for Nuclear Waste WlPPPanel

Regulatory Analysis
Attn: P.K. Nair Howard Adler

6220 Culebra Road Oak Ridge Associated Universities
San Antonio, TX 78228-0510 Medical Sciences Division

PO Box I17

SAIC Oak Ridge, TN 37831-0117
Attn' D.C. Royer
i01 Convention Center Dr.

Las Vegas, NV 89109 Ina Alterman
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SAIC Waste Management, GF456
Attn: H.R. Pratt 2101 Constitution Ave.

10260 Campus Point Dr. Washington, DC 20418
San Diego, CA 92121

Fred M. Ernsberger
SAIC (2) 250 Old Mill Road

Attn: M, Davis Pittsburgh, PA 15238
J. Tollison

2109 Air Park Rd. SE John D. Bredehoeft

Albuquerque, NM 87106 Western Region Hydrologist

SAIC Water Resources Division

Attn: T.W, 'I'llompsotl US Geological Survey (M/S 439)
14062 Denver West Parkway 345 Middlefield Road
Suite 255 Menlo Park, CA 94025
Golden, CO 80401

Rodney C. Ewing

Tech Reps Inc. (3) Department of Geology
Attn: J. Chapman University of New Mexico

C. Crawford Albuquerque, NM 87131T. Peterson

5000 Marble NE, Suite 222

Albuquerque, NM 87110 Charles Fairhurst, Chairman
Department of Civil and

TRW Filvlronmental Safety Systems Mineral Engineering
A'/:t:t_: I., Wildman University of Minnesota
26b() Park Tower Dr., Suite 13OO 500 Pillsbury Dr. SE

Vtelma, VA 22180-7306 Minneapolis, MN 55455-0220

Wt,st il_gl_o_lse Electric Corporation (5) B. John Garrick

Attic' l.ibrar v PI,G incorporated
C. Cox 4590 Mac.Arthur Blvd., Suite 400
L_ Fit:eli
B,A, lie,ward Newport Beach, CA 92660-2027

R, F'_,t_llli_ttl
t'O g_,::2C)'8 Leonard F. Konikow
(::,rl:_ba_l, NH 88271 US Geological Survey

431 National Center

Wt,_;t it@_ou_,.;c Si_vat_t_al_ River Reston, VA 22092
'Fect_tmlogy Cvt_t_,r (4)
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.I.R. Ilarbour National Academy of bciences
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Washington, DC 20418
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Jeremiah O'Driscoll D.W. Powers

Jody Incorporated Star Route Box 87
505 Valley Hill Drive Anthony, TX 79821
Atlanta, GA 30350

Universities

Christopher G. Whipple University of New Mexico
Clement International Geology Department
160 Spear St., Suite 1380 Attn: Library
San Francisco, CA 94105 Albuquerque, NM 87131

Performance Assessment Peer Review Panel University of Washington
College of Ocean

G. Ross Heath and Fishery Sciences
College of Ocean and Fishery Attn: G.R.Heath
Sciences, HN-15 583 Henderson Hall
583 Henderson Hall Seattle, WA 98195
University of Washington
Seattle, WA 98195

Libraries

Thomas H. Pigford

Department of Nuclear Engineering Thomas Brannigan Library

4159 Etcheverry Hall Attn: D. Dresp

University of California 106 W, Hadley St.
Berkeley, CA 94720 Las Cruces, NM 88001

Thomas A, Cotton Government Publications DepartmentJK Research Associates, Inc.
4429 Butterworth Place NW Zimmerman Library

Washingto1_, DC 20016 University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, NM 87131

Robert J. Budnitz

President, Future Resources Hobbs Public Library
Associates, Inc. Attn: M. Lewis

2000 Center Street, Suite 418 509 N. Ship St.
Berkeley, CA 94704 Hobbs, NM 88248

C. John Maim New Mexico Junior College
Department of Geology Pannell Library
245 Natural History B1dg,
1301 West Green Street Attn: R. Hill

University of Illinois Lovington Highway
Urbana, IL 61801 Hobbs, NM 88240

Frank W. Schwart7 New Mexico State Library
Department of Gc_ology and Mineralogy Attn: N. McCallan

The Ohio State Universl.ty 325 Don Gasper
Scott Hall Santa Fe, NM 81503
1090 Carmack P,(I,

columbus, OH 432 !0 New Mexico Tech

Martin Speere Memorial Library
Individuals Campus Street

P. Drez Socorro, NM 87810
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Albuquerque, NM 871,11 WIPP Public Reading Room
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Attn: Dlrector

101 S. ttal_lgueno St.
Carlsbad, NM 88220
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Foreign Addresses Insti tut fur Tieflagerung (2)
Attn: K. Kuhn

Studiecentrum Voor Kernenergie Theodor-Heuss-Strasse 4

Centre D'Energie Nucleaire D-3300 Braunschweig, GERMANY
Attn: A. Bonne

SCK/CEN Boeretang 200 Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt
B-2400 Mol, BELGIUM Attn: P. Brenneke

Postfach 3345

Atomic Energy of Canada, Ltd. (3) D-3300 Braunschweig, GERMANY
W]_iteshell Research Estab,

Attn: B, Goodwin Shingo Tashiro
M, Stevens Japan Atomic Energy Research Inst,
D. Wushke Tokai-Mura, Ibaraki-Ken, 319-i1

Pinewa, ManitoI_a, CANADA ROE ILO JAPAN

Francois Chenevier (2) Netherlands Energy Research
ANDRA Foundation ECN

Route du Panorama Robert Schumann Attn: L,H. Vons

B.P. 38 3 Westerduinweg
92266 Fontenay-au×-Roses, Cedex PO Box 1

FRANCE 1755 ZG Petten, THE NETHERLANDS

Jean-Pierre Olivier Svensk KarnbransleforsorJning AB
OECD Nuclear Energy Agency Attn: F, Karlsson

Division of Radiation Protection Project KBS
and Waste Management Karnbranslesakerhet

38, Boulevard Suchet Box 5864

75016 Paris, FRANCE 10248 Stockholm, SWEDEN

Claude Sombret Nationale Genossenschaft f(Ir die

Centre D'Etudes Nucleaires Lagerung radioaktiver Abfalle (2)
De La Vallee Rhone Attn: S. Vomvoris

CEN/VALRHO P. Zuidema
S.D.II.A. B.P, 171 Hardstrasse 73

30205 Bagnols-Sur-Ceze, FRANCE CH-5430 Wettingen, SWITZERLAND

Gesellschaft fur Reaktorsicherheit AEA Technology
(GRS) (2) Attn: J.H. Rees

Attn: B, Baltes D5W/29 Culham Laboratory
W, Muller Ablngton, Oxfordshire OXI4 3DB

Schwertnergasse 1 UNITED KINGDOM

D-5000 Cologne, GERMANY

AEA Technology
Bundesanstalt fur Geowissenschaften Attn: W.R. Rodwell

trod Rohstotfe O44/A31 Winfrith Technical Centre
Attic: M. Langer Dorchester, Dorset DT2 8DH
Postfach 510 153 UNITED KINGDOM
3000 Hanover 51, GERMANY

AEA Technology
BuI_desmiIlisterium fur Forschung und Attn: J,E. Tinson

Tech_mlogie B4244 Harwell Laboratory
Postfach 200 706 D[dcot, Oxfordshlre OXII ORA
5300 Bonn 2, GERMANY UNITED KINGDOM
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